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SUMMARY
This thesis presents a study of the application of 
satellite communication techniques for the establishment of 
Business communication networks. The characteristics of the 
traffic and its potential market in Western Europe is 
investigated. This is shown to be of a multiservice nature 
with the speech being a dominant source of traffic. It is 
however being indicated that videoconferencing could 
dominate the traffic mix and overshadow all other services. 
A Reservation Time Division Multiple Access (R-TDMA) 
protocol is hence developed to cater for this multiservice 
traffic. The basic protocol is designed to operate via a 
transparent satellite transponder. However an extension of 
the protocol is specifically designed to operate via a 
regenerative processing transponder. This is a R-TDMA with 
Free-Slots Contention (R-TDMA/FSC). Both protocol versions 
are modelled by Numerical Petri-Nets (NPN) and evaluated by 
computer simulations using the CSIM simulation system. 
Different network and operating conditions are simulated to 
test the performance of the protocols. They are shown to 
offer low delays, high throughputs and stable operation. An 
analytical model is used to validate these simulation models 
and results. The design of a second generation business 
satellite payload incorporating regenerative processing 
transponders is also carried out as part of the design of 
the Communications Engineering Research Satellite (CERS). 
This is shown to dramatically reduce the user earth station 
complexity and cost. The functional description of such an 
earth station is given that has the capability of running 
the earlier developed protocols.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction:
The world1s first commercial communications satellite 
Intelsat-I was launched into orbit in 1965. The Intelsat-V 
series satellites are now in orbit providing global 
communication links. During these intervening. years 
satellite systems have witnessed great advances in size, 
capability and diversity of applications. This has been 
associated with advances in transmission and multiple access 
techniques together with the use of higher frequency bands 
and the application of multiple beam coverages.
Intelsat^ international network consists of large 30m 
antenna earth stations providing gateways for highly 
concentrated trunk telephony, telex and broadcast TV 
traffic. High financial investments are required to install 
a station of such type and it is therefore usual to have
one (or a few at most) station per country.
Higher power satellites with excess transponder 
capacity on Intelsat-IV series provided leased capacities 
for a number of countries to establish their domestic
satellite networks. Such systems operate to 10-13m antenna 
earth stations and in general use single channel per carrier 
systems.
Beside Intelsat1s leased capacity for domestic
2 -
networks, other regional and domestic satellite networks 
were established e.g. US (Westar, Satcom, Comstar), 
Canada (Anik), Indonesia (Palapa), Europe (ECS).
In 1976 the Marisat satellite system established a 
global communications network to serve mobile maritime 
users. This represented a departure from the international 
and domestic satellites used for fixed point-to-point 
communications. The Marisat system provides global voice, 
data, facsimile and teleprinter services to a large number 
of ships. The shore stations provide the necessary 
interconnections to the existing domestic and international 
communications networks.
This decade is witnessing a new era in the use of 
satellites to set up business networks, direct broadcast 
television transmission and communications to mobiles. 
These new applications are characterised by large numbers of 
small, simple and low-cost earth terminals. The simplicity 
of the user terminals is therefore the main requirement for 
these systems. This could mean more complexity on-board the 
satellite.
In this thesis we concentrate on the use of satellites 
for business communications. A special feature of these 
networks is the use of large numbers of small 3-7^ antenna 
earth stations whose traffic characteristics are different 
from earth stations used to date. The networking aspects of 
large numbers of stations with mixed service traffic will be 
investigated in this thesis. Simple and efficient multiple 
access protocols are developed and evaluated both
3 -
analytically and by computer simulation. This is followed
by a design study for a future second generation business
satellite payload and earth station.
A review of the major operational and planned business
satellite networks in the US and Europe is presented in 
Chapter Two. These systems are described to illustrate 
their coverage areas, access modes, connectivities, channel 
rates, and other system parametrs. The use of satellites to 
set up data networks is also reviewed through descriptions 
of some experimental programs dedicated to
computer-to-computer and local area networks communications. 
These represent traffic sources in a business network. The 
Chapter is concluded with a discussion on the direction 
foreseen for the design of second generation business
satellites. The use of on-board processing is introduced as 
the key technology for these future systems.
Chapter Three presents a study of the business traffic 
market in Europe in the next decade. This is used to define
the potential users and divide them into groups, estimate
the number of business earth stations in Europe by 1990 and 
to calculate the average traffic generated by a user
station. This study was needed in order to design low cost 
systems that match the user requirements in the remainder of 
the work.
In Chapter Four access protocols for business 
satellite systems are considered and a new Reservation-TDMA 
protocol is developed together with its allocation 
algorithm. It is designed to be both simple and efficient.
4 -
Both packet and circuit switched traffic can be handled via 
this protocol. A modification to the protocol is also 
presented which will allow it to operate via a transponder 
with an on-board processor that acts as a master control 
station. This further improves its performance.
The new protocol is modeled using the numerical 
petri-nets modelling technique and translated into a 
simulation model using the CSIM simulation system. The 
modelling and computer simulations of the protocol are 
presented in Chapter Five. Different operating conditions 
are simulated to test the delay/throughput and stability of 
the protocol versions. The results of these experiments are 
included in this Chapter to illustrate the attractiveness of 
the scheme.
To validate the results of the simulation exercise an
analytical model is derived in Chapter Six. The results of
the mathematical calculations using this model compare
closely with those obtained from the simulation experiments.
The design of a second generation business satellite 
payload that incorporates on-board processing and
regenerative transponders is presented in Chapter Seven. 
This has been carried out within the design of the
Communications Engineering Research Satellite (CERS) in 
which the author has participated as a member of a UK 
university consortium. CERS is an experimental demonstrator 
for the techniques which have been researched in other parts 
of the thesis. The satellite is planned to carry a number 
of other experimental payloads in addition to the business
5payload which was the subject of our contribution to the 
work.
Chapter Eight discusses the implications that the 
earlier developed protocols have on the design of business 
earth stations. A functional description of a TDMA 
controller together with its interfaces to the terrestrial 
network is given as a preliminary study for the future 
construction of earth-stations.
The conclusions from this work and suggestions for 
future research work in this field are presented in Chapter 
Nine.
Several parts of the work described in this thesis has 
been published in Reports[1 - 3] and papers[4 - 7]. The 
papers are reproduced and included in Appendix (A.1).
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CHAPTER TWO
THE USE OF SATELLITES FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
2.1 Introduction:
In the early 1970!s the first specialised business 
networks evolved. These early networks were terrestrial and 
based on packet or message switching (e.g. ARPA in 1969 and 
TYMNET in 1970). It was later during the 70's that some 
arrangements were made to experiment and implement satellite 
business networks using leased capacities on Intelsat and 
other domestic satellites in the US.
The 1980's were marked by the implementation of 
specialised satellite business networks. This is due to the 
realisation of the many advantages that a satellite network 
can offer a business user:
(a) Wide coverage area which makes the cost of the 
satellite link distance-independant, whereas in terrestrial 
networks the link cost is directly proportional to the 
distance between the connected nodes. The dependance of the 
link cost on the distance could prove uneconomical for an 
interactive user at a terminal when the link cost might 
easily exceed the cost of computation.
(b) Connected network topology due to the broadcast 
nature of satellites. Topological design and routing
8 -
problems are complex in large terrestrial networks. 
Existing implementations are suitable for a small number of 
connected nodes but become inappropriate for large numbers 
of nodes. On the other hand, satellites provide a 
completely connected network topology and routing problems 
are minimised as every user can access any other user within 
the coverage area directly.
(c) The satellite system has the capability of
accomodating new users independant of their locations as
long as they are within the coverage area whether 
temporarily or permanently.
The upper limit on the number of users sharing a 
satellite channel is the channel capacity. Hence the 
channel can accomodate variable numbers of active and
inactive users by the allocation of the channel resources on 
demand.
(d) System flexibility allows the accomodation of new 
users as well as the growth in network traffic. The
allocation of more capacity can be easily provided to absorb 
the traffic variations either temporarily or on a permanent 
basis.
Such flexibility in connectivity and adpatability to 
variable network configurations can not be easily acheived 
in terrestrial networks at low costs. This is due to the 
requirements of many business applications for
poin-to-multipoint (e.g. newspaper distribution) and 
multipoint-to-point (e.g. remote monitoring) connections. 
These are readily applicable to satellite networks and very
9 -
difficult to implement terrestrially.
2.2 Business Satellite Networks:
Specialised Business satellite networks are currently 
operational in the US and Western Europe with some systems 
under development and will very soon be operational. In the 
following sub-sections a review of the major business 
satellite networks, both operational and planned, is 
presented.
2.2.1 Satellite Business Systems (SBS):
In November 1980, SBS launched its first specialised 
business services satellite to provide integrated services 
networks for business users in the United States. SBS was 
established by a consortium of IBM, Comsat and Aetna Life 
and Casualty. At the moment SBS has two satellites in 
orbitC1][2].
The SBS system operates in the 14/12GHz band allowing 
the location of earth stations in close proximity to the 
potential customers. An SBS satellite has 10 transponders 
each of 43MHz bandwidth. The coverage area over the US have 
a range of EIRP and G/T that varies from 43.7dBW and 2.0dB/°K 
in Region 1 (Eastern US) to 39.0dBW and -5.5dB/k in 
Region 6 (Southern Texas) respectively as shown in 
Figure(2.1). This meant the use of 5 and 7metre antennas 
and HPAs of RF powers ranging from 250W to 2KW depending on 
the earth station location and the anticipated EIRP.
SBS supports private networks with integrated services 
of speech, data and video at bit rates that range from
REGIONS G/TdB/K
e.i.r.p.
dBW
1 2.0 43.7
2 0 41.7
3 -0.2b 40.0
4 -b.b 37.0
5 -4.b 38.0
6 -b.b 39.0
nOUSTON* 
28 N LATITUDES— ,
NEW 
ORLEANS
Figure(2.1): SBS Satellite Antenna Coverage - (From Ref.[2])
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9.6Kbit/s to 12Mbit/s per earth station. This is carried 
via a high rate TDMA channel operating at 48Mbit/s to access 
the satellite transponder.
The TDMA frame time is 15ms with a superframe of 
300ms -Figure(2.2). Allocations and capacity assignments 
are controlled by a master control station. The assignments 
of capacity in the TDMA traffic and control fields is highly 
flexible and variable under the control of the master 
station. This allows full connectivity amongst all stations 
in a network with a highly flexible and efficient dynamic 
assignment of frame time to stations according to their 
changing traffic requirements.
Five levels of capacity allocations are operated to 
provide the control of dynamic assignments:
(1) assignment of full time transmission units (FTU) 
to a private network. A FTU is a permanent assignment of 
224Kbit/s of simplex transmission capacity to a private 
network.
(2) dynamic assignment of demand transmission 
unit (DTU) to and from a private network. A DTU also has a 
transmission capacity of 224Kbit/s.
(3) fully variable demand assignment.
(4) variable destination demand assignment.
(5) voice activity compression.
This flexible configuration of assignments resulted in 
the development of a sophisticated satellite communications 
controller (SCC) that resides at each earth station. It has 
the following functions:
DESTINATION
ADDRESS
480 TRAFFIC BITS
BITS
D-TRAFFIC CHANNEL
SYNCHRONIZATION N0' 0F TRAFF|C CHANNELS VARIES AS CAPACITY—
__ &  312 . I . 512.J_________________ I___ 612____
STATION ID I BITS | BITS | \ BITS
C • TRAFFIC FIELD (FOR ONE EARTH STATION) ,
CONTROL
FIELD
TRAFFIC
-------------  FIELD ---------- -
(3 TO 100 STATIONS OF A NETWORK!
— UNASSIGNED —
—  , E ®  - H - ------------- VARIABLE LENGTH -------------4 —  VAR|ABLE _
LENGTH 1t. m<; ,plxFn) LENGTH
A - BASIC TDMA FRAME
DELAY
DEVIATION CAPACITY ASSIGNMENT 
SYNCHRONIZATION AND TIME T0 UP T0 21 ssc's 
AND - I . 0F _
FRAME ID I DAY
SSCISSCI ISSC
1 I 2 I------------- 1 21
EARTH STATION REFERENCE 
BURST AND STATUS CAPACITY 
REQUEST FROM UP TO b SSC'S 
SSCISSC SSC SSCISSCI 
1 I 2 3 4 I b
B - CONTROL FIELD
MODEM
SYNCH
EARTH STATION REFERENCE 
BURST IXRBl Gu 
ID j ALARM STATUS j ,1/:
-1 1/2 TRAFFIC CHANNELS-
Figure(2.2): SBS TDMA Frame Structure - (From Ref.[2])
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(a) interface to customer traffic terminals
(b) A/D and D/A speech conversion
(c) FEC coding and decoding
(d) voice activity compression
(e) call processing
(f) formatting, framing and synchronisation
(g) multiplex/demultiplex of data streams
(h) multiple access and demand assignment control
(i) echo suppression
(j) control of burst modem
(k) signalling and switching
(1) equipment monitor and fault diagnosis.
The SCC is an integrated data processor and represents 
a key feature of the SBS system.
The high degree of sophistication is considered to be
a major cause for the financial problems that faced SBS to
date. It had been projected that by the end of 1983 the 
system will have about 200 operational stations. This did 
not materialise, due partly to the high cost of the SBS 
earth stations. Some transponders on the SBS satellites are 
leased now to carry broadcast TV programs accross the US.
The company is now reconsidering its strategy and 
system design philosophy in order to match the market 
requirements.
2.2.2 Telecom-1 System:
The Telecom-1 satellite network is a French domestic 
project aimed at setting up a business communications
14 -
network to carry a multi-services traffic between a large 
number of small earth stations. The development of the 
Telecom-1 network is meant to provide the basis for the 
future ISDN with high interworking capabilities between 
satellite and terrestrial networks[3 - 6].
The first Telecom-1 satellite was launched in 
August 1984 with the second to follow a few months later. 
The 14/12GHz band will be used to set up communication links 
over France and a number of West European countries 
including Germany and UK. EUTELSAT has therefore arranged 
to lease some capacity on Telecom-1 to form part of its 
space segment serving the business users in Europe. The 
coverage area is shown in Figure(2.3).
Telecom-1 carries 5 transponders each of 36MHz 
bandwidth. Total interconnectivity amongst the network 
stations is acheived by frequency hopping on the earth 
station1s receive side. Thus an earth station transmits on 
a single frequency but receives all five transponders1 
transmissions.
Each transponder supports a 24.576Mbit/s TDMA channel. 
The TDMA has a frame time of 20ms and four types of bursts 
shown in Figure(2.4) are defined as follows:
(1) Primary reference burst transmitted by the primary 
master control station.
(2) Auxiliary reference burst transmitted by a 
secondary master station. This secondary master station is 
located a few miles away from the primary master station but 
can be replaced by redundant equipment at the latter.
Figure(2.3): Telecom-1 Antenna Coverage - (From Ref.[4])
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The reference bursts are used by the network stations 
as frame synchronisation markers. They also convey 
identical allocation and frame management messages from the 
control station to the network stations.
(3) Data bursts which consist of one or more 
sub-bursts each carrying a transmission channel. The 
transmission channels can be data channels carrying traffic 
or assignment request channels carrying CCITT No.7 type 
signalling information between the network stations and the 
control station.
(4) Short burst which is transmitted successively by 
every network station once every multi-frame of 
1.28 seconds. There is only one short burst per frame and 
is used as a supervisory channel for the relay of 
maintenance information from the TDMA terminals to the 
system management centre at the master control station.
The TDMA frame efficiency is 94.5% if 50 stations 
operate simultaneously with 50 bursts per frame. This 
efficiency drops to 89% if the number of stations increases 
to 64 with 256 bursts in the frame.
The TDMA is operated on demand assignment mode 
allowing allocations of channel rates from 2.4Kbit/s to 
2.048Mbit/s. Facilities for link-by-link encryption and FEC 
encoding are provided for resulting in a high degree of 
privacy and transmission quality.
A TDMA terminal has been developed to be located at 
each earth station. It is made up of two microprocessors:
(a) Frame management processor (FMP) that performs the
MULTI FRAME (one radio channel)
FRAME 
0
FRAME 
n
FRAME 
0
TDMA FRAME / 20 ms / 491520 bits
MAIN AUXILIARY RRTEF STATION i STATION 1 AVAILABLE
REFERENCE REFERENCE BURST BURST BURST • _. FRAME
BURST BURST
SYN< :h r o n i s a t l
FIELD
IN Data channels
REQUEST canal 
(For signalling network)
i — >  k
SUB - BURST
i — > j
SUB - BURST
Figure(2.4): Telecom-1 TDMA Frame Structure - (From Ref.[5])
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functions of bursts assembly/desassembly, synchronisation, 
unique word detection and the control of transmission 
timings.
(b) Signalling management processor (SMP) which relays 
signalling and control messages between the terrestrial 
network connection equipment (TNC) and the master control 
station. It also communicates with the system management 
centre via the short burst transmissions.
The users of the Telecom-1 network have a variety of 
tariffed connections to suit their requirements:
(1) full-time leased connections
(2) regular part-time leased circuits
(3) circuit reservation in accordance with a 
prearranged plan
(4) circuit reservation on demand
(5) circuit-switched on a call-by-call basis.
The Telecom-1 earth stations have a 3.5metre antenna
with either a 160W TWT amplifier and a 300°K FET receiver or
a 500W TWT amplifier and a 150°K FET receiver if located 
within the 3dB and 6dB coverage contours respectively. 
However larger antennas of 4-7metres are also planned to be 
used for locations outside the 6dB contour(e.g. in Ireland).
2.2.3 ECS - Satellite Multiservice System (SMS):
In 1979 the principal European Telecommunications
adminstrations and their governments agreed to provide,
launch and operate a series of 5 European Communications 
Satellites (ECS) in order to secure communications within
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Europe for the period 83-93. The traffic is mainly trunk 
telephony and television distribution operated via 
16-19metre antenna earth stations in the 14/11GHz band.
In 1980 it was decided to modify the second to the 
fifth ECS satellites to include two extra specialised 
services transponders on each satellite operating in the 
exclusive 14/12GHz band. These transponders will be used 
for communications between small business earth stations. 
The first of the modified ECS satellites was launched in 
August 1984C7 - 12]. The satellite’s coverage area is shown 
in Figure(2.5).
The specialised services transponders will carry 
multi-service traffic that includes digital speech, data, 
facsimile, high speed computer data transfers and 
videoconferencing. In order to match the earth station 
capability to the user traffic requirements, as well as 
reduce the earth station’s cost, it has been decided to 
adopt FDMA as the multiple access scheme to the specialised 
services transponders. The use of the relatively lower cost 
and simpler FDMA technology is at the expense of lower 
transponder utilisation capacity compared with TDMA.
SCPC/FDMA operating at 64Kbit/s is the minimum unit of 
transponder allocation. Thus lower rate channels can be 
multiplexed into 64Kbit/s channels. Higher rates are also 
possible by the allocation of multiple 64Kbit/s channels or 
units of 2.048Mbit/s. Videoconferencing will be carried on 
2.048Mbit/s channels.
The allocation of channels in 64Kbit/s and 2.048Mbit/s
70
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Figure(2.5): ECS SMS Coverage Area - (From Ref.[11]).
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units is available on either pre- or demand-assignment 
modes. This can be reserved permanently, on a contract or 
short term part-time lease. Error correction coding on a 
per channel basis is also provided to improve the error rate 
performance according to the user requirements.
The earth stations operating to the ECS multiservices 
transponders have a 3.7metre antenna and an HPA of an 
average power of 250W in order to allow for sufficient 
back-off to reduce the uplink intermodulation noise. The 
earth stations will be located either at the customers 
premises or at strategically located sites to serve a 
business community.
British Telecom will market the ECS services together 
with the leased capacity on Telecom-1 under the commercial 
product name of 1SatStream*.
2.2.4 INTELSAT Business System (IBS):
Since early 1981 Intelsat undertook studies relating 
to the provision of a global business service. The studies 
addressed the questions of potential market, service 
requirements and the capabilities of its current and future 
satellites to support this new offering. The basic 
definitions of the IBS service are:
(1) a totally digital service
(2) an integrated multi-service covering the whole 
range of traffic applications
(3) a global offering of the service to provide a 
global international connectivity.
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In October 1983 the IBS was introduced operating on 
the 14/11 and 6/4GHz bands on Intelsat-V. Future plans
include the provision of the service on the exclusive
14/12GHz^ by modifying three Intelsat-VA satellites which
will be known as the VB series.
New earth station standards have been authorised for 
the use with the IBS together with the existing Intelsat 
standards A, B and C earth stations. The new standards are 
the E and F series for operation in the K and C bands 
respectively. The E1, E2 and E3 series have antennas of 
3.5, 5.5 and 8metre diameters with G/T values of 25, 29 and 
34dB/1c respectively. The antenna diameters of the FI, F2 
and F3 series vary between (4.5-5.0), (7.5-8.0) and
(9.0-10.0)metres with G/T values of 22.7, 27.0 and 29.0dB/°K 
respectively.
This wide range of standard IBS stations permitted the 
definition of three network concepts:
(a) Country gateway to handle international business 
traffic of a country via a large station. This could be a 
standard A, B or C station.
(b) Urban gateway to handle the business traffic of a* 
city or a large business conmmunity. The medium size earth 
stations of standards E3, E2, F3 and F2 may be used.
(c) User gateway which is a small station located at 
the user premises for his sole use or to be shared with 
other nearby users. Stations of standards E2, El, F2 and F1 
are suitable for this application.
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The provision of service is offered to the potential 
users on a flexible basis. This includes a full-time lease, 
a part-time lease for a certain number of hours every day or 
an occasional use with prior reservation for a specified 
number of hours.
The system provides for the utilization of a range of 
channel rates initially set at 64, 128, 256, 384, 1544,
2048, 4096 and 6144Kbit/s. These are transmitted on FDMA 
carriers with QPSK as the modulation scheme used. This is 
coupled with a FEC rate of 3/4 to maintain the specified 
link error rate of <10E-6 for 9955 of the year. Better 
service quality specifications can be agreed upon for 
different traffic applications.
The problem with using both K and C bands for the 
provision of a global business network via the spot, 
hemispheric and zone beams is a complicated connectivity 
arrangement. Four connectivity modes are offered within the 
IBS network:
(1) Basic where the transmission is on one band in the 
East-West or West-East direction.
(2) Regional where a channel is used up and down on 
the same band and beam in an East-East and West-West region.
(3) Enhanced where a change in the band and possibly 
the beam is required. Thus in an East-East, West-West, 
East-West and West-East an uplink in the C-band is changed 
to a downlink in the K-band and vice versa.
(4) Full connectivity where all bands and beams are 
received simultaneously in the East and West K and C-band
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beams. This broadcast mode will be available in the 
modified Intelsat-VB late 1985.
The IBS network is planned to expand as an 
international open network where users can join to 
communicate with other business users. At the same time 
private closed networks are allowed to expand to serve the 
requirements of certain large business users and 
communities.
2.2.5 UNISAT:
UNISAT-1 is the first satellite planned for launch in 
mid 86 owned by the United Satellites Limited which is a 
British consortium formed by British Aerospace, GEC and 
British Telecom. The satellite will carry two 100W direct 
broadcasting channels(DBS) and six 20W telecommunications 
transponders of 36MHz bandwidth each[l8].
The coverage area of the telecommunications 
transponders includes Western Europe and North
America - Figure(2.6). In order to serve small dish 
business users, the telecommunications payload operates in 
the 14/12GHz in Europe and 14/11GHz in North America. These 
bands are namely:
14.00 to 14.25GHz uplink from Europe
14.25 to 14.50GHz uplink from North America
12.50 to 12.75GHz downlink to Europe
11.75 to 12.00GHz downlink to North America
Flexible interconnections between the transponders and 
coverage beams have been defined with on-board switches
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Figure(2.6):
UNISAT North American and European Telecom coverage patterns
(From Ref. [18])
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allowing modifications of assignments according to 
requirements.
Thus Unisat-1 has the capability of providing
transatlantic communications between Europe and North 
America. This capability compliments the Intelsat offerings 
and both organisations are considering these options open to 
them.
Unisat telecommunications transponders will be 
operated in FDMA via 3.7metre antenna earth stations in
similar fashions to the ECS system. The channel rates to be 
offered are 32, 64, 128, 256, 1.920, 2048, 4224 and
8448Kbit/s. The 4.224 and 8.448Mbit/s channels are suited
for access as low rate TDMA channels. These low rate TDMA 
systems are considered suitable for access to business 
transponders. Thus a transponder can be considered as
operating in a hybrid FDMA/TDMA mode[193.
2.2.6 North-American Leased Services:
A number of business networks are operated in the US 
and Canada on leased transponders from domestic satellite 
systems over North-America. These networks vary in their 
implementations and system parameters.
The American Satellite Company operates a business 
network via a WESTAR-III 36MHz transponder. The full 
transponder is accessed in a 64Mbit/s TDMA system. This
high rate TDMA channel is subdivided in time to form a
number of low to medium rate virtual private networks[20].
Stations in a virtual network have the total usage of
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the transponder during their allocated time slot in the full 
TDMA frame as shown in Figure(2.7). Thus a TDMA/TDMA 
configuration is established. However, all stations 
accessing this transponder must have RF equipment to support 
a burst rate of 64Mbit/s independant of their virtual 
network capacity.
Two stations assigned as primary and secondary 
reference stations transmit their respective reference 
bursts to maintain synchronisation amongst all stations in 
all virtual networks.
A different approach in implementing business private 
networks on leased capacity is experimented in Canada over 
an Anik-B transponder. Slim-TDMA is an experimental project 
initiated to evaluate the suitability of low to medium rate 
TDMA systems operated in an FDMA/TDMA sharing of a satellite 
transponder[21].
For this purpose a 3Mbit/s TDMA system was implemented 
utilising a 2.5MHz bandwidth of an Anik-B 72MHz transponder 
carrying a video channel & several SCPC carriers as shown in 
Figure(2.8). The network carries a multi-service traffic 
that includes data, speech and slow-scan video. The channel 
rates offered are 2.4, (n*2.4), 16, 32, 56, (n*56) and
1544Kbit/s.
The uncoded link performance offers a link error rate 
of 10E-4, whilst with 7/8 rate coding the link performance 
is improved to 1OE-6. Better link performances are also 
accomodated and maintained for at least 99*8% of the time by 
employing a link fade margin of 3.4dB.
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The earth stations used have antenna diameters of 
3.7 and 4.6metres with 85 and 55W TWT amplifiers.
A major objective of this project is to develop a 
simple low cost user earth station for use in private 
business satellite networks[22][231.
2.3 Satellite Data Networks:
Satellite links have been traditionally associated 
with trunk telephony and broadcast TV distribution traffic. 
The development of new sources of traffic for business
networks has initiated several research and experimental
projects[24]. These experimental programs were dedicated to 
study and design satellite networks that are capable of 
efficiently carrying data and computer traffic.
The following sub-sections review a number of the 
research experiments on the use of satellite links for data,
computer communications and the interconnection of local
area networks (LAN). These networks are evolving to become 
major traffic sources in business satellite networks.
2.3.1 SATNET Experiment:
The Atlantic Packet Satellite Experiment (SATNET) 
started in 1975 and operated via an SCPC channel of 38KHz 
bandwidth on the SPADE transponder of Intelsat's Atlantic 
Ocean Satellite. This full-time assigned channel supports 
64Kbit/s of data transmission with an error rate of 1OE-6 
when operated via an Intelsat standard-A station[25 - 28].
The network attracted participants from both sides of 
the Atlantic ocean. The US participants are Bolt Beranek
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and Newman(BBN), Comsat, Linkabit, MIT and UCLA. The 
European participants are University College London and the 
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment.
The major outcome of this experiment is the 
development . of the Priority-Oriented Demand Assignment 
protocol (PODA). The PODA protocol frame time is subdivided 
into a control sub-frame and an information sub-frame as 
shown in Figure(2.9).
The control sub-frame has a variable length that is 
varied according to the number of the currently scheduled 
requests. Access to this sub-frame is carried out in a 
slotted-Aloha random mode and it is used only for initial 
reservation access to the network. Once a user station has 
been allocated capacity in the information sub-frame, then 
its new allocation requests are piggybacked onto its data 
slots.
The information sub-frame is further subdivided into a 
centralised and distributed assignment sections. The
combination of both modes of assignment control is employed 
to increase the robustness of the protocol in the
implementation of its demand assignment algorithms.
The protocol supports both datagram and stream 
traffic, multiple delay and priority classes and variable 
message lengths. Each reservation is assigned a priority 
level according to its traffic’s delay tolerance. The
allocation algorithm is designed to give prompt service to 
the highest priority traffic whilst meeting each traffic's 
delay constraints.
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Figure(2.9): PODA Protocol Frame Structure - (From Ref.[27])
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This protocol is a complicated one that is aimed at 
satisfying all the requirements of a satellite multi-service 
network. However with a TDMA channel of several Mbit/s 
capacity the processing load on the TDMA network controller 
becomes very high.
SATNET is a pioneering experiment and several of its 
algorithms, findings and measurements are employed in the 
design of several other simpler protocols.
2.3.2 STELLA Experiment:
STELLA (Satellite Transmission Experiment Linking 
LAboratories) is the first operational European wide-band 
satellite data network. It was developed to link the 
European high energy physics laboratories in order to 
acheive collaboration and facilitate the use of expensive 
processing equipments scattered in the different research 
centres[293 .
The STELLA-I network was designed for the bulk 
transfer of data and files from one station to another with 
the master station being selected as the transmitting 
station. An unbalanced protocol was developed allowing the 
receive stations the capability of acknowledgements only.
A 2Mbit/s channel on the OTS satellite was used to 
implement this TDMA protocol. The frame length was fixed to 
75ms with the master transmitting station occupying 40ms. 
The receiving stations access the remainder of the frame 
time in a fixed-assigned cycle for the transmission of their 
acknowledgements.
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A special purpose communications interface module(CIM) 
was produced to run this protocol. A link driving 
computer(LDC) provides the traffic source/destination 
interface which is most likely to be a magnetic tape or 
system disk[30].
With the developments in local area networks(LAN) and 
computing facilities the STELLA-I protocol was considered 
inefficient. A STELLA-II program was initiated and is now 
under development. It is aimed at the interconnection of 
LANs and X.25 networks via satellite links[31][32].
A new symmetric, dynamic-allocation TDMA protocol was 
developed which has a frame time of 140ms - Figure(2.10). 
It starts with a reference burst for synchronisation. This 
is followed by a number of small data windows which carry 
acknowledgements and requests for allocations. A master 
control station allocates data windows in the remainder of 
the frame to the requesting stations.
This protocol is the common internet protocol that
will be used for the interconnection of the STELLA-II and 
UNIVERSE networks.
2.3.3 UNIVERSE Project:
The UNIVERSE project (UNIVersities Extended Rings 
Satellite Experiment) is an experimental network in the UK 
aimed at the interconnection of several dispersed local area 
networks(LAN) over a concatenation of terrestrial and
satellite links. The LANs are Cambridge Rings. The
organisations participating in the project are Rutherford
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Appleton Laboratories, Cambridge University, Loughborough
University, University College London, GEC-Marconi Research, 
Logica and British Telecom[33][34].
Six participant sites were linked through the 
satellite link over the OTS. However it is planned to 
establish the satellite link over the ECS satellite due to 
the expiry of the OTS life. The LAN rings are capable of a 
data bandwidth of up to 4Mbit/s, whilst the satellite link 
of 2Mbit/s offers 1Mbit/s of information capacity as a
1/2 rate FEC coding is being employed.
Access to the satellite link is acheived via a 
centrally controlled TDMA channel with a frame length of 
125ms. The master control station is responsible for the 
allocation of capacity on the TDMA frame. This
reservation-TDMA guarantees to each station a minimum
capacity without request which is used for the transmission
of acknowledgements and requests. The packetised data uses
HDLC formats and has a length of up to 2Kbit.
The experiment is mainly associated with the problems 
of distributed processing, architecture and design of LAN 
bridges, encryption and authentication together with the 
development and testing of LAN protocols. The satellite
link is utilised due to its broadcast capability but
otherwise is transparent to the network. An end-to-end 
error control via acknowledgements is relied upon together 
with the high quality of the satellite link which is better 
than 10E-10.
Several services have been demonstrated over the
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network including computer-computer applications, teletex 
and slow-scan video. Some experimental work on packetised
speech is also being considered.
Future plans for the network include its 
interconnection to the SATNET and STELLA-II networks.
2.3,4 NADIR Project:
The NADIR project is a jointly sponsored program by 
the Ministry of Research and Industry and the Ministry of 
PTT in France and was launched in 1981. Its objective is to 
study and experiment with computer communications techniques 
via satellite links. This is hoped to prepare for the
introduction of satellite links that will be offered by the
Telecom-1 network[35][36].
The emphasis of the experiment has been the study and 
development of protocols for bulk transfer of data and files 
between LANs and computers. A new NADIR Bulk Data 
Transmission protocol (NBDT) has since been developed to 
replace the use of HDLC.
Using a 2Mbit/s satellite channel HDLC protocol would 
require the transmitting station to keep a copy of all 
unacknowledged data blocks. Due to the long propagation 
delay of the satellite link a buffer of at least 1.2Mbit 
must be provided at each terminal. The HDLC 1 reject1 
procedure triggers the transmission of all unacknowledged 
frames. Hence for a 2Mbit/s channel any error would require 
the retransmission of 1.2Mbit of data. This leads to a 
great degredation of the channel throughput.
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The NBDT allows the transmit and receive terminals to 
negotiate an appropriate transmission data rate before the 
commencement of transfer. A selective acknowledgement 
scheme has also been been developed. Each acknowledgement 
message carries two parameters (p,q) which acknowledges all 
blocks from p to q. Hence any retransmission will be 
limited to those erroneous blocks. The retransmissions are 
performed from a mass storage device associated with the 
terminal rather than the terminal’s buffer. This is meant 
to reduce the requirements of terminal buffer storage.
In case of a point-to-multipoint connection a 
selective reject with negative acknowledgements would be 
used. This reduces the need for multiple corrections of the 
same message.
The project has been supported by several French 
computer manufacturers and software companies. However, the 
whole project has been totally dedicated to the problems of 
bulk data transfer which will not be the only source of 
traffic that Telecom-1 is designed to carry.
2.4 Second Generation Business Satellite Systems:
The first generation of business satellite systems 
which we have described in the previous sections are now
operational (or will soon be available) in the US and 
Europe. These systems use wide-band transparent
transponders of 36-80MHz bandwidth and operate in the
14/12GHz frequency bands. The access modes vary from highly
sophisticated high-rate TDMA systems operating at
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24~60Mbit/s to the much simpler 2Mbit/s and 64Kbit/s 
SCPC/FDMA systems. The user earth stations vary 
commensurately in complexity and cost from the TDMA to the 
FDMA implementations.
The next Chapter will discuss the business 
multi-service traffic market in Europe. This will be shown 
to grow steadily in the next 15-20 years. However this 
growth depends on a number of factors:
(a) system designs must match the user requirements in 
traffic size, throughput and connectivity.
(b) the use of simple low cost earth stations.
(c) efficient utilization of the satellite space, time 
and frequency resources.
(d) the availability of end-user service terminals at 
reasonable cost in the right time frame.
The anticipated traffic growth is hence expected to 
quickly exhaust and saturate the 250MHz exclusively 
reserved bandwidth for business systems in the 12GHz band 
over Europe. To cope with the traffic growth, future 
generations of business satellites have several options:
(1) adopt polarisation frequency re-use in a wide 
coverage beam in the current bands. This would double the 
available bandwidth.
(2) adopt both spatial and polarisation frequency 
re-use. Spot beams coverage would therefore increase the 
total available bandwidth greatly. The use of SS-TDMA would 
then be required to acheive connectivity between beams.
(3) move to higher frequency allocations in the
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30/20GHz bands where 500MHz of bandwidth is available. This 
would require the development and use of new technologies 
that could mean expensive earth stations.
(4) the use of on-board processing.
The last option can be incorporated with any of the 
other options to make them more efficient. It allows the 
control and adaptation of each link’s parameters according 
to its local weather conditions. This is very important 
since fading is a major problem in the 30/20GHz frequency 
bands. With on-board processing SS-TDMA could be easily 
performed at baseband at lower speeds rather than at high 
speeds at RF. However, on-board processing taken alone is 
the only option that would result in a simple and low cost 
earth station[37 -41].
Thus on-board processing is a key technology to be 
employed in the next generations of business satellite 
systems.
2.5 On-Board Processing:
The use of on-board processors on the satellite
transponders can be associated with three functional roles:
(1) Signal Processing which means having on-board
modems and possibly codecs for error control. Such is a 
regenerative transponder where the uplink digital bursts are 
demodulated and thus regenerated at baseband before being 
remodulated and transmitted on the downlink. An on-board 
processor would control the functional operations of the
modem and codec without affecting the traffic pattern.
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Regenerative transponders acheive the optimisation of 
each link seperately and results in reduced EIRP 
requirements. In Chapter Seven a detailed analysis of the
performance of regenerative transponders will be given.
(2) Traffic Processing by buffering the received
traffic and performing rearrangements of the downlink
traffic structure. This can be based on destination, beam 
or frequency band. Thus different modulation formats,
transmission rates and FEC coding rates may be used for the 
different traffics depending on the destination and service 
requirements.
(3) System Control where the on-board processor acts
as a master control station to effect overall system
control. Its functions would be to control the allocation
of resources to the network stations, control and
optimisation of each link*s parameters, monitor and control 
of transmission synchronisation and allow for a
reconfigurable and flexible space segment capable of
matching the network parameters.
In Chapter Seven the system design of a demonstration 
second generation business satellite system which forms part 
of the Communications Engineering Research Satellite (CERS) 
will be presented. The CERS business payload would 
incorporate many new ideas which are considered to form the 
basis of future generations of business satellite systems 
that would employ on-board processing techniques.
The design of the Business payload on CERS will be 
described and (related to the selected business system
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protocols developed in other Chapters.
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CHAPTER THREE
TRAFFIC IN BUSINESS SATELLITE NETWORKS
3.1 Introduction:
The first generation of business satellite networks 
are planned, developed and set up to serve large 
corporations, banks, newspapers, ministries, universities 
and research laboratories in the United States and Europe in 
the early eighties. These networks are meant to provide the 
potential users with readily available integrated 
telecommunications to satisfy thier requirements!! 1 -33.
The present terrestrial networks were not designed to 
cater for all the services required and predicted to be 
needed by business users in the future. However, many 
countries are planning, and even some have already started, 
to implement a modernisation of their terrestrial 
telecommunication networks by constructing Integrated 
Services Digital Networks (ISDN)[4]. These networks are 
expected to be completed after some years to come, and 
therefore the transition from the current networks to the 
future ISDN will take some time[5l.
The Business sector depends on telecommunications to 
operate efficiently. This is because higher efficiency is 
acheived if the proper means of communications are available 
to allow information to be transfered at the right time to 
the right place.
The telecommunications service market in the UK is
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dominated by Business users who constitue about 70% of that 
market. Only 300 major business users account for as much 
as 30% of the market[6].
Traditionally, information was provided by telephony 
and telegraphy. During the 1960's data communication was 
added. The 1970's witnessed developments in digital 
facsimile and an increase in data services requirements. 
Now the 1980's are seeing the need for electronic mail, data 
base access & transfer, videoconferencing and remote 
printing by high grade facsimile systems.
In the next sections a survey of these services, their 
market and traffic predictions in Europe in the 1990's, 
their data rates and delay requirements is presented.
The choice of satellite communication systems as a 
carrier is investigated and the limitations pointed out.
A suitable scenario is then presented to show the 
amount of traffic that a certain user station may generate 
at the peak hour in 1990. The outcome is then used to 
suggest the suitable protocols for sharing the satellite 
channel amongst the many users.
3.2 Business Specialised Services:
In the modern society of today information is a key to 
improved efficiency in doing business. Better means of 
provision of data effectively improves the thinking process 
and enhances taking a correct decision. Hence the need for 
information has grown tremendously whether in the form of 
speech, data, text or pictures of various kinds. The rate
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at which this information is generated has increased as 
well.
The office equipments are in a state of transition 
with the introduction of electronics together with 
processing and storage capabilities. Word processors, 
facsimile machines, VDU's for teletex & videotex, 
videoconferencing studios and modern telephones are now 
introduced into many offices and plants. The cost of 
production of these modern equipment is falling to compete 
with other conventional equipment, e.g. manual typewriters, 
whilst at the same time their applications are extending 
from single to multifunction and hence improving their 
overall price/performance ratio.
A major and important addition to modern office 
facilities is the great reliance on computers in all sectors 
of business activity. The interconnection of these 
computing facilities for remote access and load sharing lead 
to the introduction of Local Area Networks (LAN). They 
usually cover a small area e.g. a university campus or a 
factory compound. However there is a requirement to extend 
these LAN's by interconnecting them.
Traditional speech communication is still an important 
means for the transfer of information between businesses and 
this is predicted to be the case for many years in the 
future.
This is a rapidly changing field and it is always 
amongst the business sector that a demand for new, more 
efficient services rises, backed by financial resources.
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Such services, conventional and new, with their diversity of 
delay requirements, data rates, quality of service and 
interconnectivity requirements would better be served by an 
integrated network rather than seperate networks for 
economical and organisational reasons.
Satellite communication techniques have proved an 
enormous potential to offer wide transmission capacity, 
flexible interconnectivity and adaptability to carry mixed 
and variable services. Added to this is the rapidity with 
which a satellite network may be implemented, and this is 
what business users need most at the moment since some are 
either constrained by the existing terrestrial networks or 
have to encounter delays before the ISDN's are completed.
The success of such business systems depends on many 
factors including reliability, security, availability and
the level of the tariffs. The attractiveness of these 
measures should persuade the subscribers for a higher 
utilization of the available resources and attract new 
subscribers to join and hence increase the size of the
potential market.
3.3 Traffic Nature:
The interest in new specialised services by business 
users is increasing rapidly for intra- and
inter-organisation communications. The services under 
consideration here are[7 - 93•
(a) Facsimile and Electronic Mail
(b) Teleprinting and Large Scale Experiments
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(c) Data Communications
(d) Videoconferencing
(e) Speech Communications.
Under these headings various combinations and 
requirements are included. A qualitative discussion of each 
is given in the following sub-sections.
“3.3.1 Facsimile & Electronic Mail;
Facsimile was used earlier in the 60fs for the 
transmission of document information which were not possible 
for transmission by telex or telegram. These included 
weather maps and pictures for newspapers and news agencies. 
However the development in digital facsimile and the 
possibility of reduced transmission time by applying digital 
redundancy reduced coding techniques resulted in giving 
excellant resolution in the reproduced documents and allowed 
facsimile to capture a greater market. Financial tables, 
engineering drawings & sketches, hand written documents, 
signatures and finger prints are examples of the documents 
that are best suited for transmission by facsimile[10][ 11 ].
The CCITT Study Group XIV defined and grouped document 
facsimile machines into four groups. The relevant ones here 
are those of groups 3 & 4 whose transmission times of
typical documents of size ISO AM are given below:
Group Transmission Time
3 30-60 seconds at 4.8Kbit/s
4 15-30 seconds at 9.6Kbit/s
Facsimile and electronic mail together constitue a
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futuristic service that would speed up the delivery of mail 
and relieve the offices of the piles of papers produced. 
Direct communication between word-processors and facsimile 
machines can deliver the mail electronically at off-peak 
hours since mail is not a real time traffic. These 
communication typewriters allow the direct transmission of 
an average page in about 10 seconds at 2.4Kbit/s.
A new generation of message communication services are 
also attracting increasing interest for business 
applications: teletex and videotex. They are capable of
transmitting text and simple graphics in pages to a VDU 
terminal where it is displayed and stored locally until 
another page is called or received. However, unlike 
teletex, videodata is interactive and a subscriber can feed 
in information!! 12].
An integrated network of text processors, fast 
electronic printers and modern facsimile machines 
constitutes a suitable scenario for a future electronic 
office of large organisations.
Peak hour traffic predictions for the European Market 
in the years 1980-1996 show that this type of traffic grows 
almost linearly at about 30055 every 5 years[7].
3.3.2 Teleprinting & Large Scale Experiments:
Newspapers & press agencies find it more economical to 
have distributed local printing plants which receive from a 
central office high quality facsimile pages of the newspaper 
for printing locally. In this way the newspapers improve
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their service to the readers in most geographical areas at a 
time when newspapers are finding a tough competition from 
local television and radio broadcasting.
In the US, Dow Jones & Co. who print The Wall Street 
Journal were using 3MHz BWmicrowave channels between their 
plants in the East & West coasts to transmit full pages of 
the paper by analog facsimile machines. Although the leased 
links were costly, it was more economical to them than 
operating a full plant in every area.
In 1975 two satellite earth stations were constructed 
together with high quality digital facsimile machines to 
transmit the pages between the two plants. They plan to 
have by 1984 a network of 17 earth stations covering the 
centres of distribution of the paper. The network will be 
operated to carry other types of traffic and estimated to 
total 12Mbit/s. However the facsimile channels are 
operated at 150Kbit/s & 300Kbit/s using 3/4 forward error 
correction coding to improve the transmission quality[13l.
The suitability of satellites to. carry this 
specialised traffic is due to the high bit rates required 
(^128Kbit/s) and the ability to broadcast to as many 
receivers as plants without an increase in transmission 
cost.
Large scale experiments is another specialised service 
suited to satellites because of the high data rates involved 
and the broadcast nature of satellites which permits many 
research laboratories & universities to participate. 
Physicists, scientists & engineers in national and
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international research & development centres perform 
experiments that require collaboration between themselves. 
This may also involve the processing of data at other 
processing centres with the need to monitor & evaluate the 
progress of the experiments remotely.
Data collected for a scientific experiment in such 
enviroments is typically in the range of 1-10Gbyte. A 
sample of data that could be used to check the progress of 
an experiment is typically in the range of 5-50Mbyte[14]. 
These figures show the large volumes of data involved. To 
acheive an acceptable response time for the development 
data, in the range of a few minutes, channels operating at 
>128 Kbit/s are required.
The traffic predictions for these types of services in 
Europe show that there is a significant market but its 
growth rate is relatively low at 25% every 5 years.
Data Communications;
Historically, the telegraph was the first non voice 
service offered by telecommunication networks. This was 
later followed by the introduction of telex which captured a 
great market. Today with the great reliance on computers, 
telex is considered to be very slow relative to the new 
services & technologies that are taking place.
Large organisations in Europe operate data networks at 
2.4, 4.8 & 9.6Kbit/s connecting modern data terminals to 
central computers. Higher data rates at 48 & 64 Kbit/s are 
also operated for certain applications of distributed
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processing operations.
Those low rate data links used by banks and large 
companies are to interconnect terminals to a computing 
centre. However many devices now have sufficient processing 
power and therefore the requirement becomes to interconnect 
these devices for the exchange of information. Local Area 
Networks are meant to carry out this job by connecting such 
intelligent devices through an information grid.
Different types of LAN have been developed and the 
most widely used ones are the Cambridge Ring, developed at 
the University of Cambridge, and Ethernet developed by 
Xerox[15l. These LAN!s are limited by physical constraints 
and they serve a small area within a few kilometers. The 
need to extend the LAN to the wider area is best acheived by 
satellites because of its wide coverage area. It is 
therefore anticipated that a demand for higher capacity 
links will increase in the next few years to enable linking 
of LAN* s[16].
A demand for high speed channels is also foreseen to 
allow load sharing between computers, resource sharing of 
memory units & specialised terminal equipments between 
several computers, transfer of large volumes of data between 
computers and high speed data retrivial from data banks.
Therefore data links operating at 64Kbit/s and 
(n*64)Kbit/s has to be available to match the increasing 
inter-computer traffic.
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3.3.4 Videoconferencing:
Teleconferencing refers to a variety of electronic 
meetings which include a number of participants at different 
locations. There is great interest in this field and many 
studies & experiments have been carried out to evaluate the 
suitability and acceptability of the service, estimate its 
economics & define its quality standardsE173E18].
Audio-teleconferencing can be looked on as a telephone 
connection between more than two parties. This could be 
acceptable within a limited organisation where one can 
easily recognise the other speakers1 voices. This form of 
conferencing may be enhanced by providing some form of 
visual aid e.g. facsimile machine. This could be of more 
value when exchanging and discussing plans or designs.
Videoconferencing has been developing since the 
picturephone in the 60fs but research and experimentation is 
still going on to find an economically & technically
feasible, as well as subjectively acceptable system.
An analysis of labour costs in the UK breaks down as
follows[12]:
Managers & Adminstrative Staff 431
Professional & Technical Staff 32%
Clerical Staff 17%
Secretaries & Typists 8%
Considering the top costing office labour; the
Managers, then a breakdown of how managers spend their 
working office time is as follows:
Meetings 46%
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Telephone m
Dictation 8%
Writing 13%
Reading 1 U
Others 8%
If we assume that half the professional & technical 
staff also attend meetings and that they participate in half 
as much meetings as their managers, then we find that about 
23.5% of the office labour cost is paid for attending 
meetings.
Depending on the circumstances, a large percentage of 
these meetings involve travel. Hence the cost of travel, 
hotel, subsistence expences and lost productivity due to 
displacement of staff has to be added to the meeting 
expenses. Videoconferencing is a means of attending a 
meeting without the need to displace staff.
Digital video reduction techniques are used to 
minimise the required channel bandwidth to a subjectively 
acceptable level, so that the service can break-even at 
shorter distances with fewer participants and shorter 
meetings and hence become more successful.
The provision of such wide bandwidths by terrestrial 
means has proved to be costly considering that a typical 
business meeting may last on average for 3-5 hours. Such 
systems are not successful because the studios are not 
always situated close to the potential users. A system can 
become popular if the studios are provided at the users 
premises. The satellite*s coverage characteristic permits
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this to be implemented easily, whilst its flexibility in 
providing wide bandwidths at short notice, makes satellites 
attractive contendors for carrying this service.
In Europe a 2.048Mbit/s standard is adopted, whilst in 
the US and Japan the 1.544Mbit/s standard is favoured for 
the videoconferencing channel. However some other video 
systems are under consideration e.g. freeze-frame type 
operating at 128 or 64Kbit/s.
3.3.5 Speech Communication:
The near future will not see any change in the fact 
that telephony has been and will continue to be the dominant 
and most important telecommunication service needed by 
business users all over the world.
It has been estimated that a typical employee spends 
on average 20-25# of his office time using a telephone, and 
that the US banks spend around 80# of their 
telecommunication budgets on speech links. It is therefore 
beleived that a true business communication network would 
have telephony as a major required service[7].
Satellites carry speech circuits operating at 64Kbit/s 
and 32Kbit/s, but new techniques to reduce these bit rates 
are underway & systems operating at 16Kbit/s or less may 
soon be used.
Propagation delay on satellite links is of the order 
of 240-280ms and is an important factor to consider in the 
design of speech satellite links. The CCITT has recommended 
400ms as the maximum tolerable delay for speech.
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3.4 Specialised Services Market in Europe 1Q80-1Q96:
Several studies on the traffic market for the sevices
discussed earlier have been carried out for the European
countries for the period 1980-1996[8][93[191. It is always 
a difficult job to make accurate predictions unless there is 
a history from which to extrapolate future forecasts after 
making logical and reasonable assumptions.
One study which was carried out at Essex University & 
in CNET in France[7] has outlined these traffic predictions 
according to three scenarios: an optimistic, a neutral and
a pesimistic one. The traffic forecasts were based on 
updates of several previous studies and statistics performed
by Logica, ESA and the ITU.
Predictions for videoconferencing made in the above 
study were very rough and herein we include results of a 
follow up study at the National Centre for 
Telecommunications Studies (CNET) in France on
videoconferencing[8].
Certain types of traffic remain to be carried by 
terrestrial means taking into account its suitability and 
the planned introduction of the ISDN in the coming years.
Table(3.1) therefore includes only those amounts of 
traffic that are best carried by satellite links[7l.
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(A) Optimistic:
Service__________1980______1M5______ IMG______ 19.36
Data comm. 5.1 14.4 32.8 68.9
Fax.,Elect, mail 1.7 3.9 8.2
Teleprint,file X-fer — 5.5 7.2 8.9
Speech 16.6 53.0 121 .0 254.0
B) Neutral:
Data comm. 5.1 11.4 21.1 35.3
Fax.,Elect, mail 0.8 2.5 7.2
Teleprint,file X-fer — 3.5 4.6 5.7
Speech 16.6 40.1 77.8 139.7
C) Pesimistic:
Data comm.• 5.1 9.0 13.7 20.3
Fax.,Elect, mail 0.5 1 .6 2.4
Teleprint,file X-fer — 2.0 3.0 4.4
Speech 16.6 33.2 50.5 74.7
Table(3.1)- Total European Specialised Services Peak Hour
Traffic Estimates 1980 - 1996 in Mbit/s
3.5 Videoconferencing Traffic Forecasts:
Forecasting the videoconferencing traffic in Europe in 
the next 10-15 years led the researchers to the result that 
if it proved to be successful economically and technically, 
then its traffic will certainly dominate and overshadow all 
other types of services. This will lead to a quicker 
saturation of the satellites capacities. For example some 
optimistic studies by ESA estimate the required satellite 
capacity to be 30.3Gbit/s at the peak hour in 1 990[9H -
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However, in a report by the French National Centre for 
Telecommunications Studies[8] the number of simultaneous
videoconferences(NSV) at the peak hour in Europe by 1990 is
estimated to be:
Scenario_____NSV
Optimistic 474
Neutral 290
Pesimistic 103
Adopting the favorable 2.048Mbit/s standard, the peak 
hour traffic generated by videoconferencing would be:
Scenario_____Mbit/s
Optimistic 970.75
Neutral. 593.92
Pesimistic 210.94
These findings are more reasonable and are therefore 
adopted in later calculations.
3.6 Earth Station Population in Europe bv 1Q90:
The estimation of the number of business earth 
stations in Europe by 1990, the end of life of the first
generation of business satellites, is based here on the 
available data of the magnitude of the specialised services 
market, its relative growth rates together with other 
economic indicators for each country in Western Europe.
These data are manipulated in order to find a relative
weighting factor for each country. This is shown in 
Table(3.2).
France has laid solid plans to implement its own
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specialised services satellite network by 1984. The 
Telecom-1 network is designed to support a maximum of 256 
small stations[20]. Part of the satellite capacity will be 
leased to ESA. However the French market is expected to 
take about 0.6 and the European about 0.3 of the total 
capacity allowing 0.1 as a margin for market growth.
If we take these estimations in consideration and
assuming that the European market responds in the same way, 
then the number of earth stations in each country is
estimated with the total population calculated to be
1251 - Table(3.2).
3.7 Categorisation of the Users:
In this section certain assumptions are used in order 
to define the business users according to their service 
requirements. This categorisation allows us later to find 
an average traffic generation rate by each user group.
The potential users of the satellite business networks
are:
Group-1: Large nationaland multi-national companies 
Governmental departments 
Banks
Services Authorities.
Group-2: Factories, Workshops & Design Offices.
Group-3: Universities & Research Institutions.
Group-4: Newspapers.
Group-5: Small Companies & Branches of larger companies 
Libraries
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Airlines
News-Agencies.
The requirements & needs of each group for services 
are assumed to be similar and Table(3.3) gives the potential 
requirements of each group user. However some users may 
require different services but those assumed give the likely 
scenario.
Serv ices G1 . G2 G3 G4 G5
Data comm. Y Y N Y Y
Fax.,Elect.mail Y Y Y Y Y
Teleprint,file Xfer Y N Y Y N
Speech Y Y Y Y Y
Videoconf. Y Y N N N
Table(3.3): Users Requirements.
(G= group, Y= yes, N= no)
In a typical European country, France, the above 
mentioned groups exist and an approximate estimation of 
their numbers & distribution is given in Table(3.4). 
Accordingly the distribution of the numbers of earth 
stations for each group is given.
G1 G2 ._._...Q3 . G4 G5
Number of stations in France 56 47 13 14 24
Percentage of the total (154) 38 30 8 9 15
Number of stations Europe 475 375 100 113 188
Table(3.4): Earth Stations Distributions.
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3.8 Earth Stations Average Traffic Mixes:
From the total traffic estimates at the peak hour in
1990, one can now calculate, on average, how much traffic
each user station from each group will generate.
To calculate this and to find the required average
earth station handling capacity, the following assumptions 
are considered:
(1) An overall average activity ratio of 0.7 for the
earth stations.
(2) The following maximum bit rates are assumed for the 
corresponding services:
Data communications ..........  48Kbit/s
Fax.,Elect, mail   9.6Kbit/s
Teleprint & file transfer . . . 128Kbit/s
Speech ......................  32Kbit/s
Videoconferencing . . . . . .  2048Kbit/s
(3) The speech traffic is distributed considering the 
following relative utilization coefficients for the use of 
telephone circuits:
Group 1 ....... .. . 0.7
Group 2 ............0.5
Group 3 . . . . . .  . 0.25
Group 4 ............0.5
Group 5  ...........0.6
(4) Videoconferencing traffic is shared between users of 
Groups 1 & 2 and it is also assumed that a Group 1 user
utilizes the service twice as much as a Group 2 user due to
the nature of their work and their financial abilities.
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The peak earth stations traffic generating capacities 
are then calculated for the three scenarios and the findings 
are tabulated in (3.5),(3.6) & (3.7).
Services G1 G2 G3 G4 G5_ _
Data Comm. 5.66 4.47 1.34 2.23
Fax.,Elect.mail 0.61 0.48 0.13 0.14 0.24
Teleprint,file Xfers. 2.07 — 0.44 0.49 —
Telephony 23.51 13.25 1 .77 3.98 7.99
Videoconferencing . . 151 .3 59.7 mm w mm mm .p— ^
Traffic/station _2j.33.0 _2_J.7_0_ 0., .1.7,0. 0^.250 0.150
Table(3.5): Earth Station Average Generated Traffic at the 
Peak Hour by 1990 in Mbit/s - Pesiraistic Scenario.
Services G1 G2 G3___ G4 G5 _
Data Comm. 8.72 6.88 2.06 3.44
Fax.,Elect.mail 0.95 0.75 0.20 0.23 0.37
Teleprint,file Xfer. , 3.18 — 0.67 0.75 —
Telephony 36.25 20.40 2.70 6.15 12.29
Videoconferencing 426.1 167.9 mm mm mm mmmm
Traffic/station . . _2.., .3 60 2.200 0.200 0.280 0.150
Table(3.6): Earth Station Average Generated Traffic at the 
Peak Hour by 1990 in Mbit/s - Neutral Scenario.
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Services G1 . . G2 G3 G4 G5
Data comm. 13.55 10.70 — 3.20 5.35
Fax.,Elect.mail 1 .48 1.17 0.31 0.35 0.59
Teleprint,file Xfer. 4.97 — 1.05 1.18 . —
Telephony . 56.34 31.78 4.23 9.58 19.07
Videoconferencine 695.9 274.8 . mm v
Traffic/station . .2,* 2.6.0 0.230 ..0-3.50. .0..25Q
Table(3.7): Earth Station Average Generated Traffic at the 
Peak Hour by 1990 in Mbit/s - Optimistic Scenario.
3.9-Summary of Traffic Study!211L221;
The number of Business earth stations in Europe will 
grow during this decade to reach a total of around 1251 by 
1990. This is enhanced by the development taking place in 
creating the modern electronic office and the requirement 
for connecting these offices and their intelligent devices.
The peak hour traffic in 1990 generated by a user 
station in each of the subscriber groups is shown in 
Table(3.8):
Scenario 1 2 3 4 5
Optimistic 4.500 2.260 0.230 0.350 0.250
Neutral 2.360 2.200 0.200 0.280 0.190
Pesimistic 2.330 2.170 0.170 0.250 0.150
. ...
Table(3.8): Earth Station Traffic Rates at the 
Peak Hour in 1990 in Mbit/s.
This shows that Business user stations are mainly low 
to medium traffic rate stations. The average traffic rate
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varies from 100Kbit/s to around 2 to 4Mbit/s. Hence any 
system must work towards matching its operating rates to 
those required by the subscriber in order to reduce the 
total system costs.
The traffic has been shown to be of a multi-service 
nature. However, the percentage mix of services, as given 
in Table(3.9) for each user group, shows that at the peak 
hour speech traffic is a dominant service and constitues 
67-76% of the total traffic rate excluding 
videoconferencing.
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 _
Data Comm.
Fax.,Elect.mail 
Teleprint,file Xfer 
Speech
17.8 
1 .9 
6.5 
73.8
24.5
2.7
72.8
5.6
18.8
75.6
22.4
2.4
8.2
67.0
21 .4 
2.3
76.3
Table(3.9): Percentage Mix of Services at the Peak Hour.
The overall average mix of the services for all users
shows that speech constitues 73.1% of the total traffic as
given below:
Data comm. 17.2%
Fax.,Elect.mail 3.0%
Teleprint,file Xfer 6.7%
Speech 73.1%
However this traffic mix is not the same during the 
24hr period but varies considerably.
An example is shown in Figure(3.1) which represents
the predictions of traffic mix variation in a business
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satellite network, namely the Dow & Jones network.
During the day speech dominates the traffic mix with 
small amounts of data, facsimile and electronic mail being 
transmitted.
In the afternoon, speech traffic starts reducing but 
at the same time high speed facsimile circuits are set up 
for the distribution of the newspaper pages. In other 
networks these high speed circuits may be transfering files 
between computers.
By the evening and into the night these data transfers 
constitue more than 80% of the total traffic mix at any 
time.
In the early hours of the morning mail may be 
transmitted electronically between stations for an hour or 
two before speech traffic starts to build up again.
Hence, there are two traffic peaks occuring at 
different times; one during the day which is dominated by 
speech, and the other during the night dominated by high 
speed circuits transfering files, large amounts of data and 
teleprinting information.
Videoconferencing traffic if considered will dominate 
the traffic mix during the day. Since these video circuits 
are generally utilised mostly during the day, then it is 
important to agree on a certain reservation procedure (e.g. 
a few hours or days prior to a meeting) so that their 
utilisation may be maximised.
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CHAPTER FOUR
TDMA PROTOCOLS FOR BUSINESS SATELLITE SYSTEMS
4.1 Introduction:
Communications protocols are sets of procedures and 
formats commonly agreed to in order to achieve
communications between network nodes. Thus several levels 
of protocol layers are defined to allow interoperation of 
systems that are independantly developed. The International 
Standards Organisation (ISO) has defined seven communication 
protocol layers which are shown in Figure(4.1).
Satellite multiple access protocols represent the
second level (which is the link layer) in the ISO
architecture. In this Chapter a new Reservation-TDMA
multiple access protocol will be described.
Multiple access protocols differ by the nature of
their bandwidth allocation algorithm, the centralised or 
distributed nature of the decision-making process, and the 
degree of adaptivity of the algorithm to varying demands. 
Accordingly, their performances vary considerably. The
performance factors considered are the message delays,
throughput efficiency, fairness, robustness and flexibility 
in handling the generated traffic.
However, the most important performance measure of an 
access protocol is its channel throughput versus the average 
delay characteristics. The channel throughput is defined as 
the ratio of the rate of successfully transmitted data
Application
______ _____________7_
6
Application
Presentation Presentation
5
___________ 4
3
Session Session
Transport Transport
Network Network
2
Link Link
1
Physical Physical
FigureU.1): Protocol Layers of the ISO Model
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blocks to the rate that could be successfuly accomodated by 
the channel. Thus the throughput is a normalised quantity 
between 0 and 1.
Hence, the channel throughput S = y/(C/P) (4.1)
where:
y is the rate of successfully transmitted data blocks 
C is the channel transmission rate in bit/s 
P is the length of a data block in bits.
In general, satellite multiple access protocols may be 
classified into three main categories:
- Fixed assignment
- No assignment (or random access)
- Dynamic assignment
A brief review of these classes is given below 
together with some examples of implemented or proposed 
techniques and their performance and applicability to the 
Business satellite networks.
4.2 Fixed-Assignment Techniques:
The channel is sub-divided (in time or frequency) and 
each user is permanently allocated part of the channel 
according to their anticipated traffic requirements but 
independant of their activity. The two common forms of 
fixed assignment are implemented in FDMA and TDMA.
Figure(4.2) illustrates a simple TDMA implementation 
where a frame time (F) is divided into a number of fixed 
time slots each permanently assigned to a seperate station. 
It is also noted that times assigned to each station can in
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general be of different durations.
The performance of a fixed-TDMA depends on the number 
of network stations for a certain channel. The acheivable 
average delay increases directly proportional to the number 
of stations. However, within the structure imposed by the 
time assignments, a station’s own traffic characteristics 
determine its message delays and the efficiency with which 
its assigned time is utilised.
This technique is" therefore effective for heavy 
traffic networks where the peak to average traffic rate is 
low. However, in a network with bursty traffic where the 
peak to average data rate is high, fixed assignment of the 
channel capacity is wasteful and inefficient.
4.3 Random Access Techniques:
In this class the main problem is resolving conflicts 
that arise due to more than one demand being placed on the 
channel. These conflicts result in destroying the 
transmitted packets. Different means have been proposed to 
reduce such conflicts and collisions of new and 
retransmitted packets. The proposals consider performance 
improvement, channel stability and simplification of the 
hardware that run such schemes.
The best known schemes in this category are the Aloha 
and Slotted-Aloha protocols.
4.3.1 Aloha:
It was first used in the ALOHA project at the 
University of Hawaii in 1970. In its simplest form no
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synchronisation of station transmissions is required. 
Whenever a packet is ready, the station simply transmits it. 
If no other station has transmitted during this time then 
the packet will be received successfully by the destination 
station[1].
However, if one or more other stations transmitted
during the same time then a conflict occurs and the packets 
are destroyed and not received by the intended destinations.
To reduce the probability of further conflicts, a 
station waits for a random time before attempting to 
retransmit the same packet. This is repeated until the 
packet is successfuly received at the intended
destination - Figure(4.3).
The performance of the protocol has an upper
throughput bound of 1/2e (=0.18) and suffers from
instability beyond this when the throughput falls to zero.
However, at low channel throughputs the delay 
performance is very good.
4.3.2 Slotted-Aloha;
Works on the same principle as pure Aloha with the 
only difference being that the time on the channel is 
slotted[2]. Each slot can accomodate one packet. A factor 
of 2-improvement would be achieved over unslotted Aloha if 
the network stations* transmissions are synchronised to 
occur only at the beginnings of the time slots as shown in 
Figure(4.4). This reduces the probability of collisions and 
results in an upper bound on the throughput of 0.36 (=1/e).
r
In 11 I 2 13 I In 11 I 2 j 3 I N 1
Figure(4.2): Fixed Assigned TDMA Channel
Figure(4.3): Aloha Channel
Figure(4.4): Slotted-Aloha Channel
II
■Reservation s ta te -* -Aloha state
Figure(4.6): Roberta Reservation System
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Both slotted and unslotted Aloha random access methods 
become unstable beyond their maximum throughput levels. 
Control mechanisms are required to adapt the rate of new 
transmissions and retransmission delays according to the 
channel load.
4.4 Dynamic Assignment Techniques;
The techniques in this class allow a flexible sharing 
of the channel depending on each user’s demand and achieves 
comparable efficiencies to those of fixed assignment 
techniques. The key questions are:
(1) the implementation of a reservation sub-channel
(2) the choice of suitable allocation algorithm
(3) the distributed or central control of the network. 
Many protocols in this category have been proposed and
in the following a brief description of some examples is 
given.
4.4.1 Polling Schemes:
User stations are polled in a predetermined order, 
either by a central controller or in a distributed control 
fashion. When polled, a user station transmits all buffered 
messages and at the end sends an end-of-message (EMS) 
statement which hands over the channel to the next user in 
the chain.
Polling is not suitable for networks with large 
numbers of stations as the poll duration becomes very large 
taking into consideration the long propagation delay. It is 
however suitable for low bit data collection networks where
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the delay is not critical.
4.4.2 Reservation Aloha;
This protocol was originally proposed by Crowther 
et.al. in 1973C3] • It is suitable for users who generate 
long multi-packet messages or have a steady input traffic. 
This is in contrast to Aloha and S-Aloha which are suitable 
for large populations of low rate bursty users with short 
messages i.e. one packet per message.
R-Aloha requires that the time is slotted so that each 
slot may accomodate one packet. These time slots are 
organised in frames and each frame time must be greater than 
the maximum propagation delay between any two stations in
the network. The time slots are identified by their
locations in the frame and thus each user is aware of the
usage status of each slot in the previous frame. All users
execute the same set of rules in transmitting their packets 
in the time slots dependant on each time slot's status in 
the previous frame. Thus the protocol is implemented on a 
distributed control basis.
The rules are:
(i) A time slot in the previous frame is UNUSED if it 
was empty or contained a collision.
(ii) UNUSED slots are available for contention by all 
users in a Slotted-Aloha mode.
(iii) A successful transmission in a slot makes that 
slot USED and is thus reserved for the same user in the 
current frame. It is clear that a successful transmission
in any slot renders an assigned TDM channel to that user as 
long as he has traffic to send in that slot.
Two variations of the protocol are considered here 
depending on whether or not an end-of-use (EOU) flag is 
included in the header of the last packet prior to the user 
giving up the reserved slot. If it is not included then a 
time slot is always wasted whenever a user gives up a 
reserved slot.
To differentiate between the two modes their
throughputs are evaluated as:
Ss
Sr =   - without EOU flag - (4.2)
Ss + (1/v)
and;
Ss
Sr = ---------------- - with EOU flag - (4.3)
Ss + (1 - Ss)/v
where:
Sr - throughput of R-Aloha 
Ss - throughput of S-Aloha
v - average number of packets transmitted by a user
before giving up a reserved slot
Hence the maximum achievable throughput can be
calculated as:
Cs
Cr =   - without EOU flag - (4.4)
Cs + (1/v)
and;
Cr
Cs
---------------  with EOU flag - (4.5)
Cs + (1-Cs)/v
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Assuming that : Cs = 1/e, and 1 < v < oo , then:
1/(1 + e) < Cr < 1 - without EOU flag.
and;
1/e < Cr < 1 - with EOU flag.
This is plotted in Figure(4.5). The protocol adapts 
itself to the traffic nature by behaving like a S-Aloha when 
the traffic is bursty, and reverts to fixed assigned TDMA at 
high throughput when the users have long traffic queues.
Since the slot reservation is implied by a successful 
transmission, R-Aloha is known as an Implicit-Reservation 
protocol.
4.4.3 Robertfs Reservation Scheme:
This is an Explicit-Reservation protocol. The channel 
is slotted into !M* data slots, such that each slot can 
accomodate a data packet[4]. Every so often, a data slot is 
subdivided into !VT smaller slots for the transmission of 
reservation packets, acknowledgements and small data 
packets. Access to the small slots is permitted on a 
S-Aloha basis, while the data slots are used on a 
reservation basis free of any conflict by the stations that 
can make successful reservations - Figure(4.6).
The frequency of occurence of the reservation slots is 
adaptive to the channel load. At light load condition the 
reservation slots can occupy the whole frame time and 
shrinks to a minimum when the channel is heavily loaded.
A global queue is kept by all stations of the 
successfully heard reservations on a FIFO discipline. Each
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successful reservation carries a request for a number of 
data slots between one and eight and this number is added to 
a total global count of the total reservations received. 
Thus each station can determine when its reserved slots 
would occur and schedule its transmissions accordingly.
This protocol requires that each station must track 
the correct value of the length of the global queue in order 
to maintain scheduling synchronisation. Robert[4] suggested 
sending parity-checked copies of requests in triplicate 
within a reservation packet to reduce the error rate.
To maintain network scheduling synchronisation and 
allow new stations to enter the system, the*current value of 
the length of the global queue is broadcast periodically 
either by a central controller or in a distributed mode by 
all stations. If a station detects a value of the queue 
larger than what it thinks, then it takes the larger value 
and retransmits all its scheduled requests.
,4.4.4 Binder*s Scheme;
This is based on a fixed-TDMA assignment but allowing 
the unused slots to be assigned to active stations in a 
round-robin basis[5]. The frame time is greater than the 
propagation delay and the number of data slots per frame is 
greater than the number of stations. Thus each station is 
permanently assigned one slot in each frame. Information 
regarding each station*s queue length is piggybacked in the 
header of its data slot. A zero count renders that slot to 
be free which will then be allocated to those stations whose
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queue lengths are greater than one.
A global queue is maintained in a distributed control 
mode. Those stations with nonempty queues are allocated the 
unused slots in a round-robin fashion. Similar problems of 
maintaining and acquiring scheduling synchronisation are 
encountered as in Robert’s protocol.
However, the advantage of this protocol is that even a 
station whilst in the process of acquiring synchronisation 
has the use of a fixed assigned TDMA slot.
A station may recover its slot by deliberately 
transmitting in its slot causing a collision which will be 
detected by all stations indicating that the slot is no more 
free for assignment.
4.4.5 Reservation-TDMA:
This is an Explicit-Reservation protocol where the 
channel time frame is subdivided into a Reservation 
Sub-Frame (RSF) and an Information Sub-Frame (ISF). Access 
to the RSF is acheived in a seperate mode (e.g. Aloha, 
S-Aloha, Fixed-TDMA, etc), while the ISF is accessed as a 
result of a request being accepted.
Different modes of operating the protocol are possible 
and in the following sections we propose an operational mode 
that is suited to Business satellite networks.
4.5 Business Satellite Networks:
The outline and requirements of business satellite 
networks have been discussed earlier. This has shown the 
need for multiple access protocols that suit the network
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characteristics, its multi-service traffic nature, 
distributions and variations. It has also been shown that a 
typical network would be operated with a variable number of 
stations possibly between 5-100.
Two types of satellite transponders will be considered 
for the operation of the business network:
(a) a transparent satellite transponder, which has no 
intelligence or timing reference on-board.
(b) a regenerative processor-controlled transponder.
The traffic generated in business networks has been
discussed earlier and shown to include:
(1) Digitized speech: which when packetized is known 
to have relatively constant message interarrival times and 
length. A minimum end-to-end delay has to be observed 
together with minimization of the variance in packet 
delivery times.
(2) Data communications: this includes a wide range of 
applications with data rates ranging from 4.8 & 9.6Kbit/s to 
128 & 256Kbit/s. The different applications require 
different delay limits.
(3) Digital videoconferencing: which requires wideband 
circuits of 2.048Mbit/s each way.
4.5.1 Protocol Objectives:
A suitable multiple access protocol needs to satisfy 
the following objectives:
(a) Utilize the available satellite bandwidth
efficiently.
(b) Offer a wide range of data rates for the different 
services.
(c) Cater for a variable number of stations requiring to 
transmit.
(d) Satisfy the different delay constraints of each 
service & accordingly satisfy the priority hierachy in the 
allocation of the channel resources.
(e) Support stream traffic e.g. speech.
(f) Be fair to all stations when allocating channel 
resources.
(g) Be robust so that the network may be operational when 
the channel quality is degraded.
4.5.2 Network Control:
In order to implement such protocols then, the control 
of the decision making on allocations may either be on a 
distributed basis or by a central controller located at one 
station or on-board, for a processor controlled satellite.
In a ground distributed control mechanism a minimum 
delay of one satellite hop is experienced for a reservation 
to be heard and accepted by all other stations. However, in 
a centrally controlled network a minimum of two hops is 
required if the master control station is on the ground. 
However with the master control station being located 
on-board, a single hop delay will be experienced by a 
reservation to be received and granted.
Therefore a network with distributed control acheives 
equivalent delay performance to that of an on-board
controlled network, which is at least one hop less than a 
centrally controlled one with the master station on the 
ground.
The robustness of the centrally controlled network is 
in general higher than that of the distributed control. 
However, a reservation channel of high quality (<10E-9) 
together with precise synchronisation procedures improves 
the robustness of the distributed control.
The reliability of the central controller is always 
improved by assigning stand-by controllers at other stations 
to take over in the case of the failure of the first 
controller. In the case of an on-board processor, a 
redundant chain must be switched-in to adopt the role of 
master station if the first processor fails.
4.6 TDMA Protocols for Transparent Transponders:
The protocol suggested below is based on a distributed 
control mode although it can operate with one central 
controller. The reservation and allocation algorithms have 
been developed to be easy and simple for implementation at 
each station in a distributed control network[6].
4.6.1 Reservation TDMA (or Demand Assigned TDMA):
The main features of the proposed protocol is its 
suitability for the multi-service nature of the business 
network traffic, high efficiency and simplicity. The TDMA 
protocols proposed for some business networks (e.g. SBS and 
TELECOM-1) require sophisticated, and hence expensive, earth 
stations[7][8]. The INTELSAT TDMA protocols have been
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designed for highly concentrated traffic earth stations with 
the main traffic source being speech[9]. Other protocols 
e.g. Aloha and its derivatives suffer from limited 
efficiencies, instabilities and are mainly designed for 
computer and data networks.
The protocols most suitable to our current study are 
the explicit reservation TDMA schemes which respond to 
accomodate the varying traffic needs of the stations on a 
demand assigned basis. They also have the capability to 
support multi-service traffic.
M.6.2 R-TDMA Channel Timing Structure:
In TDMA the channel time is arranged in several time 
units. Basically these units are:
(a) Burst:
This is the transmission unit generated by an earth 
station. The first part of a burst is a bit sequence 
(preamble) which is used by the receiving demodulator to 
acquire carrier and bit timing and define the start of 
message bits. The burst length may vary according to the 
number of data blocks included in it.
(b) Frame:
A frame time is divided into a Reservation Sub-Frame 
(RSF) and an Information Sub-Frame (ISF).
The RSF is made up of a number of reservation slots 
that relay requests and control information. It is 
preceeded by a Reference Burst (RB) transmitted by a master 
timing station for synchronisation of transmissions.
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The ISF is made up of a number of data slots that 
carry the traffic information between stations.
If the total frame time is ”Fn seconds and nrn is the 
fraction of the frame time which is allocated to the RSF, 
then :
RSF time = rF sec (4.6)
ISF time = (1 - r)F sec (4.7)
The maximum achievable channel throughput is limited 
to (1-r) and is hence <1.
(c) Superframe:
This is a multi-frame organisation of the channel 
timing. The number of frames per superframe is such that 
its total time is greater than a single satellite hop. This 
allows all the control information sent in a certain 
superframe to be received by all stations before the start 
of the next one. Control and circuit allocations are 
managed on a superframe timing basis.
4.6.3 Delay Considerations:
A message accessing the satellite channel experiences 
different delay components : queuing, propagation and frame 
latency which is introduced by waiting to make a reservation 
and scheduling a message for transmission.
The effect of the total frame time adds, on average, 
half of its total time to the message delay. In order to 
minimise these delays then shorter frames may be used which 
results in reduced buffering requirements as well.
Short frames are suitable for stream traffic, such as
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speech, and low delay data communications such as 
interactive computers. However, the overhead on a short 
frame becomes relatively large when compared with longer 
ones and is therefore less efficient.
For Poisson distributed message arrivals of constant 
length at the station, the average message delay can be 
expressed as:
D = F/2 + Q + P + r  (11.8)
where:
F = frame time
Q = queuing delay
T  = packet burst time which depends on the packet 
length and burst rate.
P = propagation delay.
To minimise these delays an optimum short frame should 
be chosen, together with the minimisation of reservation & 
scheduling delays.
4.6.4 Frame Time:
A 20ms frame time is recommended for a business system 
because:
(a) it ensures that input low speed data rates carried
in an X50 frame are easily accomodated in exact multiples of
8 bit-bytes since the 20ms equals twice the length of that 
frame. The data rates considered here are 4.8, 9.6 and 
48Kbit/s.
(b) it is a multiple of the PCM frame and therefore
the number of bits in each frame is a multiple of
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8 bit-bytes which means that the TDMA equipment can be 
easily implemented, interfaced and synchronised with the 
incoming data.
(c) 20ms is small enough to ensure that a data packet 
will experience on average, a delay of approximately 600ms 
before it is received at the destination station.
(d) when applying this 20ms frame, then a superframe 
can be considered as made up of 16 frames 
(=320ms > propagation delay) and therefore each reservation 
and frame management message can be executed after 
16 frames. This means that, depending on the earth 
station1s location, a period of 2-4 frames is allowed for 
the station*s processor to act on a message after receiving 
it.
A frame period of 20ms is therefore considered for 
this protocol with a superframe of 320ras i.e. 16 frames as 
shown in Figure(4.7).
4.6.5 Reservation Sub-Frame (RSF):
Access to the RSF can be achieved on a fixed or random 
basis. The random mode is usually achieved via pure or 
slotted-Aloha. In all cases the RSF is divided into a 
number of fixed length slots each capable of accomodating 
exactly a reservation packet*.
. The number of these reservation slots is *q* and in 
general:
q = N, for fixed-TDMA
q N, for slotted-Aloha
Superframe (320 ms)
Frame (20ms)
D ata
Slot
(RSF) (IS F )
Reservation Sub-Frame (RSF) time = rFsec. 
Information Sub-Frame (ISF) time = (l-r)Fsec. 0
Figure (4.7):TDMA Frame and Superframe Structures
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q = 1 , for pure-Aloha
where !Nf is the number of earth stations in the 
network. The low throughput associated with pure-Aloha 
makes it unsuitable for a business TDMA protocol and will 
not be considered further.
(i) Slotted-Aloha RSF:
Reservation packets are transmitted at the begining of 
a randomly chosen slot. Different stations may be 
transmitting in the same slot and therefore their packets 
collide and are destroyed. Therefore these destroyed 
packets are retransmitted after a randomly chosen delay time 
to reduce the chance of their collision again. The 
retransmission of destroyed packets will result in:
(a) an increase in the channel load
(b) variable delay performance for the reservation 
packets.
The traffic pattern and transmission rates affect the 
throughput and delay of the S-Aloha channel. The maximum 
achievable channel throughput is 0.36. An optimum 
transmission rate which minimizes the delay & maximizes the 
throughput must always be maintained, otherwise if the 
transmission rate exceeds this optimum, then the channel 
performance degrades and may be driven to an unstable 
condition.
It is therefore necessary to introduce some 
transmission control mechanisms to adjust the channel 
parameters so that it operates at the optimal performance
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for the offered traffic pattern. These mechanisms also 
allow the channel to recover from instability conditions
which may be generated by sudden peak loads.
These control procedures are required to monitor the 
channel status continuously and adjust the channel
parameters according to these observations. The procedures 
are implemented by each participating station on a 
distributed control basis and therefore the same algorithms 
are maintained at each one. This adds an extra load on the 
TDMA controller.
(ii) Fixed-TDMA RSF:
A more stable, fair and simpler way to implement a RSF 
is by using fixed assignment of the reservation slots
i.e. F-TDMA mode. In this way each station is permanently 
allocated a reservation slot for its use (hence q = N).
In all reservation protocols the RSF puts a limit on 
the maximum achievable channel throughput. Since 1 r* is the 
fraction of the channel capacity allocated to the RSF, then 
the maximum achievable channel throughput may be expressed 
as = (1 - r).
Therefore to increase the channel throughput, *rf must 
be reduced. In F-TDMA RSF !rT is directly proportional to 
the number of stations N and is inversely proportional to 
the frame time F.
Assuming that the frame time is slotted into 'k1 equal 
data slots, then:
RSF occupies 'Rf data slots = rk (4.9)
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If each of these * R1 data slots is capable of 
accomodating *v* reservation slots, then:
N = vR = vrk 
Hence:
r = N/vk (4.10)
However it is to be noted that : 
k = FC/CL+B+G) (4.11)
where:
C = channel data rate in bit/s.
L = number of information bits in a data slot.
B = number of bits in the preamble.
G = guard time expressed in equivalent bits.
The number of bits in a reservation slot = (M+B+G) 
where: M = number of bits required for signalling
The number of reservation slots = N
= R(L+B+G)/(M+B+G)
= rk(L+B+G)/(M+B+G)
N = rFC/(M+B+G) (4.12)
Hence for F-TDMA RSF:
r = N(M+B+G)/FC (4.13)
In general, the number of reservation slots is * q* ;
thus:
r = q( M+B+G) /FC (4.14)
To evaluate the throughput performance of the protocol 
a typical network may be taken as an example and evaluated. 
In a seperate section the protocol computer simulations 
relate average delays with the channel throughput at 
different network conditions.
4.6.6 Information Sub-Frame (ISF):
The length of the data slot is an important factor 
that determines the frame efficiency and channel throughput. 
Therefore, the choice of *L!, the data slot length, has to 
be made in such a way as to minimise the packetizing and 
depacketizing requirements. A message whose length is less 
than the maximum slot length uses a single slot resulting in 
the excess bits being useless. However, a long message 
might require more than one slot to accomodate all its 
length and unless these extra slots are contiguously 
allocated, the preamble and addressing overhead would need 
to be repeated.
Figure(4.8) shows a comparison between 3 slot lengths 
1024, 2048 and 4096 bits utilised for the transmission of 
different message lengths. The resultant frame efficiencies 
are illustrated assuming a preamble and guard time length of 
144 bits.
For short messages the shortest slot length is more 
efficient. However, for longer messages, assuming 
contiguous allocations, all lengths approach similar 
efficiencies. Note that if only single slots are 
transmitted then the frame efficiencies for slots of lengths 
1024, 2048 and 4096 bits are 0.877, 0.934 and 0.966
respectively.
An information slot length of 2048 bits has been 
chosen as it:
(a) ensures that the minimum data rate of 4.8Kbit/s
Bu
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4:
a Slot Length = 4096
o Slot Length = 2048
* Slot Length = 1024
Message Length (Bits)
Figure(4.8): The Effect of Data Slot Length on 
the Burst Efficiency.
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can be handled efficiently (70%).
(b) is a multiple of 8 bit-bytes.
(c) achieves a high frame efficiency.
Each data block should be preceeded by a control
header indicating information regarding the relevant block. 
A proposed configuration, used in the CERS project (see 
Chapter Seven), is shown in Table(4.1).
Information Bits Comments
Source/Destination 16 station and sub-station
Message type 4 circuit/packet
Length 4 multiples of 128 bits
Coding/Transmission rate 6
Encryption 2 Optional
Table(4.1): Control Header Configuration.
This header information and its time relationship to 
the data slot concerned has implications on the design of
the earth station1s TDMA controller and its throughput.
The header information may be relayed in one of many
locations in the time frame. These are:
(i) Data Slot Header: each slot is directly preceeded 
by the relative control information as shown in Figure(4.9)» 
Thus each station must monitor and decode each header of
every slot in every burst before deciding whether it is
addressed to it or not. As the available time to perform 
this is very short, the data slot must be buffered 
temporarily, resulting in a larger buffer requirements.
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This technique therefore has strict timing constraints 
on the station1s receiver.
(ii) Burst Headers: where all the headers relating to 
a certain burst are grouped together to prece the data 
blocks in the burst as shown in Figure(4.10). Thus each 
station will check the burst header to get information about 
which slots are addressed to it, pick them up and ignore the 
rest of the burst. This requires less timing restrictions 
and buffer storage compared with the previous technique. 
However, if a station sends a single slot per burst, then 
this technique becomes identical to the previous one.
(iii) Reservation and Control Slots: where all (or 
most of) the control information is sent in the RSF together 
with the request for capacity. Although this gives the 
station a pre-knowledge of what to expect, it either 
increases the size of the RSF or results in a variable 
length RSF which needs to be synchronised. Since not all 
requests would be granted, some of the relayed information 
will be wasted.
It appears so far that the second option is the 
favorable one, but a detailed study of the station1 s TDMA 
controller implementation is required to support that.
4.6.7 Preamble:
This is a sequence of bits that prece each
transmitted burst to enable the destination demodulator to 
acquire carrier, phase and bit timing synchronisation. The 
unique word is a bit sequence that is chosen in such a way
PA CH, DATA SLOT,
CH2
d a ta s lo t2 CH,
CH: Control Header
Figure(H.9): Control Channels as Slot Headers
PA CH. CH. CH. DATA SLOT. DATA SLOT.
Figure(4.10): Control Channels as Burst Headers
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as to minimise the probability of being simulated by the 
data bits. This word once detected initialises the 
reception of the data blocks. The preamble thus consists 
of:
(a) carrier recovery bits
(b) bit timing recovery bits
(c) unique word.
Other optional bits may be added to perform other 
functions such as order-wire or bit-error-rate measurements, 
but these have not been considered here.
Suitable field lengths for the preamble components are 
suggested as follows according to the requirements of a 
modem study that was carried out in connection with the CERS 
project (see Chapter Seven):
Carrier recovery = 48 bits (6 bytes)
Bit timing recovery = 64 bits (8 bytes)
Unique word = 16 bits (2 bytes)
Total preamble length B =128 bits (16 bytes).
4.6.8 Guard Times:
This is a major overhead and its function is to ensure 
that different bursts from different stations do not overlap 
and become destroyed. The synchronisation procedure adopted 
and its accuracy is an important factor in determining the 
guard time limit.
In the INTELSAT TDMA specifications the guard time 
allowed is +3 symbols. This means a guard time of:
(a) 200ns for the 60Mbit/s system
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(b) 100ns for the 120Mbit/s system 
both with QPSK modulation.
To investigate the effect of this guard time on the 
frame efficiency, different precision limits would be 
considered ranging from +3 to +128 symbols for an 8Mbit/s 
channel supporting two networks of 20 and 50 stations. The 
modulation technique used will be assumed as QPSK.
4.6.Q Signalling Rate:
This is the channel data rate needed for sending 
reservations and other control information by each station 
in a reservation slot.
A field of 128 bits is considered to be suitable for 
this purpose as it can ensure a signalling channel of 
3.2Kbit/s with 1/2 rate coding i.e. 64 bits for signalling 
and control information and the other 64 are for coding 
overhead. The available field may accomodate the following 
sub-fields:
Source (station/terminal) 8 bits
Destination (station/terminal) 8 bits
Reservation (type/number) 8 bits
Coding/Transmission rate 6 bits
Encryption (optional) 2 bits
Fading link 4 bits
Spare 28 bits
The total length of the reservation burst would be 
equal to 256 bits inclusive of the preamble.
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4.6.10 Data Rates;
The design of this TDMA is based on a single channel 
per burst according to the bit rate of the signal. The 
number of data slots in a superframe determines the channel 
bit rate. The TDMA can accomodate low data rate channels 
and can therefore be used to support synchronous data 
circuits.
Table(4.2) gives the available raw bit rates from 
6 .4Kbit/s - 2.048 Mbit/s.
Slots/superframe 
1 
2 
5 
10 
20 
40 
80 
320
Kbit/s
6.4
12 .8
32
64
128
256
512
2,048
Comments 
or 4.8 at 3/4 coding 
or 9.6 at 3/4 coding 
speech
videoconferencing
Table(4.2): Data Rates.
4.6.11 Channel Throughput and Frame Efficiency:
Suitable system parameters have thus been determined 
as follows:
Frame period, F = 20 ms
Superframe period, SF = 320 ms
Information slot length, L = 2048 bits
Reservation slot length, M = 128 bits
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Total preamble length, B = 128 bits
An 8Mbit/s channel is considered for the evaluation of 
the throughput and frame efficiency of the protocol. 
Uniform traffic distribution is assumed amongst all network 
stations. The frame efficiency is calculated for different 
guard time limits ranging from +3 to +128 symbols with QPSK 
as the modulation format used. The results are shown in 
Figure(4.11).
The maximum achievable channel throughput (1-r) is 
calculated for different number of earth stations with both 
F-TDMA and S-Aloha RSF implementations being considered. In 
the latter, the number of reservation slots is taken as 1/4 
the number of network stations. This is shown in 
Figure(4.1 2).
4.7 Reservation and Scheduling Protocols:
Each earth station forms a queue of its own locally 
arriving input messages. The queue can be ordered either on 
a FIFO or according to the delay tolerance of each message 
and hence priority of each message. An explicit reservation 
message is then sent by the station in a reservation slot
requesting a circuit at a certain bit rate or a number of 
data slots so as to transmit its queued messages.
When a reservation is received by all stations an
allocation algorithm runs simultaneously at all stations to
calculate the number of data slots to be granted to each
requesting station - Figure(4.13). The description of this 
algorithm will be given later. A station can make
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reservations every frame. Ungranted requests are 
automatically carried as over-spill and added to the next 
frame1s requests. Hence there is no need to repeat any 
request assuming that it has been received correctly.
To satisfy the delay requirements of the 
multi-services traffic the TDMA is operated in both packet 
and circuit switched modes.
In the first mode an explicit reservation is sent 
requesting an allocation of one or more data slots in order 
to transmit its queued messages which are packetised to fill 
the information slots.
In the second mode, only one reservation is sent to 
set up a circuit, thus reserving continuously a number of 
data slots per superframe giving an equivalent channel rate. 
Hence, once a circuit is being allocated there is no need to 
update the reservation every time. It is necessary to send 
a message to terminate the reservation when the circuit is 
not required.
The following reservation procedures are proposed for 
the multi-services traffic.
(1) Computer and interactive data traffic;
Depending on the station*s input traffic a reservation 
is made for a number of information slots in order to empty 
its queued meassges that arrive during a frame period. The 
number of information slots requested by a single 
reservation can be between one and a maximum that equals the 
number of slots in an ISF.
Superframe A
Data
Packet
'nn«,.?nn Reservation queuing
>!<>!< >K
allocation and 
scheduling
Information
Figure (4.13)Reservation and Transmission in a Superframe Structure
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Two restrictions are imposed here to make the 
allocations fair, reduce any monopolisation of the channel 
and control channel overload:
(a) New requests for reservations must not be sent by 
a station if it has some previous ungranted requests that 
are being carried over-spill. It has to wait until its 
over-spill is cleared.
(b) Only when a data packet is already queued is a 
reservation made for it, and consequently the group 
reservations are only made for several messages if they are 
already queued.
(2) Speech and synchronous data traffic:
Only one explicit reservation is sent at the begining, 
to set up the circuit. Depending on the required channel 
data rate, the equivalent number of data slots in a 
superframe are reserved. These slots are continuously 
reserved as long as the circuit is required and hence there 
is no need to repeat making a reservation in every frame.
In this way speech traffic achieves the minimum 
end-to-end delay of only one satellite hop.
At the end of the circuit connection another explicit 
termination message is sent to release the data slots.
(3) Videoconferencing:
A reservation for a videocoferencing circuit can be 
made a few hours (and may be days) earlier due to the nature 
of the service. It is also noted that a setting up time 
delay of a few minutes is acceptable subjectively.
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At 2.048 Mbit/s, the top 40 data slots in each frame 
would be used for a .two way conference. This makes a total 
of 320 slots/superframe for each one way channel.
When an explicit reservation is made for a 
videoconferencing channel frame reorganisations are carried 
out by:
(a) moving previous reservations out the top 40 slots 
to any other free slots.
(b) allocating new requests slots other than the top 
40 ones.
(c) preempt, after a time out, all the top 40 slots. 
An explicit message must be broadcast to announce
termination of the circuit usage and hence makes the slots 
available to other stations’ use.
(4) Wideband data applications:
When the requirement is for the transmission of high 
speed facsimile or the transfer of files and large amounts 
of data between computers certain reservation procedures are 
adopted. They depend on the channel loading at the time 
when the service is required. j
The reservation can be made for either:
(i) a circuit at the average input data rate of the 
service. This is possible when the satellite channel 
overall loading is light. In this case the same protocols 
for speech circuits are applied here. Hence both low delay 
and high utilization of the channel are achieved.
In a typical network this mode of reservation will be
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operated in the evenings when the speech traffic has 
subsided.
or (ii) a number of data slots are repeatedly 
requested every frame in a packet-switched mode. This mode 
of operation is used when the channel is heavily loaded 
during the business day.
4.8 TDMA Protocols with an On-Board Processor:
.V-
The second generation of business satellite systems 
will almost certainly carry some form of on-board processing 
for the control and optimisation of link performances. The 
roles of on-board processors have been discussed in Chapter 
Two and will further be detailed in Chapter Seven. One 
major role seen for the on-board processor is in acting as a 
master control station for a business network of ground 
stations.
In this capacity the processor would be responsible 
for the following functions:
(a) Control of the channel data slot allocations 
according to the received requests from stations on the RSF.
(b) Control of synchronisation of burst transmissions 
on the uplink.
In the following we extend the protocols developed in 
the previous sections for implementation by the processor to 
acheive higher utilisation performances.
4.8.1 On-Board Processor Controlled Protocols:
The fact that the network control is now on-board does 
not change the following:
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(1) Explicit Reservation TDMA (i.e.Demand Assigned 
TDMA) is most suited for business networks where a mix of 
services exist. It is necessary for both circuit and packet 
mode allocations to be satisfied.
(2) The RSF may either be operated as a Fixed-TDMA or 
Slotted-Aloha channel depending on the number of stations 
and their traffic burstiness. Fixed-TDMA RSF is simpler but 
reduces the maximum achievable channel throughput when a 
large number of stations are considered. On the other hand, 
the performance and loading of the S-Aloha RSF directly 
affects the utilisation of the ISF as collided reservations 
suffer excess delays. Both modes are equally suitable.
(3) Fixed block length data slots on the ISF reduces 
the earth station*s TDMA controller complexity and the 
channel timing and synchronisation procedures.
However, with the control station being on-board the 
protocols used can optimise the channel utilisation due to:
(a) A centrally controlled network is more robust and 
therefore the allocation procedures may be optimised since 
the scheduling synchronisation is less stringent than in a 
distributed control network. Hence a protocol operated with 
a master station on-board should deliver better channel 
utilisation performance.
(b) The master station is now about 140ms away instead 
of the 270ms previously encountered. Therefore a better 
delay performance can be expected.
The protocol described earlier for a transparent 
transponder can be equally implemented through the on-board
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processor. To improve its efficiency the following 
extension to the protocol is proposed.
4.8.2 R-TDMA with Free Slots Contention (R-TDMA/FSC):
The Reservation-TDMA part of the protocol is exactly 
the same as that for the transparent transponder. All the 
specifications for the frame structure, reservation and data 
slots are also the same. The allocation algorithm, which 
will be discussed later, is now run by the processor to 
allocate circuits and packet slots according to requests 
arriving in the RSF.
The processor will issue an Allocation Table (AT) 
every frame indicating each station*s data slot allocations. 
This AT is broadcast in the downlink to be executed in the 
next superframe.
To improve the channel utilisation, the processor will
also indicate in the AT the number and location of any
unallocated data slot, which is called a Free-Slot (FS).
Each station which might have some data arrivals 
before the start of the frame (in the next superframe) may 
attempt to transmit a data packet in one of the FS.
Transmission in a chosen FS is carried out on a
Slotted-Aloha mode for packetised data traffic.
Each station estimates a probabilty of success in each 
FS before attempting to transmit. This probability of 
success depends on the knowledge of the exact or estimated 
number of other stations that might have traffic intended 
for transmission at the same time in the chosen FS.
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This probability could be calculated as (1/n), where 
fn* is the number of stations that might attempt 
transmissions in the same FS. Thus each station would 
transmit in a randomly chosen FS with a probability of 
successful transmission of (1/n).
Klienrock and Yemini proposed an alternative strategy 
which makes the active stations determine whether or not to 
transmit in a certain data slot[10].
The probability of successful transmission in this 
protocol is:
(i) (k-i)
Probability of success = --------------  (4.15)
(!)
where:
N = total number of network stations
n = number of active stations
K = number of available slots for contention
This expression is maximised when (K = N/n). As the 
channel load increases, !n* increases as well but !KT is 
reduced. When (n > N/2), ’K* is taken as 1.
Due to the long propagation delay the exact value of 
the number of active stations is not known to each station. 
However an estimate may be made by counting the number of 
stations that had placed requests for allocation in the last 
received frame.
An active station that is attempting transmission in 
any of the FS sends at the same time a reservation request
for the attempted transmissions in case they are destroyed 
by collision. In this way no extra delay will be 
experienced since the packet will now be scheduled in a 
reserved slot in any case. But if the transmission was 
successful two options are available:
(1) The successful station now has a reserved slot in 
the next superframe in which any arrival or buffered packet 
may be sent. However, if no traffic is being generated 
during this time the reserved slot will be wasted.
(2) The processor must check the transmission attempts 
on the FS and whenever a successful transmission is noted 
from any station, that station1s current requests are 
reduced by one. This ensures that no slots are reserved and 
then wasted resulting in a more efficient utilisation of the 
time slots at the expense of extra processing load.
This new protocol allows the channel to be operated in
an adaptive mode according to its loading at any 
time - Figure(4.14). At very light loads, the protocol 
allows the whole channel to be accessed in S-Aloha mode 
resulting in minimum delays whilst accomodating reservations 
for circuits.
As the channel loading increases, an optimum
delay/throughput performance may be achieved due to the
better utilisation of the FS by any available traffic.
The protocol then reverts to a fully R-TDMA as the 
channel loading becomes high.
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M.Q Allocation and Scheduling Algorithms:
Reservation requests from any station are allowed for 
a number of allocations provided that the station has 
traffic to send and no previously held over-spills. This 
ensures that fair allocation of channel resources is 
maintained.
In order to improve the frame efficiency, each 
station*s allocated data slots in the same frame must be 
scheduled contiguously and transmitted in a single burst so 
that the preamble overhead is not repeated unnecessarily. 
This is true when FSC mode is not operated.
In this section an allocation algorithm is presented. 
It is meant to be run by a master station in a centrally 
controlled network or simultaneously at each station in a 
distributed control one to perform the allocation of channel 
resources to requesting stations.
This allocation algorithm is for the operation of the 
channel in both circuit and packet-switched modes.
4.Q.1 Data Slots Allocations and Scheduling:
The algorithm handles allocation decisions in a fair
way by limiting the number of slots allocated to each
station every frame. This limitation depends on the number 
of stations requiring service and the available number of 
data slots to be allocated to them every frame.
Reservations in every frame are treated seperately 
with over-spill from one frame to next being allowed. Each 
frame*s reservations are executed 16 frames after it was
first transmitted i.e. in the next superframe.
Other important points to note here are:
(1) Each station has to continuously monitor the 
channel utilization and note the activity of other stations. 
Such a synchronised station also notes the times at which 
data messages are scheduled in the channel and relates them 
to their previously recorded reservations. It can then
roughly estimate the average number of data slots that can 
be allocated to itself if a reservation is placed without 
creating a spill that will limit its ability to send new 
reservations.
Depending on its input traffic queue it can then send 
a reservation for up to that estimated number. A station 
can later increase its share of the channel slowly if the 
number of active stations falls and/or the number of 
available slots increases.
(2) The number of active stations in frame(i) is
denoted as (Ni), which is the number of stations that have 
placed a reservation in that frame or have a remaining
reservation from the previous frame.
(3) The number of available data slots in frame(i)
which can be allocated to competing stations is (Ui), where:
Ui = K - CSi (4.16)
where:
K = Total number of data slots per frame
CSi = Total number of data slots reserved for circuits
in frame(i) - Figure(4.15).
A minimum number of data slots per superframe is
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always maintained for packet-switched mode allocations. The 
circuit switched traffic has a higher priority in the 
remainder of the data slots, but blocking occurs once all 
these slots are busy. On the other hand, packet switched 
traffic may use more than the allocated minimum of data 
slots if any is free.
4.Q.2 Circuit Allocations:
Depending on the requested circuit bit rate, the 
equivalent number of data slots per superframe are assigned 
to the station continuously. An explicit terminating 
message in the RSF must be sent to release these slots for 
future allocations.
The frame rearrangement to allow for contiguous 
scheduling of data slots sometimes result in changing the
locations of the station*s allocated slots in a frame. 
Thus, although the number of. data slots allocated to a
station for a circuit in a frame is fixed, their locations 
in the same frame may vary from superframe to the next. 
However this is minimised by maintaining a fixed order for 
the stations* bursts in a frame.
Allocations for packet-switched traffic are maintained 
by limiting the circuit-switched traffic allocations to have 
a higher priority in a certain maximum number of data slots 
per superframe. Excess circuit-switched traffic is
therefore blocked. The suggested maximum is around 75$ 
depending on the network traffic mix.
Allocations of channel capacity to circuits at
different bit rates must consider the following factors in 
order to assign priorities to the received requests:
(a) Requests are ordered in a FIFO according to their 
arrival times.
(b) Circuit bit rates may be ordered in a certain 
priority to acheive best capacity utilisation. The proposed 
order is considered:
(1) 32 and 64Kbit/s to support speech (70$ of the 
traffic) and data traffic. Both require short set-up times.
(2) High bit rates of 256, 512 and 2048Kbit/s which 
require high capacity for a continuous period of time but 
tolerate longer set-up times.
(3) 4.8 and 9.6Kbit/s which can be accomodated easily in 
the remaining available capacity as they require few data 
slots.
(c) The number of available data slots in a superframe 
that can be allocated to requesting stations.
Thus, whether this allocation algorithm is run on a
distributed or central control mode (e.g. by the on-board 
processor) a time plan of the superframe allocations must be 
kept and continuously updated.
4.9.3 Packet Allocations:
The allocation of data slots for packet transmissions 
is carried out to allow each station to have a fair, share of 
the available slots. This depends on the number of
requested slots and those available for allocation.
Assume that Ni stations have requested different
numbers of data slots in frame(i) to be scheduled for 
transmission in frame(i+16).
If station (j) has put up a reservation for (Xij) data 
slots in frame(i), then the total number of reservations 
from all active stations in this frame is (Ti).
Ni
Ti = £ (Xij) (4.17)
j  = 1
There are two cases to consider here:
(a) If : Ti ^ Ui (4.18)
The total number of requests is less or equal to the
number of available slots and therefore all the requests can 
be granted. Hence each station is granted all its requested 
slots and the stations1 bursts are scheduled according to 
the frame arrangement time plan for contiguous bursts 
transmissions.
(b) If : Ti > Ui (4.19)
The number of reservations exceeds the available number 
of data slots, hence each station allocation share is to be 
calculated.
Find the maximum average that can be allocated to each 
station.
This is : (Ui/Ni) = U U  (4.20)
where I I indicates the largest integer value that
is ^A.
Now consider:
(i) If : A <1 (4.21)
According to the ordering of the stations in the RSF,
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the available slots in frame(i+16) and those to follow are 
allocated one at a time in a round robin fashion to the 
active stations until lesser stations require service & more 
slots are available. This is done by checking all the time 
the value of (A) every frame from the spill that is being
carried from frame to the next.
(ii) But if : A (4.22)
then for those stations whose :
(1) Xij^ A : their requests are granted in full and
are allocated the number of slots they originally requested.
(2) Xij> A : their requests are granted in part and
are allocated (A) data slots at the moment.
Consider now the total number of granted requests to 
be (At),then:
The remaining unallocated slots = Z
= Ui - At (4.23)
from (4.19), let:
Ti - .Ui = V (4.24)
then, the unscheduled reservations
= Ti - At = Z + V (4.25)
by adding (4.23) and (4.24) - Figure(4.16).
Assume that excess (Z+V) unscheduled reservations 
belong to (Ng) stations ( ^ Ni).
In a round robin order each of the Ng stations is 
allocated extra data slots if their requests have not been 
totally satisfied until 1ZT is zero.
Unscheduled reservations of any station in frame(i) 
are then added to its new received reservation request in
k slots
CS:
Figure (4.15) Data, Slots in Frame i
T i
at z
--------------- 1U; — ----------------- 1 V
Figure (4.16)Slots Allocation
the next frame i.e.(1+1).
This allocation algorithm considers each frame
seperately and can therefore accomodate variable and 
frequently changing numbers of active stations.
4.10 Software Implementation of the Algorithm;
A computer program has been prepared using the * C* 
programming language to implement the allocation algorithm. 
It is intended to run every frame and perform all the 
functions discussed above. A complete listing of the source 
program is included in Appendix(A.2).
The program is made up of a MAIN and three
FUNCTIONS - Figure(4.17) . A brief description of the 
program and its functions is given below.
(A) MAIN:
The functions of this program are:
(1) A frame counter is used to keep track of the current 
frame number.
(2) Reads all requests from all stations and adds to 
each any spill from the previous frame. There are 10 
categories for data slots requests:
8 circuit bit rates(6.4,1 2.8,32,64,1 28,256,512,2048Kb/s)
1 for packet requests
1 for circuit release(in number of equivalent slots)
(3) Keeps a continuously updated table of slots 
occupancy in the superframe.
(4) Counts the number of unoccupied slots in the 
superframe each frame.
table
MAPPING
DISCONN­
ECT
Figure(4.17): Allocation Algorithm Software Structure
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(5) Allocates circuits and packets according to 
requests.
(6) Calls the functions DISCONNECT, MAPPING and TABLE to 
perforin their associated roles.
(B) DISCONNECT:
This is a function that is called at the start of each 
frame to release occupied slots. Each station has to send a 
'Circuit Release' message each time a reserved circuit is 
not needed.
(Cl MAPPING:
This function is called each time a circuit is 
allocated to a station. It maps this allocation in the 
superframe time plan and marks those slots with the 
station's code or number to indicate that they are busy.
(D) TABLE:
This function is called at the end of the allocation 
process to sort the data slots allocations in the current 
frame. This is carried out so that each station's 
allocations are arranged contiguously in the frame to reduce 
the effect of the preamble overhead.
This function is extended to count and define the 
free-slots that may be accessed in S-Aloha when operating 
the protocol by the on-board processor.
4.11 Scheduling Synchronisation;
In a TDMA system, scheduling synchronisation is very 
important in order to maintain a properly operated network.
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Operating procedures for acquisition and synchronisation 
maintenance must be defined. These can be based on three 
seperate states with a transition in or out of a state 
occuring only after certain checks have been performed.
State 1: Initial Acquisition:
When a station enters the network it first goes into 
this state. With no previous information on the state of 
the channel,the scheduling queues or the active stations, 
the new station just listens and monitors the channel.
This listening and monitoring continues for at least 
16 frames since its entrance. In the next superframe the 
station monitors the execution of the reservations heard in 
the previous superframe. At the same time it of course 
continues to monitor the new reservations in this 
superframe.
By the end of the second superframe the station should 
have collected a reservation list compatible with other 
stations' lists and in which case it can move into the next 
intermediate state.
State 2: Out-of-Svnchronisation:
In this state the station performs allocation 
decisions and scheduling of the reservations received in the 
second superframe and those to follow without itself being 
able to send reservations. It monitors the channel for 
consistent schedulings.
After a certain number of consistent checks are 
performed the station may now enter the next state.
State 3: Synchronisation;
In this state the station may send reservations for 
any type of traffic it may have and participate in the 
network.
If a station discovers any discrepency in its
schedulings or bursts placement in the time frame it then
goes out to State 2 and perform more checks.
A station going out-of-synchronisation may still 
continue to use its reservation slot and inform the other 
stations of its current state. Hence all reservations sent
earlier by that station are cancelled and other stations may
share its allocated slots.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
MODELLING AND SIMULATION 
OF SATELLITE MULTIPLE ACCESS PROTOCOLS
5.1 Introduction:
Simulation models are used extensively in industrial 
engineering, government, commerce and society as means to 
answer and solve many complex and varied problems. The main 
reason for the widespread use of simulation is its 
applicability to diverse areas of research and study. It is 
used to explain and define a system or problem, analyse and 
determine critical elements and issues, assess and 
synthesise proposed design solutions and predict and 
forecast for future planning developments.
Understanding the specific problem in question is very 
important in order to develop and use simulation models to 
resolve it. Alternative techniques have been used to 
develop and build models hence a suitable choice must be 
made for the appropriate technique to model the system in 
hand.
A simulation language provides an organised structure 
to form and view the system1s model as well as translating 
the model description into a form acceptable for processing 
by computer. The computer is then used to exercise the 
model and to provide results that can be analysed in order 
to evaluate the system's performance under question.
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In the following two sections brief descriptions are 
given of modelling techniques and simulation languages and 
in latter sections the simulation and modelling techniques 
used in the experiments are presented.
5.2 The Process of Simulation:
The process of simulation begins with the formulation 
and definition of the problem to be investigated together 
with stating the objective of that investigation. The 
problem definition is revised throughout the simulation 
study as additional insights into the problem are realised 
and new problems and questions of interest arise[1][23.
Model building and formulation follow the problem 
formulation task. Depending on the nature of the problem, 
an abstraction of the system is carried out into 
mathematical and logical relationships. The model 
description consists of both the static and dynamic states 
of the system. The former defines the elements of the 
system and their characteristics, whilst the latter 
describes how these elements interact logically to move the 
system from one state to the next over time.
The amount of detail in a model must be limited to 
those elements that have significant effect on the 
characteristics of the real system and those for which the 
model is being built for the simulation study.
The modelling techniques adopted must have the 
capability of being easily translated into a
comupter-acceptable code using either a general purpose or
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simulation language. Some simulation languages have an 
associated modelling format making the task of writting the 
code easy. The simulation program is checked for errors and 
software bugs before being executed as an acceptable 
translation of the system model.
The next step in the simulation process is for the 
programmer to verify the correctness of the program code and 
determine that it executes on the computer correctly as 
expected from the model. The most obvious and widely used 
method of verification is carried out manually by making 
sure that the program does what is expected of it. Each 
line of code is checked for correctness. Program modules, 
their structures, connections and algorithms are reviewed 
and verified.
Reasonableness and consistency are indicators of a 
correct program. Hence simple tests can be carried out and 
the results from a correctly written program must exhibit 
logical common sense, reasonableness and consistency. In a 
queueing system, for example, a change of the arrival rate 
from 1.0 to 1.1 should give correspondingly small changes in 
the output.
The output of a verified simulation program will have 
to be validated after execution by determining whether or 
not it reasonably represents the real system. The 
validation process involves, the evaluation of the simulation 
model behaviour under varied conditions and comparing these 
with logical expectations, previous outputs and/or 
experimental knowledge.
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A correctly implemented simulation model will then be 
executed and the results of the simulation runs collected, 
analysed and evaluated. According to these results 
decisions may be taken and conclusions may be drawn.
5.3 Modelling Techniques:
A system model is an abstract description of the real 
system. This model can be in the shape of a series of 
mathematical equations, graphical or physical
representations. Mathematical equations can also influence 
the logical relationships of the graphical or physical 
models. A model can be used to define and analyse the 
system* s functions and performance^].
Communication protocols are the rules and procedures 
followed by each party in a communication network in order 
to ensure that meaningful and effective communications is 
achieved between themselves. These protocols govern the 
interaction between subsystems, systems and networks and 
could therefore become complex.
Graphical modelling of protocols has always been 
carried out in order to present a compact, meaningful and 
easily understandable description of the protocol and its 
operations. This is then used for performance analysis 
which could lead to a correct and more versatile design of 
the protocol. The performance analysis are obtained by 
exercising the protocol model by computer simulation. It is 
therefore necessary to use a modelling technique that can 
easy allow translation of the model description into an
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appropriate computer code.
A number of modelling concepts have been devised and 
used. They differ by their power of representation, 
versatility and graphical appeal that makes a model readily 
understandable. Some modelling techniques are associated 
with certain simulation languages (e.g. GPSS[4]).
Examples of the known modelling techniques are the 
Parallel Program Scheme(PPS)[5], Keller Formal Models for 
Parallel Computation[6], Macro Evaluation Nets(MEN)[7], Data 
Flow Scheme(DFS)[8], State Transition Diagrams(STD) and
Petri-Nets(PN). Descriptions of the STD and PN are given 
below and the reader is refered to the appropriate 
literature regarding the other techniques.
5.3.1 State Transition Diagrams (STD);
STDs have been used to describe and model the
behaviour of communication systems and their protocols.
Earlier work on STD has been carried out by the Nippon 
Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation of Japan 
(NTTPC)[9l. STD was later adopted by the CCITT where Study 
Group XI specified its symbols and methods. A later 
extension of the basic STD specifications introduced the
concepts of Processing State Transition Diagrams (PSTD)[10].
STD and PSTD can provide a simple and precise 
definition of any processing system. They are easy to draw 
and follow as they have associated pictorial microstate 
information. However, the major advantage is that they can 
describe and define all levels of a system from its
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subsystems to an overall system.
They are based on describing a system as being made of 
a number of states. These states can either be active or 
suspended at any moment in time. An active processing state 
is when processing is being performed in transit from one 
suspended state to another. A suspended processing state is 
one when processing has ceased and is waiting for an input 
signal.
A state is defined with three features:
(1) unique state number
(2) pictorial sketch
(3) title
A system model functions by moving from one state to 
another. This movement is known as a "transition” which 
occurs when an "input signal” is recognised. Input signals 
can be recognised by a system in a suspended state and can 
take the form of:
(1) a signal from another subsystem
(2) the expiry of a local timeout
or (3) completion of internal active processing.
Signals sent to another subsystem are known as 
"outputs”.
Figure(5.1) shows examples of the symbols used in STD 
representations of systems models.
STD gives an appealing and understandable description 
of any system or subsystem. It can define each level of 
implementation separately and show how these levels interact 
together in a complete system. STD models lend themselves
tate title
S tate
i
i
External
Internal
Input
External
Output
internal
Decision
Timer
Figure(5.1): STD Symbols.
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to easy production of software code for system operation, 
analysis and simulation. It is for these reasons that they 
have been adopted by the CCITT for the formal description 
and specification of protocols especially for international 
usage.
5_,3_.2_ Petri-Nets CPNl :
Petri-Nets (PN) were introduced by C.Petri[11] as a 
simple modelling concept for discrete event systems that 
involve parallel processing. The original work on PN was 
later modified and extended by many researchers[12]. The 
most significant and advanced work was carried out by 
Symons[13l where he introduced the concept of
Numerical-Petri-Nets(NPN). He says:
"NPNs are a true generalisation of Petri-Nets, rather 
than an extension, and it has been found possible to retain 
the basic principles, symbols and modes of operation of 
Petri-Nets, whilst adding a considerable amount of 
generality and descriptive power”.
In what follows, a brief description of PN and NPN is 
given and related to the problem of modelling communications 
protocols.
5.3.3 Description of PN and NPN:
We start by describing the basic elements of PN and 
later introduce other aspects of NPN. One must note here 
that both PN and NPN have the advantage of a visual
graphical appeal that ideally lends them to easy
representation.
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A PN is a directed graph of two types of 
nodes - Figure(5.2):
(1) a "place” which is represented by a circle
(2) a "transition” which is represented by a short line
An "arc” may connect different types of nodes but not 
nodes of the same type. An arc from a place to a transition 
is an "input arc”, whilst that from a transition to a place 
is an "output arc”. Accordingly, an "input place” and an 
"output place” are places that are connected to a transition 
by an input arc and an output arc respectively.
A place may contain any number of markers known as 
"tokens” and shown as dots. A transition is enabled to 
"fire” if all its input places contain at least a token 
each. Once a transition is fired, a token is taken from 
each of its input places and added to each of its output 
places.
Thus one can view a PN as being made up of a number of 
places and transitions that are connected by arcs. Each 
place and each transition has at least an input and an 
output arc connected to it.
PN is considered as a representation of the 
relationship of a condition and an event. Hence one may 
interpret the presence of a token in a place as a condition, 
whilst the firing of a transition as the associated event.
NPN added a number of new features to the basic PN 
concept[14]. We report here the relevant ones to our 
requirements. These are:
(1) tokens can be of any nature and may include fields
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for associated data.
(2) read and write memories can be associated with a net.
(3) enabling and firing conditions are independent.
This last extension is important as it allows the 
introduction of timed transitions which are applicable to 
many protocols. The timing of the net is divided into a 
series of discrete timing intervals "T” and at the expiry of 
each interval, the timed transitions are examined to check 
whether or not their timings have expired. Those whose 
timings have expired are enabled and fired. The firing 
process itself takes an insignificant amount of time.
As discussed earlier PSTD have a powerful 
characteristic of describing the logical relationships 
between states and events and are therefore applicable to 
the definition of the subsystems functional elements.
However, NPN have an emphasis on sequential occurance of 
events as encountered in queueing systems.
5.3.4 Queueing Systems and NPN:
Great interest in queueing theory has been reflected 
in the large amount of literature that deals with its
different aspects and applications in operational research, 
communication networks, computer communications and
telephone traffic studiest15][16]. Computer simulations and 
complex analytical methods have been used extensively to 
allow clear understanding of certain problems. However, in 
order to prepare and define the appropriate simulation 
program or analytical equations, the queueing situation must
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be modelled graphically. This allows for a clear 
understanding of the problem by summarising its essential 
characteristics.
NPN can be used as a modelling method to define and 
describe queueing problems in a clear, simple and compact 
representation.
A basic queueing situation may be defined as customers 
arriving at a system at random, waiting in a queue until 
being served, after which they leave the system. Different 
situations then have different queueing problems which add 
to the complexity of the situation (e.g. queue
organisation, number of queues, servers, service time 
distribution, etc).
Figure(5.3) shows an NPN model of the above mentioned 
basic queue. The description of the model is as follows:
(i) customers arrival follows a random variable 
distribution T1 in a renewal process mode. The firing of 
transition t1 takes a customer into place-B (the arrivals 
queue) and increments a counter (the number of arrivals to 
the system).
(ii) the service time is defined by the random 
variable T2. When transition t2 fires, a customer is taken 
from place-B into place-C (the server).
(iii) the firing of transition t3 removes a served 
customer from place-C to place-D and increments a counter 
(the number of customers served). Place-D is known as a 
"sink1 where tokens (customers) are absorbed.
This simple example shows how simple and clear an NPN
Place
/
Token
A
Arc
Figure(5.2): PN Symbols.
Arrival Arrival server sink
process queue
Figure(5.3): An NPN Model of a Basic Queueing System.
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representation of a queueing system can be. In the absence 
of a commonly used graphical method for the description and 
modelling of queueing systems, NPN can be used to highlight 
and summarise a queueing situation in an easily 
understandable manner.
In modelling and defining our protocol experiments, 
NPN has been adopted as a modelling concept. This helped in 
generating accurate software for the simulation model 
programs.
5.4 Simulation Languages;
A number of specifically designed simulation languages 
have been developed and used allowing flexible use of 
simulation as an analytical and design tool. A simulation 
language provides the user with specific concepts and 
statements allowing a clear and easy representation of a 
system at any point in time together with the capability of 
moving the system from one state to another dependant on its 
model.
The simulation languages have different structures and 
expressive powers and thus require different coding efforts. 
The readability of a simulation language depends on the 
computer language it is based on. These different aspects 
result in some languages being prefered to others for 
specific simulations, programming styles and machines.
The choice of a simulation language to be used for a 
certain task depends on its availability together with the 
appropriate computer hardware, compilers and the cost of
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computer time. It also depends on the programmers knowledge 
of the language which affects the cost of programming per 
unit time.
However, a comparison between several languages might 
still be necessary before a simulation langauge is chosen. 
The important factors to consider in evaluating a simulation 
language are:
(1) The learning effort required of the language and 
its use to solve the simulation problems in hand.
(2) The coding and programming effort required to
translate the description of the simulation model. This
includes such features as random sample generation and event 
scheduling.
(3) The flexibility to support different modelling
concepts.
(4) The portability of the language onto other
computers.
(5) The processing considerations and the capabilities 
for statistics gathering.
(6) The power of error checking and debugging
facilities.
(7) The compilation and execution run time speeds.
A review of some well known simulation languages is
given in the following subsections. This is followed by a
description of the simulation langauge used in our
experiments.
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5.4.1 GASP:
GASP is a Fortran based simulation language with 
GASP-IV being the best known and widely used version. 
GASP-IVE and GASP-V are extented new versions of the 
language. GASP is compiled using a Fortran compiler which 
makes it an easily portable simulation language[17].
GASP is made up of a number of subroutines that are 
used for file manipulations, event scheduling and statistics 
collection. There are also routines for the generation of 
random samples from uniform, normal, Erlang, Poisson and 
log-normal distributions. These sets of routines are 
compiled and linked by a main program known as 
GASP-EXECUTIVE.
The procedures involved in a simulation model are 
carried out by a set of programming instructions known as 
the GASP-Fortran macroinstructions. They include
instructions for time control, event scheduling, queue 
manipulations, random samples generation and I/O control.
Each event in a simulation model requires the 
development of a seperate flow chart and hence program code. 
To reproduce the behaviour of the simulated real system in 
time, the GASP-EXECUTIVE must properly schedule each event 
when executing these subprograms. In large simulations this 
could result in lengthy debugging and error detection 
processes.
The fact that GASP is written in a general purpose 
language such as Fortran makes the learning phase a lot 
easier, specially for someone who already has some
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experience with Fortran. As there is no need for a special 
purpose compiler other than a Fortran compiler, which is 
widely available on many computers, this reduces the 
simulation costs. Furthermore, the GASP subroutines can be 
easily modified to suit the requirements and needs of the 
simulation programmer.
5.4.2 General Purpose Simulation System (GPSS):
This is a block-oriented simulation language for 
modelling discrete-event systems. It is based on a set of 
standard simulation events called ^transaction blocks*. 
Each block operates on entities that flow from one 
transaction block to another. A GPSS model is built by 
combining a set of these blocks into a block diagram to 
define the logical structure of the simulated system[4].
Entities are created by a GENERATE transaction block 
and move from one block to another to be absorbed in a 
TERMINATE block. Manipulations of the entities are carried 
out in the transaction blocks that model the system. 
Figure(5.4) gives examples of these transaction blocks.
A GPSS block diagram is translated into an equivalent 
statement form in order that it is interpretated and 
executed by the GPSS processor.
GPSS is written in assembly-like code and is thus 
limited in computing power and also lacks the capability of 
floating point arithmetic. The simulation clock is hence 
integer valued making the changes in system states to occur 
only at integer points in time.
Symbol Code
advance, assemble, buffer, count, etc.
assign, alter, index, loop, etc..
generate, terminate
^  print, trace, untrace, write
examine, gate, scan, test, transfer
Figure(5*4)i Transaction Blocks for GPSS.
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Another disadvantge of this language is that samples 
generated from distributions other than the uniform 
distribution must be included in the model as a user-written 
table function specifying the random number stream.
However, GPSS is a popular simulation language due to 
the simplicity and clarity of the block-oriented modelling 
associated with it.
5.4.3 SIMSCRIPT:
SIMSCRIPT is a computer simulation language that has 
been originally based on Fortran. A number of versions were 
used with SIMSCRIPT-II being the latest and most 
powerfulE18].
This simulation language is organised into five 
levels:
Level-1: resembles simplified Fortran or Basic and is
meant to be a teaching language to introduce programming 
concepts to nonprogrammers.
Level-2: is comparable in power to Fortran. It
includes all I/O formattings of Fortran, dynamic allocations 
of arrays and a report generator giving improved output at 
the end of the simulation run.
Level-3: is comparable to structured Fortran
extensions with added Algol-type statements and improved I/O 
facilities.
Level-4: provides a structure for modelling using
entities, attributes and set concepts.
Level-5: provides statements for timing, sample
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generation, event processing and the accumulation and 
analysis of the simulation data. Error checking and 
diagnostic facilities are provided for at this level.
The state of the simulated system in SIMSCRIPT is 
defined at Level-4 by the entities. Each entity has one or 
more unique features known as attributes. The logical 
groupings of entities are refered to as sets. The entities, 
attributes and sets are separately named. This enhances the 
model description and gives SIMSCRIPT one principal appeal 
of being easy to read as its programs are written in 
English-like language and therefore tends to be 
self-documenting.
Two types of entities are considered in SIMSCRIPT; 
permanent and temporary. The former remains throughout the 
simulation run (e.g. a server in a queuing system), whilst 
the latter is created and destroyed during the execution of 
the simulation (e.g. arrival and departure of customers in 
a queuing system).
The general structure of a SIMSCRIPT simulation model 
is made up of a preamble, a main program and the event 
subprograms.
The preamble defines the model elements and their 
static structures, assigns names to the permanent and 
temporary entities, their associated attributes and set 
relationships. The preamble also declares the variable 
types and arrays of the simulation program.
The main program initialises the declared variables, 
schedules the initial occurance of events and starts the
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simulation run.
The event subprograms define the logical structure of 
the simulation model processing relationships and are 
therefore scheduled by the user.
SIMSCRIPT is a powerful, flexible and structured 
language and one must master all its five levels before 
being able to make maximum use of all its available 
features.
5.4.4 CSIM Simulation System:
This is a simulation system developed at the 
Departments of Computer Science at Shalmers University of 
Technology and the University of Gotenborg in Sweden[19l. 
It is meant to be run on minicomputers where the cost of 
using the machine is low and sometimes free.
The simulation package source code is written in the 
C-programming language and a C-compiler on any suitable 
machine can be used to execute simulation programs running 
this package[20].
Similar to GASP, this simulation package is made up of 
a number of routines and macro definitions. There are two 
types of routines included:
(1) manipulation routines that control the simulation 
(e.g. activate, passivate, wait, etc ..).
(2) statistical routines that generate random samples 
from a number of distributions e.g. normal, .negexp, 
poisson, randint, etc.
These routines allow great flexibility in the
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organisation and manipulation of queues. Each queue starts 
with a head_block which contains information regarding its 
name, organisation and length. Members of a queue are 
process_blocks and each carry its own local information such 
as its arrival and scheduling times.
Changes to the routines can be carried out allowing 
the adaptation of the simulation system to a certain task. 
The addition of new or deletion _■ of existing routines can 
also be achieved easily. A number of debugging and error 
checking routines are included in the system providing easy 
checks and corrections of user simulation programs.
The processing time required to run a simulation 
program depends on the size of the simulation program, its 
assigned simulation time and the number of process_blocks 
and head_blocks. The latter are set prior to compiling the 
program and depend largely on the allowed host computer 
memory size. Thus processing time and required memory size 
are proportional to the user simulation programs.
5.5 The Choice of CSIM Simulation Langauge:
The CSIM simulation langauge has been chosen as the 
simulation language for the evaluation of the R-TDMA 
protocol performances. The reasons for this choice are 
(Refer to Section(5.4) on the factors considered in 
evaluating a simulation language):
(1) The language is suited to the study of queueing 
systems and thus provides routines and macros that are 
powerful in the manipulation of queues and event scheduling.
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A number of statistical routines for random sample
generation are also provided. Hence the coding and 
programming efforts for the study of the delay/throughput 
characteristics of our protocol are minimised.
(2) The language is not tied to any modelling concept 
which makes it flexible in the translation of any type of 
model.
(3) The system has been implemented and run during
this project on a PDP-11/45 and a VAX-11/750 at the 
University of Essex and later on a Prime computer running 
Primos operating system and a Bleasdale 68000 microprocessor 
based system running the Unix operating system both at the 
University of Surrey.
Small changes were required on the source code which 
involved either rewritting or adaption of some routines in 
order to make them suitable for the selected machine. This 
proves the portability of the simulation system. However, 
most of the simulation experiments reported here were run on 
the VAX-11/750.
(4) The system and user programs are compiled by the
C-compiler and do not require a special purpose complier.
Hence the cost of using the system is minimised.
(5) The program execution times depend on the declared 
simulation period and the required numbers of 
process__blocks, event_notices and head_blocks. All these 
are controlled by the user and are traded off against the 
available memory size and the ability to run programs for 
longer periods of time.
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(6) The package provides for adequate error checking,
diagnostic and debugging capabilities as discussed earlier.
(7) The availability of this package at the time that
this project was underway as a new language provided a
challenge to test and evaluate it. This is coupled with the
availability, at that time, of the appropriate machine 
(PDP-11/45) and C-compiler.
For these reasons CSIM was adopted as the simulation 
language for our simulation experiments and proved to be a 
flexible and powerful tool.
However, one disadvantage of this package is that it 
does not provide any routines that could be used for 
gathering of statistics and analysis. User-written codes 
must be prepared to carry out these tasks which are common 
to all simulation experiments.
A description of the CSIM simulation system is given 
in the following section.
5.6 Description of the CSIM-Simulation System:
The "time queue" is the main feature of this 
simulation system. It is a linkage of seperate events 
ordered according to their scheduling times with the most 
recent being at the head of the queue. An element of the 
time queue is called an "event_notice".
During a simulation run processes are created. Each 
process has an associated "process_block" that holds all its 
local data and information. As a process is scheduled to 
execute, its "process_block" is linked to an "event__notice"
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in the time queue as shown in Figure(5.5).
The time queue is different from the user queues which 
are created according to the simulation model under study. 
A user queue starts with a "head_block" and is created and 
initialised by the call to the routine "new_head" which 
returns a pointer to a h e a d _ b l o e k .  The head_block has 
pointers to the first and last members of its queue. Each 
member in the queue also has pointers to the preceding and 
succeeding members in the same queue. Hence the first and 
last members of the queue have pointers pointing to the 
h e a d _ b l o c k ,  whilst in an empty queue the head_block will 
have both its pointers pointing to itself. The head_block 
keeps a record of the number of members in the queue. This 
number is known as the "cardinal".
The user queue members are process_blocks which can be 
put into or taken out of a queue. A number of routines are 
provided for the manipulations of the user queues. These 
routines are:
into
first__into
out
follow
adds an element to a queue at the end.
adds an element to a queue at the begining.
takes an element out of a queue, 
adds an element to a queue succeeding another
element already in that queue,
precede : adds an element to a queue preceding another
element already in that queue. 
find__head : searches and points to head_block of a queue
which contains a certain element in its queue, 
clear : takes out all elements in a queue.
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evtimeevtime
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Figure(5.5): The CSIM Time Queue Organisation.
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5.6.1 Process Switching:
Similar to SIMSCRIPT, two types of processes are used 
in this simulation system: static and dynamic. The former
is initialised at the beginging of the simulation run and 
remains in the time queue until the end of the simulation. 
The latter is created during the simulation run, manipulated 
and could be taken out of the queue and passivated following 
the logical algorithm of the model.
However, both types of processes are created by the 
same routine call. A new process is created and initialised 
by the call to the routine "new^process” with a parameter 
given as its name. Thus an associated new process_block is 
allocated to be manipulated in and out of queues as 
described earlier. Access to the local data of a process 
that is included in its process_block is made through the 
parameter pointer called "this”.
Process switching is carried out by the processes 
themselves according to their time schedules in the time 
queue. The manipulation of processes in the time queue is 
carried out by a number of routines. These routines are: 
activate : schedules a process to be active at a certain 
specified time, 
passivate : a scheduled process in the time queue is
passivated.
hold : reshedules a current process to become active
after a certain specified time interval.
Thus these routines carry out the apparent process
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switching by controlling the process schedules in the time 
queue.
5.6.2 Statistical Routines and User-Interface Macros:
A number of other routines are provided for in this 
simulation package. The ones mostly required for any 
simulation experiment are the statistical routines which 
generate random samples from a number of distributions.
The following routines are included: 
uniform : returns a random number that is uniformly
distributed in a user-specified interval, 
randint : returns a random integer in an interval specified
by the user.
draw : returns a 1 with a user-specified probability
of (P) and a 0 with a probability of (1-P). 
negexp : returns a random number with a negative
exponential distribution the mean of which is 
specified by the user, 
poisson : returns a random number with poisson distribution
the intensity of which is user-specified, 
normal : returns a random number with normal distribution.
The mean and standard deviation of the 
distribution are specified by the user.
In all of these statistical routines a parameter is 
reqiured as a pointer to an integer. This integer is the 
seed to the random number generator routine and is 
initialised at the start of the simulation run.
These routines are very useful and simple to use.
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process(a)
A small number of macros are also provided to make the 
user interface more pleasant and allow for the preparation 
of readable and structured programs. These macros are: 
simulation : declares the start of the procedure
"simmain" which will be described later. 
end_siraulation : declares the end of the procedure simmain
which started the simulation.
: declares a procedure "a" with parameter
"this".
end_process : expands into:
into(this, free_pr); 
passivate(this);
}
which declares the passivation of the 
procedure.
: pointer to the process_block of the first
process in the time queue.
: gives the time of the "current" active
process.
: puts a process block in queue "q". It
expands into :
into(this, q); 
passivate(this);
When running several simulations in sequence, the 
routine "reset" is called between simulations as it releases 
all blocks, resets the time to zero and reinitialises the 
system.
current
time
wait(q)
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5.6.3 Error Checking, Diagnostic and Debugging Tools:
As the C-compiler is used to compile the simulation 
programs, all its error checking facilities are utilised in 
checking the correctness of the program code. An error 
occuring during the simulation run prompts a printout of a 
self-explanatory diagnostic message. Such messages deal 
with errors occuring due to an incorrect access to a queue, 
wrong activation time, unavailability of more 
process_blocks, head_blocks or event_notices. Once an error 
is detected, a message is printed and the simulation 
stopped.
However the simulation package has a number of 
facilities for debugging the user programs. Printouts of 
the time and user queues can be obtained as well as traces 
of the created and active processes. These help the 
programmer to check for any errors in the translation of his 
model when executed.
There are two routines for printing information 
regarding the time and user queues. In the case of the time 
queue each event_notice address, its scheduling time and a 
pointer to the succeeding p r o c e s s _ b l o c k  are printed. The 
information printed regarding a user queue includes the 
address of its head, pointers to the first and last 
process__blocks in the queue, the length of the queue 
(i.e.its cardinal) and the numbers of processes in the queue 
together with pointers to their associated event_notices in 
the time queue.
These two routines can be called anywhere in the
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program. They are:
print_time_queue : prints out information regarding the
time queue.
print_queue : prints out information regarding a
certain user queue the name of which 
is given as a parameter.
Two external variables control the trace of created 
and active processes. These are:
trace_create : prints out the trace of created processes
either by executing in the simulation 
program the statement:
trace__create = 1; 
or giving a "-c" flag in the command that 
starts the simulation. 
trace_active : prints out the trace of active processes
either by executing in the simulation 
program the statement:
trace_active = 1; 
or giving a "-a" flag in the command that 
starts the simulation.
Either trace can be stopped if the corresponding trace 
statement is set to 0.
5.6.4 System Generation:
A simulation system library "libsim.a" is generated
before user programs can be run and executed. The number of
process_blocks, event_notices and head__blocks is determined
either prior to system generation or declared in the user
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programs. They are’ refered to by the external variables 
"proc_no", nen_no,f and uhead_nofl respectively.
In our experiments proc_no, en_no and head_no were set 
to the values of 6000, 600 and 1000 respectively. This is a 
trade-off between being able to run a simulation for a 
reasonable period of time and the limitations imposed by the 
size of computer memory and processing speed as these blocks 
need to be linked in their respective lists prior to running 
a simulation program.
The source codes for all the routines and macro 
definitions are then compiled by the C-compiler and linked 
together in a simulation system library "libsim.a".
5.6.5 Preparation of Simulation Programs:
A user simulation program using the CSIM package is 
made up of three parts:
(1) Declaration field: all the program variables and 
arrays are declared here together with pointers to the 
static processes and head_blocks that are built into the 
system model. The seeds for the random number generator are 
also declared. The length of time for which the simulation 
should run must also be declared.
(2) Simmain: which is the main simulation program 
process. When the program is executed an initialisation 
routine calls simmain and creates an associated 
process_block and event_notice for it. Simmain initialises 
all system variables, creates the static processes together 
with their associated process_blocks and event__notices and
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schedules them in the time queue. Head_blocks are also 
created and initialised.
Simmain then schedules itself to become active after 
the declared simulation period and thus the next process in 
the time queue is made active. When simmain is reactivated 
at the end of the simulation period statistics pertaining to 
the simualtion run may be calculated.
(3) Event-processes: which describe and follow the
logical algorithm of the simulation model. Each
event-process is a static process which can create new
dynamic processes and manipulate them in and out of queues. 
Event-processes can also schedule themselves and other
event-processes in the time queue according to the 
dictations of the planned model.
A correctly prepared user program is compiled by the 
C-compiler which loads and links libsim.a during compilation 
to produce an executable file that can be run.
5.7 Modelling of the R-TDMA Protocol:
The most important performance measure of a protocol 
is the channel throughput and its associated delay 
characteristics. This performance measure is required at 
different operating conditions in order to evaluate the 
protocol’s overall performance and compare it with other
protocols. Hence the main aim of modelling and simulating 
the R-TDMA protocol described in Chapter Four is to measure 
its delay/throughput performance at different network and 
channel operating conditions. To achieve this, it is
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essential that the information regarding the following is 
collected:.
(1) number of message arrivals
(2) number of successfully delivered messages
(3) the arrival and departure times of each message
(.4) the capacity of the channel during the experiments
These statistics are then used to calculate the 
protocol perfomances. An NPN model of the protocol is 
described in the following subsections. It is basically 
made up of 4 processes:
(1) arrival process
(2) reservation process
(3) allocation process
(4) transmission process
These processes reflect the sequence of events that 
are embodied in the implementation of the protocol as shown 
in Figure(5.6).
5.7.1 Arrival Process:
Messages are assumed to arrive at each station in the 
network with an interarrival time between messages following 
a negative exponential distribution (A1)[153 - They 
accumulate in an arrival queue buffer in a FIFO order. 
Figure(5.7) shows an NPN model for a station arrival process 
and its associated arrival queue buffer. Each time an 
arrival is added to the queue, a counter is incremented and 
its associated arrival time is tagged to it.
The TDMA frame time is set to 20ms, thus transition
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Figure( 5.6): Reservation and Transmission in a Superfrajne Structure
Figure(5.7): An NPN Model of the Arrival Process.
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**a1*’ fires every frame. To arrange things more 
appropriately we assume that each station*s arrival buffer 
is actually made up of 16 separate queue buffers, one for 
each frame in a superframe structure. This means that 
whilst new message arrivals are being added to framed 4), 
for example, those messages in framed) are in the process 
of being taken from the arrival queue buffer to the 
reservation queue buffer. Note here that a message stays in 
its arrival queue buffer for >270ms which in effect models 
the satellite propagation delay.
A model of a framed configuration is shown in 
Figure(5.8). Transitions a1 to a16 are timed to fire 
sequentially every 20ms adding new arrivals to each frame*s 
arrival buffer queue. Transitions b1 to b16 are timed to 
fire in a similar sequence but each transition is timed to 
lag by 280ms behind its associated ’*a** transition. The 
firing sequences occur as follows:
a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
b 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2
Table(5.1): Arrival Process Firing Sequences
Each arrival is considered as a data packet that needs 
to be transmitted to a destination. In a seperate 
experiment two types of arrivals are assumed: one for
single data packets whilst the other is for speech circuit 
allocations.
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A single station model is repeated several times to 
yield a network configuration that is made up of a number of 
stations. A maximum configuration of 4 stations is used in 
our experiments due to restrictions on the computer memory 
size. However a variable integer is used to allow each 
station to simulate variable numbers of dummy stations. In 
this way it was possible to simulate a network with up to a 
100 stations.
5.7.2 Reservation Process:
The firing of transitions "bn in the arrival process 
moves the messages from the arrival to the reservation 
buffer queue. Figure(5.9) shows a model for this process 
which is an interim process where reservations for arrived 
messages are collected.
Two modes for operating the network are considered:
(1) distributed control where the number and source of 
reservations in each station1s reservation buffer queue are 
known universally by all other stations.
(2) central control where the number and source of 
reservations in each station1s reservation buffer queue is 
known to the central controller.
Transition!,cn is timed to fire every 20ms allowing the 
transfer of message reservations into the allocation buffer 
queue.
Operating the protocol on an FTDMA-RSF, all 
reservations are assumed to arrive correctly at the 
reservation buffer queue. However, in a S-Aloha-RSF
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implementation requests may collide and get destroyed. It 
is always assumed that collisions occur only between two 
requests. The collided requests are taken out of the 
reservation buffer queue, delayed by 280ms and added again 
to the reservation buffer queue. This simulates a 
retransmission.
In a separate experiment the effect of errors in the 
RSF is considered. In this, varying percentages of assumed 
corrupted requests are made which means that retransmissions 
of these erroneous requests are then required. Therefore, 
they are taken out of the reservation buffer queue, delayed 
by 280ms and added again to the reservation buffer queue. 
The major difference between this experiment and that of the 
S-Aloha is that, in the latter, two requests are rejected 
due to a collision, whilst in the former, a single request 
is assumed corrupted.
5.7.5 Allocation Process:
The firing of the ncn transition transfers all the 
requests into the allocation buffer queue. This buffer
could be located at each station in a distributed control
mode or centrally at the master control station. In either 
case, the allocation process is where the protocol’s 
allocation and scheduling algorithms are implemented.
The allocation algorithm was described in the previous 
Chapter and is run for every frame to allocate data slot
times in the channel’s ISF. The total number of requests 
and available data slots per frame are known to the
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controller. It then matches the requests to the available 
slots in a fair manner which ensures that each active 
station is allocated some slots. This is maintained in a 
round robin fashion.
The algorithm also works to maximise the channel 
throughput by allowing heavy traffic stations to obtain any 
excess capacity of slots without jeopordising the fairness 
towards low traffic stations.
Unallocated requests are taken out of the queue and 
added at the top of next frame’s allocation queue. Hence, 
spilled traffic suffer an extra delay of only 20ms (or its 
multiples).
Figure(5.10) shows a model of the allocation process. 
Transition d is timed to fire every 20ms to allow the 
transfer of accepted requests to the transmission buffer 
queue.
5.7.4 Transmission Process:
The actual transmission of data packets is carried out 
in this process for those packets whose requests have been 
processed and granted. The firing of transition ”d” 
transfers these messages into the transmission buffer queue. 
This is emptied into a sink by the timed firing of 
transition ”e” which is set to 20ms. This is shown in 
Figure(5.11).
Each time a message is transfered from the 
transmission buffer queue and absorbed in the sink, a 
counter is incremented and the time it spent in the system
reservation buffer
t _ i _ c
Figure(5.9): The NPN Model of the Reservation Process.
f= 20ms
allocation buffer
FigureCs .10): The NPN Model of the Allocation Process.
t=20ms
transmission buffer
sink
Figure(5 .11): The NPN Model of the Transmission Process.
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is calculated.
Other counters monitor the number of frames and the 
value of available data slots capacity they count for.
For a distributed control network, a fixed propagation 
delay of 270ms is added to each successfully transmitted
message1s time. Twice that time is added in the case of a
centrally controlled network. This fixed delay is included 
in the calculation of the total message delay time from 
source to destination stations.
5.7.5 Total Model:
The elements of the R-TDMA channel model are combined 
in a complete model as shown in Figure(5.12). An equivalent 
and simplified version of the model is shown in
Figure(5.13).
This NPN model is then translated into a simulation 
model using the CSIM simulation system under different
operating conditions. These, together with an evaluation of 
the results are discussed in the following sections.
5.8 Simulation Experiments:
The performance of the R-TDMA protocol is evaluated at 
different operating conditions. The performance measures 
considered are the channel throughput and associated average 
delay together with their responses and stability at the 
various operating conditions. Comprisons are also carried 
out with the baseline protocol i.e. simple Fixed-TDMA. 
Hence a number of simulation programs were prepared, run and 
their outputs collected for evaluation. Complete listings
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transmission
Figure(5 .13 ): A Simplified Total System NPN Model.
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of these programs are included in Appendix(A.3).
In all of the simulation experiments the following 
assumptions were considered:
(a) An error free satellite channel of 8.192Mbit/s 
capacity is utilised.
(b) The frame and superframe times are 20 and 320ms 
respectively.
(c) The ISF and RSF data block sizes are as specified in 
Chapter Four.
(d) Propagation delay is 270ms.
(e) Each earth-station has a finite, but large, buffer 
size with control on its input traffic.
(f) In all but one experiment, balanced traffic inputs 
are assumed.
Each simulation run was maintained for 400 seconds 
(i.e. for 20,000 frames). This was set as the results of 
the simulation runs stabilized and would not change in the 
second decimal place even after doubling the simulation run 
time to 800 seconds[3l.
Experiment (1):
In this experiment the performance of the protocol is 
evaluated for a 20 station network operated with:
(a) distributed control
(b) central ground control.
The RSF in both cases is accessed in an F-TDMA mode.
This is compared with an equivalent network operating 
a Fixed-TDMA channel.
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Experiment (2):
The number of network stations in a distributed 
control network is varied between 4 and 100. An F-TDMA RSF 
is also assumed. This is again compared to a Fixed-TDMA 
channel under similar operating conditions.
Experiment (3):
In all of the experiments to date we have assumed 
balanced traffic inputs from participating stations. 
However in this experiment, 5 out 20 stations are each 
assumed to generate double the amount of traffic generated 
by the others. A distributed control network with a F-TDMA 
RSF is assumed.
Once again this compared with a Fixed-TDMA channel 
under similar conditions.
Experiment (4):
The protocol under test is designed to cater for mixed 
service traffic which requires both circuit and packet 
allocations. Speech was shown to be a dominant traffic 
service in a business network. Hence in this experiment 
different mixes of speech circuits (at 32Kbit/s) and 
packetised data are generated.
As described in Chapter Four, a circuit allocation is 
maintained throughout the speech holding time. A 32Kbit/s 
circuit requires a continuous allocation of 5 dataslots per 
superframe. The holding time is assumed to be one minute 
due to limitations on the host memory size allowed.
Speech circuit traffic to packetised data traffic 
mixes were varied in the range (0 - 0.75). The network
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control is assumed to be distributed and the RSF accessed in 
F-TDMA.
Experiment (5):
A comparison between F-TDMA and S-Aloha access modes 
to the RSF is carried out in this experiment for a
20 station network. The number of reservation slots in the 
S-Aloha mode are taken as 5 (i.e. 0.25 of the number of 
network stations). A distributed control is assumed. 
Experiment (6):
An on-board processor acting as a master control
station is assumed in this and the following experiment.
The performance of the R-TDMA protocol is evaluated 
with and without the FSC mode with both F-TDMA and S-Aloha
RSF implementations. This is carried out for a 20 stations
network.
Experiment (7):
In all of the previous experiments an error-free 
channel was assumed. This experiment considers the effect 
of errors in the RSF. It is assumed that the on-board 
processor will ignore any corrupted reservation message 
which will have to be retransmitted by the source station.
Varying percentages of corrupted messages are 
generated and the system’s robustness is monitored under the 
Reservation protocol only.
5.Q Results of the Simulation Experiments:
Experiment __(_1J_:
The average delay/throughput performances of the
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Figure( 5.14 ):
Simulation of Protocol with Distributed and Central Control,
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protocol operated with distributed and ground based central 
control are shown in Figure(5.14). It is evident that the 
average delay performances of the two modes of control 
differ by an extra signalling hop in the case of the central 
control. Thus the minimum delays are 590 and 860ms for 
distributed and central control respectively.
As the channel throughput increases so does the 
average delay slowly until about a channel throughput of 
0.75 when the allocation process becomes loaded causing 
extra delays and eventually congestion and overload that 
result in very high (infinite) delays.
The minimum average delay in the case of the simple 
Fixed-TDMA channel is 428ms. However as the channel loading 
increases so does the average delays at a higher rate than 
in the R-TDMA protocol.
Although F-TDMA gives a better performance under these 
conditions but it will be shown later to suffer from 
instability and inefficiency under other operating 
conditions.
Experiment (2):
It is anticipated that business networks would consist 
of a large and variable number of earth-stations. 
Figure(5.15) shows the simulated protocol performance
for different network configurations having varying numbers 
of earth-stations. The major consideration to note here is 
the reduction in the channel’s maximum acheivable throughput 
with the increase in the number of earth-stations. This 
varies from 0.833 to 0.991 Tor networks of a 100 and 4
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stations respectively. However, the protocol allocation 
algorithm is not affected by the number of stations but by 
their total offered traffic. Therefore at low channel 
throughputs the average delays for all network 
configurations considered are identical.
Figure(5.16) shows how a Fixed-TDMA protocol depends 
on the number of participating stations. The minimum 
average delay is different for each network configuration 
and increases with the number of network stations.
Comparing Figures(5.15) and (5.16) shows the advantage 
of using a reservation protocol as its delay performance is 
not sensitive to the numbers of network stations. However
the trade-off is a reduced maximum achievable channel
throughput.
Experiment O):
Typical business networks would consist of stations 
that do not necessarily generate similar traffic volumes all 
of the time. In this experiment the effect of unbalanced 
network traffic is simulated with a 1/4th of the network 
stations each generating double the traffic generated by the 
others. Thus we have high and low traffic stations to
simulate an unbalanced network condition.
Figure(5.17) shows a comparison between the protocol 
performance under balanced and unbalanced traffic 
distributions. A very small difference (an average of 1ms) 
can be noted at high channel throughput 00.8). A much
greater difference can be seen in Figure(5.18) which 
simulates a Fixed-TDMA channel under similar conditions.
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It is worth noting here that in 
Figures(5.19) and (5.20) we show the average delay 
performances for the high and low traffic stations together 
with the network average for the unbalanced traffic 
situation for both the R-TDMA and Fixed-TDMA protocols.
In the case of the R-TDMA protocol the difference in 
average delays between the high and low traffic stations is 
only evident at channel throughputs >0.75. The Fixed-TDMA 
channel shows less stability and noted delay differences 
between the high and low traffic stations can be seen at low 
channel throughputs <0.1. The high traffic stations become 
very rapidly overloaded at channel throughput of 0.6 causing 
the total channel performance to be unstable.
Experiment (4):
This experiment is designed to test the capability of
the protocol in handling both circuit and packet traffic. 
As speech is the dominant source of traffic in a business 
network, it has been chosen to test the circuit/packet 
capability of the protocol.
It is assumed that speech will be carried over 
32Kbit/s circuits. The only limitation imposed on this 
experiment is the length of the holding time period. In 
switching and network design a mean holding time of 3 
minutes is considered as a design figure. However a maximum 
holding time allowed in this experiment is one minute.
The traffic mix between speech and data is varied from
pure data with no speech traffic to 0.75 speech traffic.
The connection of speech circuits is given a higher priority
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over data traffic.
Figure(5.21) shows the average delays at the different 
traffic mixes. The delays increase sharply as the channel 
loading with speech traffic increases. To maintain data 
traffic handling all the time, a minimum number of data 
slots/superframe must be reserved for the transmission of 
packet data. This minimum (« 25—30%) can increase whenever 
speech traffic subsides at certain hours of the business day 
(e.g. evenings and night). Speech traffic which exceeds the 
maximum allocated capacity will have to be blocked.
However, this experiment demonstrated the capability 
of the protocol in handling both circuit and packet data 
traffic simultaneously.
Experiment (5):
The two access modes to the RSF, F-TDMA and S-Aloha, 
are simulated in this experiment. As shown in Figure(5.22), 
F-TDMA gives a better average delay performance than 
S-Aloha. The minimum delays are 590 and 611ms respectively. 
However, S-Aloha gives a slightly higher maximum channel 
throughput (0.992) compared with F-TDMA (0.964).
In this experiment the number of reservation slots for 
the S-Aloha RSF is taken as 0.25 of the number of network 
stations. As the number of stations increases, the 
difference between the maximum acheivable channel throughput 
of F-TDMA and S-Aloha increases as well. Figure(5.23) shows 
this variation of channel throughput with the number of 
stations.
However the implementation of F-TDMA is simpler,
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Simulation of R-TDMA with Mixed Service Traffic.
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whilst S-Aloha requires some channel control procedures in 
order to maintain its stability.
Experiment (6):
The previous experiments assumed a distributed control 
mode since it gives a better delay performance compared with 
a ground based central controller despite the robustness of 
the latter.
However, having an on-board processor to act as a 
master control station combines both advantages of 
distributed and central control modes. The delay 
performance is equivalent to that of the distributed control 
whilst the robustness of the central controller is 
maintained.
In this experiment 4 modes of the protocol operation 
are tested with an on-board controller:
(a) R-TDMA with a F-TDMA RSF
(b) R-TDMA with a S-Aloha RSF
(c) R-TDMA with FSC and a F-TDMA RSF
(d) R-TDMA with FSC and a S-Aloha RSF.
In Figure(5.24) these modes are shown for a 
20 stations network.
As in experiment(5), F-TDMA RSF gives a better delay 
performance whilst a S-Aloha RSF yields a slightly higher 
maximum channel throughput.
The major advantage of the on-board controller is when 
the FSC mode is operated. It achieves very low delays 
(approaching a single satellite hop) at low channel 
throughputs and increases to match that of the Reservation
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Figure(5.24):
Simulation of the Protocol Modes with/without FSC 
via an On-Board Processor.
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protocol at higher throughputs. The minimum average delays 
for the 4 protocol modes are 590, 611, 341 and 362ms
respectively.
Operating the channel with FSC allows the unallocated 
slots to be accessed in S-Aloha but also accepts reservation 
requests for circuit allocations. This caters for the mixed 
service nature of the business traffic.
Experiment (7):
The experiments discussed so far assumed an 
error-free-channel which is not a realistic situation. In 
this experiment we test the effect of errors in the RSF 
which occur due to fades, interference and channel 
attenuations. An on-board master station is assumed.
The errors considered pass the decoder (if any) 
correction capability i.e. the channel performance 
deteriorates beyond the designed error rate. A rule which 
the control station executes is to ignore any erroneous 
message and indicate that in the downlink. Hence the source 
station can recognise that it has to retransmit its 
reservation request perhaps at a different code/transmission 
rate to improve its uplink performance.
Figure(5.25) shows the R-TDMA protocol performance at 
varying percentages of errors with the minimum delays 
increasing as the error rate increases.
The test allows the system designer to decide on the 
acceptability of the expected performance in case of 
enforced errors.
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Figure(5.25):
Simulation of the Effect of Errors on the RSF 
via an On-Board Processor.
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5.10 Simulation Software and Validation:
Appendix(A.3) contains the listings of the simulation 
programs developed for the above mentioned experiments.
In the next Chapter an analytical study of the 
protocol delay/throughput performance is given. Comparisons 
between analytical and simulation results are used as 
validations of the simulation models described in this 
Chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX
DELAY ANALYSIS OF THE RESERVATION-TDHA PROTOCOLS
6.1 Introduction:
An analytical model is derived in this Chapter to 
evaluate the delay/throughput performance of the R-TDMA 
protocols discussed in Chapter Four. The derivation of an 
exact analytical model is a complicated process. However an 
approximate one is attempted here and used as a validation 
of the simulation experiments results of the previous 
Chapter. The dependance on numerical analysis to validate 
simulation results of protocol performances has been used by 
many workers[1 - 6].
The derivation of the delay equations is presented in 
the following sections. A numerical example will be used to 
calculate the delay/throughput performance of the R-TDMA 
protocol and its other versions. This will be compared with 
the relevant results obtained from the simulation 
experiments of the previous Chapter.
6.2 R-TDMA Channel Model:
The R-TDMA channel under consideration, as shown in 
Figure(6.1), is made up of:
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(a) A RSF which can be operated in either Fixed-TDMA 
or Slotted-Aloha mode.
(b) An ISF which is made up of a number of data slots 
for the transmission of traffic. Access to this sub-frame 
is allowed after a reservation has been granted to a 
requesting station. Thus a data block is transmitted in a 
Reserved1 slot if a request has been sent earlier to make 
that reservation. However under the R-TDMA/FSC protocol 
mode the free-slots in the ISF may also be accessed in a 
slotted-Aloha random access mode without a prior request.
A general purpose delay equation will be derived and 
according to the channel operating modes on the RSF and ISF 
the appropriate delay equations may be formulated from it.
6.3 Delay Equation;
The arrival of data packets to a multi-user network 
obey a Poisson distribution with mean X . Thus:
,  X . ,  - xt( \ t) * e
P. (t) =   (6.1)
k k!
The average packet delay *0* is defined as the time 
interval from its arrival at the source station to its 
reception by the destination station. Hence:
D = Dj + d2 + d3 + d4 (6.2)
where:
(a) Dj : is the time spent by a data packet since its
arrival at the source station until a reservation request is 
sent on its behalf.
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If ’F1 is the time interval between the start of 
reservation slots into which a reservation request may be 
placed, then:
E[F 2]
E[D j] = ------- (6.3)
2*E[F]
(b) D2 : is the reservation delay defined as the time
interval from the instance of sending, for the first time, a 
reservation request on behalf of the tagged data packet 
until the time that a reservation is accepted and 
acknowledged by a network controller.
Note that:
(i) in a F-TDMA RSF a reservation request will only be 
sent once (assuming an error free channel) whilst with a 
S-Aloha RSF retransmissions may be necessary due to 
collisions.
(ii) data blocks transmitted in reserved slots 
experience this delay. However if a data packet was 
transmitted successfully in a Free-Slot then D2=0.
In pure Aloha, a packet is transmitted at random 
whenever it is ready. If a reservation packet transmission 
time is r , then during the period of 2rD this packet is 
vulnerable to collide with another packet and be destroyed. 
This is shown in Figure(6.2).
In Slotted-Aloha the channel time is slotted into a 
number of equal time slots and each is capable of 
accomodating a packet of a transmission time ro . Thus 
packets transmissions are synchronised to occupy exact time 
slots. The vulnerability period is hence reduced to ro .
20ms Frame 
ISF “
Free
Slots
■
succesgoilisi0n ^mpty
Figure (6-1) R-TDMA frame structure
^— Vulnerable period
wnum/h viiwiniik
0
Figure(6.2): Aloha Channel Timing
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In both pure and slotted-Aloha a packet in collision
will be assumed to have been destroyed and would have to be
retransmitted after a randomised delay time.
Let 'S' be the channel throughput i.e. the average
number of successful packets during a packet transmission
period of rQ .
Also let *0* be the average channel traffic i.e. the
average number of packets transmitted during a packet
transmission period of tq . Thus:
G = S + Average number of retransmissions
With Poisson arrivals the probability of a
transmission during the vulnerable period 2 rD (for pure
-2G
Aloha) is (1 - e ). Therefore:
G = S + G(1 - e"2G)
S = G*e_2G for pure-Aloha (6.4)
Then for S-Aloha with a vulnerable period of rG :
S = G*e_G (6.5)
Figure(6.3) shows the relationship of S and G for pure
and S-Aloha where the maximum throughputs are 0.184 and
0.368 when G is 0.5 and 1.0 respectively.
The number of transmission attempts/packet = G/S
G
= e
= 1 + E
where ' E1 is the number of retransmissions per packet. 
Therefore:
E = eG - 1 (6.6)
A packet in collision will have to be retransmitted 
after a randomised waiting time to ensure that a collision
—  t u t
X10~2
40,.
35
30
Slotted Aloha
3 20
Pure Aloha
d 10
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6050
Average Traffic/Slot (G) X10~^
Figure(6.3): Pure and S-Aloha Throughput Performances.
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does not re-occur. Thus a retransmission takes place in one 
of ,N* slots, each being chosen with a probability of (1/N).
It is shown in [7] that the throughput improves as N 
increases to yield a maximum value of S = 1/e (= 0.368) 
for G = 1 and N = 00 . The average successful packet delay
is thus given by:
T = H + E(R + 0.5*(N+1)) in time slots ..(6.7)o
where:
R : is the propagation delay in time slots.
H: is the propagation plus packet transmission times 
to and from the network controller in time slots assuming 
that an acknowledgement from the network controller occupies 
an equivalent slot to a reservation.
For different network organisations H takes the 
following values:
H = R + 2 - for an on-board central controller
= 2(R +1) - for a ground central controller
= R + 1 - for a ground distributed controller.
Hence the average successful reservation packet delay 
in seconds is given by:
roTs = H T0 + ET0^R + 0.5*(N+1)) (6.8)
Since some of the data packets may be transmitted 
successfully in the free-slots, then we define:
p = P [a data packet is transmitted in a reserved slot] 
r
= 1 - e Pf [Free-Slot]
= 1 - e «(1 - p X)
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1 - e
P =  ---—  x (6.9)
1 - Ae
Hence the average reservation delay may be written as:
E[D2] = p* t o Ts
.’. E[D23 = [ht0+ ETC [R + 0.5(N+1)]] (6.10)
(c) D3 : is the scheduling delay which is the time
interval from the acceptance of a reservation request to the
instance when the relevant data packet itself is
transmitted. If however the data packet was successfully 
transmitted in a free-slot then D3 =0.
Hence:
E[D3] = p*E[Wq] (6.11)
where p as defined in (6.9) and W is the scheduling
M
delay of a reservation request.
To derive E[Wq] we assume a First-Come-First-Served 
queue dicipline for the reservation requests. Let:
tn : be the instant at which the nth request is
scheduled (t^ =0).
qn : the number of requests in the queue when the nth 
request is scheduled. 
rn : the number of request arrivals to the queue during 
the service time of the nth request.
Note that the service time of a request is the data 
packet transmission time r .
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Two cases to consider here are;
V ,  = + r “ 1 Q > ° (6.12)n+i n n+i n
and
= r qn =° (6.13)n+i n+i n
Equation (6.13) indicates that, as the last request is 
scheduled, the queue would only contain the new reservation 
arrivals (rn+ ).
Introducing the shifted discrete step function Aj as:
f 1 j  = 1 , 2 ,  . .  .Aj= ^ (6.14)
0 3 4 0
Thus (6.12) and (6.13) may be combined in a single
equation to define q as:M Mn+i
q = q + rn - A q (6.15)
n+i n n+i n
Forming the expectation for both sides of (6.15)
gives:
ECqn+i] = ECqn] + ECrn+i] “ EtAqR] (6.16)
Taking the limit as n—  oo gives:
ECq] = ECq] + E[r] - E[A q] (6.17)
This yields:
E[r3 = E[Aq] (6.18)
From (6.14) E[Aq] can be calculated as:
E[A q] =1° A,- *P(q=j]
j=0
= A 0.P[q=0] + A j .P[q=13 + ...
o.(P[q=0]) + 1.[p[q=1] + P[q=2] + ...1 
= P[q>0] (6.19)
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As reservations are scheduled singly for each data 
slot then we have a single server situation, hence:
E[Aq] = P[q>0] = Pr[busy server] =P (6.20)
By definition:
p= average arrival rate * average service time 
= X tj (6.21)
Hence (6.18) and (6.20) combined give:
E[r ] = E[ Aq] = P (6.22)
Squaring both sides of (6.15) gives:
<L, = q!, +r2 +A2 q„ +2q r -2q A q  -2r Aq (6.23)n+i n n+i n n n+i n n n+i n
2
But from (6.14): (Aqp) = Aqp
and: q . Aq = qn n ii
Taking these into consideration and taking the
expectations of (6.23):
E[qn + i3 = E[qn] + E [rn+i ] + E [ A q n] + 2E[qnr n+i 3
-2E[qn] - 2E( A q nrn + 1] (6.24)
Taking the limit as n -*oo :
<t> = E[r2] + E[ A q] + 2E[q].E[r] - 2E[q]
- 2E[Aq].E[r] (6.25)
Using equation (6.22) one gets:
E[r2] + P - 2P2
E[q] = --------------- (6.26)
2 ( 1  -  P )
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E[r ] - E[f]
E[q] = p +   (6.27)
2(1 - P )
which is the mean number of reservation requests in 
the queue.
The arrival of reservation requests to the scheduling 
queue has. been assumed to follow a poisson distribution.
Thus the total probability of k arrivals during a service
time ^  is:
oo
a  - P[r=k] = f P[r=k, t < t 4 r+dr ]dr (6.28)
k o 1
Assume that the service time is distributed according 
to b(r ). Hence: 
oo
a. = J P[F=kj r =t 3. b ( r ).d7 
k o 1
oo k \7
= ( (Ail) e .b(r ).dr (6.29)
o k!
by replacing the arrival probability with a poisson 
distribution.
Define the Z-transform for the random variable (r) to
be:
i r ( z )  = E(Z^ ) = E Zk P [r=k]
k=o
oo oo \ k \ 'r k
= E J (A J L )  .e” .b( 7 ) ,d7 . Z 
k=o o k !
= j e"^T ( £ iXrZ) \ .b(7 ).d7 
o V k=0 k! /
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= 5°°e-Xr .eXTZ .b( r).dr 
0
v (z) = f°°e-T(X-Xz) _b(T)>dT (6.30)
0
The Laplace transform of the service time distribution 
b( T ) may be defined as:
oo 
'o
Replacing the complex variable TsT by ( X -  Xz) and
comparing equations (6.30) and (6.31) we get:
7r(Z) = B(\ - XZ) (6.32)
From [7], the derivatives of the Z-transform evaluated 
at Z= 1 give the mean and variance of the random variable 
under consideration as follows:
L^Mr)) = B(s) = j e^^.btri.dr (6.31)
irX Z)|z _ i  = mean
[ tt"(Z) + 1T'(Z) -  [ 7 T ' (Z ) ] ] lz
(6.33)
= variance
The derivatives of the Laplace transforms evaluated 
at s= 0 also yield the following results:
B'(s) = | - re~T S .b{ r ) .dT
o
.00
B (0) = -r.b(r).dr = -E[ r ] (6.34)
o
B"(s) r 2.e~rs ,b( r ) .dr
o
// oo 9
B (0) =J t  .b( t ) .dr, = E[ 7" ] (6.35)
0
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Taking the first derivative of equation (6.30) gives:
oo
? r ' ( Z )  = j  \ r - . b ( r ) . d r  = \ E [ r ]  = E [ r )  ( 6 . 3 6 )
Z=1 0
^"(Z) 00 - 2 _ r _ 2
Z = 1 0
= [ \2 r 2b( r ) . d r  = x ^ E [ r 4 ] (6.37)
Jo
From equation (6.33):
V ( r )  = E [ r 2 ] -  ( E [ r ] )2 = i r " ( 1 )  + tt ' ( 1)  -  [ i r ' ( 1 ) ) 2
= X2E[i-2] + E[r] - (E[r] 2
E[r2] - E[r) = \2E [ r 2] (6.38)
Substituting this into equation (6.27) gets:
\2 E[7-2 ]
E[q] = p  + ----------- (6.39)
2(1 -p )
Define the squared coefficient of variation as:
2
C2 =  5 (6.40)
[E( r ))
and noting that:
P = XEtr 1
then equation (6.39) can be written as:
p2(1 + C2)
E[q] = p +   (6.41)
2(1 - P )
The data slots in the channel are of equal size.
Hence the service time is constant assuming that each
reservation will be for one slot at a time.
2
Thus: C = 0, and:
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P2
E[q] = P + ---------  (6.42)
2(1 - P )
By Littlefs result we have:
2
N = XT = P + --- ^----  (6.43)
2(1 - P )
where T is the average time spent in the system and N 
the average number of users in the system. Solving for T:
T = 7-.+ — ^ ---- (6.44)
2(1 - P )
but:
T = service time + average scheduling time 
= r% + E[Wq ]
P r t
E[Wn ] = ---- ----  (6.45)
M 2(1 - P )
Hence equation (6.11) may be written as:
E[D3] = p#E[Wq ]
p was derived in (6.19), thus:
/1 - e-X \  /  p ri \
E[D,] =1------- ■,1*1--------  I (6.46)
3 \1 - X e " V  \2(1 - P) /
(d)D4 : is the propagation delay ’Q* experienced by a
data packet from source to destination plus its transmission 
time t x .
/. D4 = Q + 7-j (6.47)
Considering equations (6.3), (6.10), (6.46) and (6.47) 
we can write equation (6.2) as the general delay equation in
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the form:
6.4 Specific Operating Modes Delay Equations:
Equation (6.48) is the general delay equation for a 
R-TDMA channel with a RSF and an ISF. We now consider the 
delay equations of specific channel operating protocols:
(1) the RSF is F-TDMA and the ISF is accessed in 
reserved mode only.
(2) the RSF is F-TDMA and the ISF is accessed via 
reservations whilst contention is permitted on the 
free-slots in a S-Aloha mode.
(3) the RSF is in S-Aloha contention mode whilst the
ISF is accessed via reservations only.
(4) the RSF is in S-Aloha contention mode and the ISF
is accessed via reservations whilst contention is permitted
on the free-slots in a S-Aloha mode.
For each of these conditions appropriate assumptions 
will be made and a specific delay equation will be derived 
from the general delay equation (6.48).
6.4.1 F-TDMA RSF with a Reservation only ISF:
In this case each station will have a preallocated 
reservation slot each frame F.
E [ D j ]  = F/2
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As the RSF is in F-TDMA then no collisions would occur 
and hence retransmissions are not necessary. 
Therefore: E = 0.
The ISF is accessed in a reserved mode only. Thus
every data packet must be transmitted in a reserved slot.
Hence: p = 1.
The value of H depends on the network control mode as 
previously discussed.
Thus the delay equation may be written as:
PD = F/2 + H r0 + ----*— + Q + 7y (6.49)
2(1- P)
6.4.2 F-TDMA RSF with Reservations and Free-Slots 
Contention ISF:
Similar to. the previous case except that p is variable
here i.e. (0 p ^ 1). Hence the delay equation is:
P p r
D = F/2 + pH7"c + ---   + Q + t x (6.50)
2 ( 1 -  P )
6.4.3 S-Aloha RSF with a Reservation only ISF:
As the RSF is accessed in contention mode, then 
retransmissions could be necessary for a reservation packet 
before being correctly received.
E[D2] = P*[hi; + Ero [R + 0.5(N+1)]J (6.51)
But as access to the ISF is on a reserved mode only, 
hence: p = 1 .
N, which is the number of slots into one of which a
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retransmission may be attempted will be taken as the number 
of reservation slots per frame.
Hence the delay equation may written as:
D = F/2 + H7^  + E r j R  + 0.5* (N+1) ]
P r i
2(1- P)
+ Q + r t (6.52)
6.4.4 S-Aloha RSF with Reservation and Free-Slots 
Contention ISF:
Similar to the previous case but p being variable
i.e. (0 ^ p < 1). Thus:
P PTj 
2(1- P)
+ Q + t-j (6.53)
6.5 Numerical Results:
The different modes of operating the channel were
evaluated by taking the network example which was used in
the computer simulation of the protocol - (see Chapter 
Five). The assumptions were;
Channel bit rate 8.192Mbit/s
Frame time 20ms
Number of network stations 20
Data slot inclusive of preamble 2176bits
Reservation slot inclusive of preamble 256bits
Number of reservation slots when the RSF 
is operated in S-Aloha mode 5
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Propagation delay 270ms
Equations (6.49), (6.50), (6.52) and (6.53) are used 
to calculate analytically the delay/throughput
characteristic of the R-TDMA channel under the four 
operating modes disccussed earlier. An on-board master 
control station is assumed in these examples.
The numerical results are compared with the relevant 
ones obtained from the computer simulations. These 
comparisons are shown in Figures(6.4), (6.5), (6.6) and
(6.7) respectively. It is observed that the numerical 
results are in close agreement with those obtained by 
simulation for throughputs < 0.8. At higher throughput a 
small difference between the two results is observed. This 
is due to the channel being close to the overload condition 
which is more accurately measured by simulation. Otherwise, 
both results compare quite favorably.
6.6 Conclusions:
The delay/throughput characteristics of the R-TDMA 
channel has been analyised numerically. This has shown 
close approximation to the results of the relevant 
simulation experiments. This, therefore, validates these 
experiments and their associated models.
The conclusions to be drawn from the simulation and 
analytic evaluations of the performance of the R-TDMA 
protocol and its operational modes are:
(a) F-TDMA RSF whilst acheiving a better delay 
performance than a S-Aloha RSF implementation results in a
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lower maximum achievable channel utilization.
The minimum average delays for F-TDMA and S-Aloha RSFs 
are 589 and 610ms respectively. The maximum channel 
utilizations in these two cases are 0.97 and 0.99 
respectively.
Thus the choice of the suitable access mode to the RSF 
is a trade-off between acceptable delay and maximum channel 
utilisation efficiency.
(b) S-Aloha contention on the free-slots of the ISF 
improves the delay performance specially at low throughputs. 
The average delay performance then resembles that of a 
reservation-only protocol at higher throughput. The minimum 
average delays for a channel with and without FSC are 340 
and 589ms respectively with a F-TDMA RSF. In the case of a 
S-Aloha RSF these minimum delays are 362 and 610ms 
respectively.
This protocol is therefore adaptive to the channel 
loading and achieves low delays, high throughputs and stable 
operation with demand assignment.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
THE COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING RESEARCH SATELLITE
7.1 Introduction:
The Communications Engineering Research Satellite 
(CERS) is an experimental and demonstration vehicle for 
future generations of communication satellite systems. 
Feasibility and definition studies of the project has been 
undertaken by a consortium of 7 Universities in the UK 
(Bradford, Chelsea College, Essex, Loughborough, Manchester, 
Surrey and Portsmouth Polytechnic), Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory and British Aerospace. The planned launch date 
of the satellite is 1989.
As the mission is purely scientific and experimental 
with no commercial service being offered, and commands only 
a low budget, a service life of at least two years is 
expected during which advanced techniques will be 
demonstrated. It is however expected that the satellite 
will be usable with degraded performance for a more extended 
period.
The rationale behind CERS is the belief that future 
traffic growth will be enhanced by providing efficient use 
of the available bandwidth and power through on-board signal 
processing rather than just via satellites of larger sizes 
and higher powers.
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The major growth areas in satellite communications are 
expected to occur particularly in business and mobile 
services. These systems will consist of large numbers of 
simple and cheap earth stations. To concentrate the 
complexity on-board the satellite allows the earth stations 
to achieve simplicity and cheapness and thus enhances the 
potential market.
CERS has the following main features:
(1) It carries 3 experimental packages: a business
package, a mobile package and a millimeter wave propagation 
beacon to collect data that will be useful for future 
satellites operating in higher frequency bands. Figure(7.1) 
shows the provisional payload including the three 
experimental packages.
(2) The proposed orbit is a 12 hour highly inclined
o
elliptical one at 63.4. Figure(7.2) shows the orbit whilst 
Figure(7.3) shows the satellite1s track on the ground. The 
major attraction of such an orbit is that for 8 hours the 
satellite remains almost overhead to the UK allowing simple 
planar antennas to be mounted on mobile vehicle roofs. Such 
an orbit is attractive to future mobile systems but is of 
course not a major feature for business systems, most of 
which will be concentrated in the geostationary orbit.
(3) Extensive use of not only on-board regeneration 
but independant on-board processor control of individual up 
and down links as well as overall system dynamics. Advanced 
modulation techniques, variable transmission rate and 
adaptive forward-error-correction(FEC) coding will also be
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demonstrated.
CERS is a small experimental satellite configured to 
demonstrate advanced techniques for future business and 
mobile operations. Constraints in size, power and 
complexity of configuration dictate to some extent the 
methods adopted to demonstrate those techniques.
This Chapter will concentrate on the business system
1
package, its protocols and experiments that will be 
conducted via CERS[1 - 33. Further details of the full 
mission are reported in [4 - 73.
7.2 CERS and Second Generation Business Satellite Systems;
In Chapters Two and Three we have attributed the 
emergence of business satellite networks to:
(1) The demand for, and development of, new, 
specialised services, together with an increased demand for 
conventional ones. Business networks are therefore required 
to support a multi-services type traffic.
(2) Satellite communication techniques have proved to 
be an effective means of offering flexible interconnectivity 
and adaptability to support traffic that has varying 
capacity, quality and delay requirements.
In the first generation business satellite systems, 
the stations share a wide band transponder, either in a high 
burst TDMA mode of 20-60Mbit/s (e.g. SBS in US, Telecom 1 
in France) or in FDMA (e.g. ECS-SS). Earth stations 
operating with these systems are complex and expensive. Due 
to the high cost of the earth station, users tend to share a
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station amongst themselves. This increases the cost further 
due to the requirement of connecting each subscriber by 
cable to the shared satellite station equipment. However, 
once the earth station cost is reduced, each user would be 
prepared to have his own station to which he is directly 
connected. So future systems must be capable of operating 
to simple and cheap stations in order to compete with the 
planned ISDN terrestrial networks.
Experimental systems in Canada and USA are intended to 
operate in TDMA at lower data rates in the range of 
1-10Mbit/s. Such systems are to share wide band
transponders with other services in a TDMA/FDMA
configuration (e.g. the Slim TDMA Experiment in Canada[8]).
Their objectives include the need to simplify the user 
terminals by reducing the transmission bit rate. Once again 
the main limitation of such systems is the loss of capacity 
as a result of the need to reduce the intermodulation noise 
generated at the satellite transmitter by the multi-carriers 
of the FDMA.
However, single carrier per transponder TDMA is more 
efficient in the utilization of transponder resources than 
FDMA. Hence, to operate business networks at 1-10Mbit/s 
with single carrier per transponder TDMA, the transponder 
bandwidth and EIRP may be reduced. At the same time the 
earth station EIRP requirements may also be reduced. This
minimises the cost of the station antenna/HPA combination 
which is the major cost of the station.
The traffic study in Chapter Three has shown that a
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business user station is estimated to generate an average 
traffic of 100-500Kbit/s during the peak hour in 1990. 
Business networks serving 5-100 stations would therefore 
require a satellite capacity of 1-10Mbit/s.
Earth stations operating at these channel rates are 
much cheaper than those operating at the higher rates of 
20-60Mbit/s. In order to attract business users to acquire 
their own stations on a non-shared basis, the earth station 
must be simplified to make it even cheaper.
In CERS we are aiming at such simple and cheap 
stations by defining the station1s costly items and trying 
to simplify them to reduce the station’s total cost. These 
items are:
(i) antenna/HPA combination.
(ii) burst mode demodulator.
(iii) network and access control.
Hence, the objectives of the CERS experiment is to 
demonstrate the techniques that could be employed in the 
next generation of business satellite systems and to develop 
means that result in simplifying the earth station and 
reducing its cost at the expense of a more complex payload 
configuration^]. The techniques under consideration are:
(a) Narrow band regenerative transponders.
(b) On-board processing.
(c) Adaptive FEC/Transmission Rates.
(d) Regenerative transponders for 64Kbit/s SCPC/FDMA.
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7.3 CERS Business System Package:
The CERS Business payload includes[10]:
(a) Two processor controlled regenerative transponders 
each having a bandwidth of 5MHz and supporting transmission 
rates of 1,2,4 or 8Mbit/s and FEC code rates of 1/2, 5/8, 
3/4 and 7/8.
(b) Two transparent transponders of 5MHz each.
(c) Four processor controlled regenerative transponders 
each supporting 64Kbit/s. These transponders are shared 
with the mobile system experiments.
This contiguous arrangement of narrow band 
transponders is a demonstration of how future systems might 
be configured.
The incorporation of business and mobile systems on 
the same satellite is seen to be very important since 
mobiles communicating into their central office are likely 
to form an important future traffic source. Dealing with 
them in the same satellite will prove to be very efficient 
in overall systems terms.
7.3.1 Regenerative Transponders:
In conventional amplifying satellite transponders, the 
noise contributions of the uplink & downlink are added 
according to the following expression:
- 1 - 1 - 1
(Eb/No) = (Eb/No) + (Eb/No) —  in ratio terms
T U D
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where:
Eb = energy per bit
No = noise density
and the subscripts U,D & T refer to the uplink, downlink & 
total respectively.
To maintain a certain required error rate performance,
then:
(Eb/No) = K + Mo
T
where :
K = theoretical (Eb/No) required for the given BER.
Mo = operating margin which takes account of modem 
imperfection, fade & rain attenuation.
Normally the uplink (Eb/No) is made high enough to 
compensate for the restricted performance on the downlink 
(Eb/No). This is because the noise and interference 
contributions on the uplink are passed together with the 
wanted signal to the downlink where further noise and 
interference is added. If both up & downlink (Eb/No) are 
made equal then each must be at least 3dB greater than 
(K+Mo) to achieve the required (Eb/No) total.
Figure(7.4) shows a block diagram of a regenerative 
transponder where the up and downlinks are decoupled and 
hence each link may be optimised separately with different 
modulation and coding formats[11][12]. The noise and 
interference contributions in each link do not add, but 
instead their errors are additive as shown in the following 
expression:
Demod EncoderDecoder ModulatorProcessor
Figure(7.4): Regeneration /  Processing Channel
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Pe = Pe (1 - Pe ) + Pe (1 - Pe )
T U D D U
Pe « Pe + Pe 
T U D
where Pe is the probability of error and the 
subscripts U,D and T refer to the uplink, downlink and total 
respectively.
Therefore the performance requirements for the up and 
downlinks are:
(Eb/No) = Ku + Mu
U
and,
(Eb/No) r Kd + Md
D
where: Mu & Md are the operating margins on each link
seperately.
Figure(7.5) shows a comparison between the performance 
of transparent and regenerative transponders and gives the 
EIRP advantages of the latter at different Eb/No levels.
These advantages of up to 3dB on each link can be reflected
in reduced EIRP requirements at both the earth station and 
satellite.
In a regenerative transponder the following functions 
are performed on-board:
(i) Demodulation/Remodulation of the uplink signal 
before being transmitted back on the downlink. The 
modulation levels and transmission bit rates in each of the 
up and downlinks is thus chosen adaptively according to each
link!s requirements and whether or not it is suffering from
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a fade. This is possible because the up & down links are 
now independant and the whole link is no longer transparent.
(ii) Decoding/Encoding of the received signal to 
reduce the effect of transmission errors. Different FEC 
coding rates at the up and down links are used in 
conjunction with the different transmission rates to yield 
adaptive link performances and to overcome fading on the up 
and down links separately. Information regarding the code 
and transmission rates used in each data block is contained 
in the TDMA burst headers.
7.3.2 On-Board Processing:
In a regenerative satellite transponder, traffic 
processing is possible since all the transmitted bits are 
available on-board after regeneration of the received 
signal. A central processor on-board can buffer and route 
these data bits according to the requirements carried in a 
control and signalling channel. This processor can thus be 
used to yield an efficient and flexible satellite system 
that can be considered for the next generation of business 
satellite systems.
On-board processing is a major challenge for future 
systems. It involves real or near-real time processing or 
switching that can provide an improved communications system 
performance.
In CERS, the functions of the on-board processor are:
(1) Master Control Station:
(i) To implement the TDMA multiple access protocol and
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allocate the channel capacity to requesting stations.
Different proposed protocols are discussed in Chapter
Four-[133[14]. The requests from the different network 
stations are included in the RSF in the uplink. The
processor runs the allocation algorithm and issues an
Allocation Table(AT) defining the time slots allocations to 
all stations. This AT is transmitted in the downlink.
(ii) To monitor and control faded link conditions and 
adapt the link parameters accordingly. This depends on the 
required error rate on each link and the choice of the 
appropriate coding and transmission rates to be used. The 
system control and operation in this mode will be discussed 
later.
(iii) To control transmission burst synchronisation by 
monitoring the received bursts from each station and 
instructing each on the condition of its burst position.
(2) Reformatting the Downlink:
After extraction of the clock recovery bits and 
retiming of the TDMA bursts by the on-board clock, the 
uplink bursts are buffered temporarily. The downlink signal 
is then read from the buffer and transmitted in a continuous 
TDM frame. Dummy bits are modulated and transmitted in 
place of any unoccupied time slots. Hence it will be TDMA 
in the uplink and CW-TDM on the downlink as shown in 
Figure(7.6).
This results in a simplified earth station 
demodulator, which is a costly item, since it would be
TxRx
Codec
A1 “ Processor
B uffer
Modem
Figure(7.6):
Operational System Configuration.
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continuously synchronised both the clock & phase coherence 
are maintained. Thus the need for signal reaquisition by 
the demodulator for each burst is eliminated. This results 
in an inexpensive earth station demodulator.
(3) Routing of Base/Mobile Stations Messages:
In the CERS system, which incorporates Mobile as well 
as Business regenerative transponders, traffic that
originates from Mobile-system base stations needs to be 
routed to the Mobile system on-board processor. Two
techniques are under consideration:
(i) Time slots, equivalent to a number of
predetermined data blocks, are reserved in the Business 
system frame for the Mobile system base stations. These 
data blocks are equivalent to a 256Kbit/s (base-to-mobile) 
channel when the business system is operated at a 
transmission rate of 8Mbit/s (e.g. 5 data blocks of 2048bits 
each every other frame i.e. every 40ms). Access to these 
slots is the responsibility of the base station protocol. 
The on-board processor will continuously route these
reserved data blocks to the Mobile system processor.
(ii) The Mobile system processor is treated as a node 
in the business system protocol that has a certain address. 
All of the data blocks that carry this address are routed to 
the Mobile system processor. The base stations would have 
to request data blocks allocations from the Business system 
on-board processor in a similar way as the other business 
network stations.
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In this mode of operation the base stations operate 
the same business system protocol and addressing procedures. 
The channel time allocated to the base stations depends on 
their requirements and the overall channel loading. It is 
therefore a more flexible mode of operation as the mobile 
system is not limited to a fixed portion of the business 
channel which might be drastically reduced due to fading 
conditions at the base stations.
However this option results in an extra one hop delay 
for the base stations traffic due to the base stations 
having to make a reservation.
7.3.3 Regenerative 64Kbit/s SCPC/FDMA:
SCPC/FDMA is an attractive multiple access technique 
that has been introduced in satellite communications and is 
used in the international, domestic and business networks. 
It allows an earth station to be tailored according to its 
anticipated traffic demands. It is also possible to operate 
an SCPC network on a demand assignment basis thus achieving 
better utilizations of the satellite and earth station 
resources!! 15].
However the main disadvantage of operating in FDMA 
through transparent transponders is the intermodulation 
noise resulting from amplifying multi-carriers by the same 
non-linear amplifier. This results in reduced capacity as 
the amplifier has to be backed-off by at least 3dB to 
minimise the intermodulation noise.
In the Business community certain organisations and
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administrations depend on the multipoint-to-point
interconnection in their communications networks. Examples 
of such organisations are the gas and electricity generating 
boards where the requirements for monitoring and data 
collection is very important. The news-agencies also 
require multipoint-to-point connections to allow for 
information collection from remote centres.
SCPC/FDMA is very suited to the multipoint-to-point 
connections as such stations may only require one channel of 
64Kbit/s (and may even be less e.g. only 9.6Kbit/s).
Regeneration of SCPC/FDMA carriers on-board by low 
speed demodulators at 64Kbit/s is a new concept in satellite 
communications. It has the advantages of simplicity and 
traffic tailored FDMA on the uplink, but does not suffer 
from its disadvatages on the downlink. The regenerated bit 
streams on-board are time-division-multiplexed and 
transmitted at a high bit rate modulated by a single carrier 
driving the satellite transmitter to its maximum power 
without any intermodulation noise being generated.
The earth station demodulator operates in a continuous 
mode but at the total multiplexed bit rate.
This technique is anticipated to make the earth 
station much cheaper at the expense of putting more 
complexity on-board the satellite.
In CERS, the 4 regenarative transponders of the mobile 
system will be used to run this experiment in an SCPC/FDMA 
uplink and CW-TDM on the downlink.
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7.4 Business System Pavload Functional Description:
The Business system payload on-board CERS is made up 
of 2 transparent and .2 regenerative processing transponders. 
The transponders are spaced 5MHz apart[l6].
The provisional frequency allocations on the up and 
downlinks are[17l:
Uplink: 13.0 - 13.20 GHz
Centre frequencies in MHz at: 13,002.5
13.007.5
13.012.5
13.017.5
Downlink: 11.2 — 11.22 GHz
Centre frequencies in MHz at: 11,202.5
11 ,207.5
11.212.5
11.217.5
Figure(7.1) shows a block diagram of the provisional 
payload. A reflector of 1.35m diameter is proposed to give 
beam edge gains of 39.3dB on the uplink and 38.0dB on the 
downlink.
A low noise amplifier(LNA) of 5dB noise figure is used 
to amplify the received signal which is then down converted 
to an IF band from 135 to 155MHz. A second down conversion 
in the regenerative transponders brings the signal down to 
30MHz as required by the demodulator. After remodulation, 
the signal is double upconverted to the downlink frequency. 
A flexible configuration of the local oscillators makes all 
the uplink channels available to all transponders and may be
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passed to any downlink by the appropriate selection of a 
suitable local oscillator frequency. All local oscillators 
are doppler corrected on-board.
The transmitter RF output power per transponder is 
1Watt. The 4 transmitters outputs are then multiplexed and 
passed to the diplexer.
The FDMA experiment is conducted via the Mobile system 
regenerative transponders. After the first downconversion 
to an IF band of 150-155MHz a second downconversion 
seperates 4 carriers at 1MHz spacing. Each carrier is then
demodulated by a separate demodulator. The data is then
decoded and buffered. The on-board processor reads the
buffered data and multiplex it with other business traffic
for transmission on the business system downlink. The 
downlink is multiplexed and added to the business system 
downlink traffic.
The link budgets which follow, determine the 
specifications for the system1s parameters at the earth 
station and the satellite.
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7.5 Business System Link Budgets:
Uplink:
E/S Tx power(2W) 3.0 dBW
Feed Loss -2.0 dB
E/S antenna gain (Tx)
(D=3m, eff.=0.55) 49.8 dB
Pointing loss -1.0 dB
EIRP 49.8 dBW
Free space loss(40,000km) -206.8 dB
Atmospheric attenuation -2.0 dB
Satellite antenna gain(Rx at 
the beam edge) 39.3 dB
Feed loss -2.0 dB
Received carrier power (C) -121.7 dBW
Noise temp. (300°K) 24.8 dB.°K
Rx noise figure 5.0 dB
Boltzmann constant -228.6 dBW/Hz/K
(C/No)u 77.1 dB.Hz
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Downlink:
Satellite Tx. power(1W) 0.0 dBW
Multiplexer loss -3.0 dB
Feed loss -1.0 dB
Satellite antenna gain(Tx) 38.0 dB
EIRP 34.0 dBW
Free space loss(40,000km) -205.5 dB
Attmospheric attenuation -1.0 dB
E/S antenna gain (Rx)
(D=3m, eff.=0.55) 48.0 dB
Pointing loss -1.0 dB
Feed loss -1.0 dB
Received carrier power(C) -126.5 dB
Rx noise temp.(400K) 26.0 dB?K
Boltzmanns constant -228.6 dBW/Hz/K
System noise density (No) -202.6 dB/Hz
(C/No)d 76.1 dB.Hz
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7.6 Operational System Cost Estimates:
In this section we estimate the cost of operating a 
CERS type satellite system in order to justify its role as a 
second generation system. The costing figures used come as 
a result of several discussions with UK spacecraft and 
satellite industry[l8 - 20], These figures are based on 
current costs.
Three operational systems are compared with similar 
spacecrafts:
(1) a conventional system at the geostationary orbit
(2) a CERS regenerative transponder configuration 
satellite system at an inclined orbit
(3) a CERS regenerative transponder configuration 
satellite system at the geostationary orbit.
7.6.1 System Requirements:
In Chapter Three a business user station is estimated 
to generate on average 400Kbit/s at the peak hour in 1990. 
The total number of business user stations is also 
forecasted to be about 1300, thus a total satellite 
requirement of 520Mbit/s. Allowing for network growth, a 
satellite system capable of supporting 800Mbit/s of traffic 
is thus assumed.
The CERS transponders each have a capacity of 8Mbit/s, 
hence an operational system requires 100 such transponders. 
With 5MHz transponder spacing the required bandwidth is 
500MHz, i.e. double the exclusively allocated band from 
12.5-12.75GHz [213. To achieve this capacity dual
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polarisation frequency reuse or spot beams should be used.
Otherwise, two satellites at different orbit positions are 
required.
To achieve capacities of 800Mbit/s or more through the 
allocated 250MHz, all systems are assumed to use dual
polarisation frequency reuse or spot beams.
The DC power requirements for a CERS type transponder
are:
HPA (1W RF 0/P) = 7 Watt
Modem = 5 Watt
Codec = 5 Watt
Processor = 3 Watt
LOs,Mixers,etc = 1 Watt
DC power/transponder = 21 Watt
The total DC power requirements for the spacecraft
are:
DC power for 100 transponders = 2100 Watt
Spacecraft housekeeping functions = 250 Watt
Spare = 50 Watt
Toatl DC power Requirements = 2.4 kW
The heat dissipation area, the volume and mass of the
on-board equipment are some of the factors that determine 
the spacecraft dimensions.
The total heat dissipated power in the system is
estimated to be 2.3kW as the RF output power is 100W.
A design figure used for the estimation of the
dissipation area is 500Watt/sq.m. Hence a spacecraft with 
the dimensions (1*1.5*2)cu.m would provide enough
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dissipation area. Such a spacecraft is similar to the 
UNISAT spacecraft and is capable of generating up to 2.5kW 
of DC power[22][233. It can also accomodate a large amount 
of payload equiraent.
The comparison will be between the business systems 
operating through similar spacecrafts but with different 
configurations and orbits.
7.6.2 Calculations Assumptions:
(1) All the systems are assumed to have a lifetime of 
10 years.
(2) The mobile system is not included although its 
inclusion might have reduced the cost/year of the CERS type 
system. However, the extra mass and power requirements 
requiring a larger spacecraft might offset this cost 
advantage.
(3) The insurance cost is approximated to 10% of the 
spacecraft plus launch cost.
(4) The cost of the capital over 10 years is 
approximated to 80$ of the total system investment cost.
(5) The TT&C station cost covers the operation, 
maintenance, spares and personnel over 10 years.
(6) The costs are evaluated in US dollars, the 
currency used by the international space and communications 
industry.
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7.6.3 Conventional System at the Geostationary Orbit:
$(Million)
50
50
50
150
15
15
30
7.5
7.5 
15
^(Million)
Operational satellite 
Stand-by satellite in orbit 
Spare on earth 
Toatl spacecraft cost 
First launch (Half Ariane)
Second launch 
Total launch cost 
Insurance on first spacecraft 
Insurance on 2nd spacecraft 
Total Insurance cost 
Total spacecrafts cost 
Capital cost over 10 years 
TT&C cost over 10 years 
Total cost over 10 years
Cost/year = $40.1M 
The spacecraft is capable of 
transponders, each of of 36MHz bandwidth.
Cost/transponder/year = $2.005M 
Each transponder may be operated at 
capability of 48Mbit/s.
Cost/(Mbit/s)/year - $41.8K
150
30
15 
195 
156 
_5!I
401
carrying 20*30W
an average
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7.6.4 CERS Type System at an Inclined Orbit:
$(Million) ^(Million)
250
60
26 
336 
269 
50
555—
The spacecraft is capable of carrying 100*1W 
transponders, each of 5MHz bandwidth.
Cost/transponder/year = $0.655M 
Each transponder may be operated at an average 
capacity of 8Mbit/s.
Cost/(Mbit/s)/year = $81.QK
7.6.5 CERS Type Satellite at the Geostationary Orbit:
In this case only 3 satellite are required with two 
launches into the geostationary orbit. Hence the total cost
3 operational satellites 150
Stand-by satellite in orbit 50 
Spare on earth 50
Total spacecraft cost 250
First launch (2 per launch) 30 
Second launch 30
Total launch cost 60
Insurance on first two 13
Insurance on 2nd two 13
Toatl insurance cost 26
Total spacecrafts cost 
Capital cost over 10 years 
TT&C cost over 10 years 
Total cost over 10 years
Cost/year = $65.5M
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over 10 years is the same as that of the conventional 
system.
Cost/year = $40.1M
But this satellite carries 100*1W transponders, each 
of 5MHz bandwidth.
Cost/transponder/year = $0.401M
Operating each transponder at 8Mbit/s gives: 
Cost/(Mbit/s)/year = $50.1K
7.6.6 Earth Segment Costs:
The space segment costs presented in the previous 
sections carry only half the picture of the total system 
cost to the end user. The earth segment costs complete the 
other half. The specifications of the earth station 
determine its cost which is proportional to its transmission 
rate and transmitter power[24].
The earth stations that are required to operate with 
the conventional system have the following characteristics:
(a) 5 to 7 metre antennas.
(b) HPA output power in excess of 500Watt.
(c) High speed TDMA equipment operating at 48Mbit/s or
more.
(d) High speed burst mode modems
Such stations cost $700K(e.g. the SBS stations). The 
operation maintenance and spares costs over 10 years are 
estimated to be $700K. Thus the total earth station cost 
over 10 years is about $1.4M.
The CERS type service has been designed to move all
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the complications from the earth stations and put it 
on-board the satellite. This results in simplifying the 
user stations. Such stations have the following 
characteristics:
(a) 3 metre antenna.
(b) HPA output power of 2Watt.
(c) Low speed TDMA equipment operating at 8Mbit/s.
(d) Low speed burst mode modulator and continuous 
carrier demodulator.
(e) Tracking is required for the system at the 
inclined orbit.
The earth stations in this class are estimated to cost 
around $80K without tracking which adds an extra $30K to the 
station cost. The operation, maintenance and spares costs 
over 10 years equal the original station cost i.e. $110K 
and $80K with and without tracking respectively. Thus the 
total station cost over 10 years is $220K with tracking and 
$160K without it.
Figure(7.7) shows the cost comparison between the 
three alternative systems over a 10 year period for 
different numbers of user stations.
7.6.7 Conclusions of Cost Comparisons:
The costing exercise demonstrates the following:
(1) The cost/(Mbit/s)/year is almost half as cheap in 
the conventional system than in the CERS type system in the 
inclined orbit. However, the cost/(Mbit/s)/year in the CERS 
system in the geostationary orbit is only 20$ more than the
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Convent iona I System at the Geostationary Orbit
CERS Type at an Inclined Orbit
CERS Type at the Geostationary Orbit
16:
14:
1 2 :
8:
6:
4 1
8 103 4 5 6 82 70
Number of* Stations X10^
Figure(7.7): Cost Comparison between Conventional 
and CERS Type Systems.
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conventional system cost.
(2) The earth station cost reflects the attractiveness 
of the CERS type system. Since the earth segment cost is 
directly proportional to the number of stations in the 
network,then the CERS type system cost advantage becomes 
even more attractive with larger number of network stations.
(3) The final cost to the end user is reduced when a 
CERS system is employed particularly in the geostationary 
orbit. Due to the low system costs many users will be 
attracted to acquire more stations thus increasing the 
potential market.
7.7 Systems Control and Operation:
In digital satellite systems operating at frequencies 
above 10GHz, the effects of rain result in signal 
attenuation, depolarisation and an increase in the sky noise 
temperature. These produce a degredation in the link bit 
error rate. To combat these effects and maintain a minimum 
bit error rate the following techniques have been suggested 
or applied in conventional systems:
- fixed and permanent fade margin
- site diversity
- Up-path power control
The first two options require the continuous 
independant protection of all the links all of the time. 
The last option is an adaptive technique with the 
transmitter power being kept in reserve for application 
during faded conditions. However, the transmitter is one,
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if not the most, costly item in an earth station.
New operating procedures to combat faded link 
conditions are considered for the CERS business system 
taking advantage of the regenerative transponder and its 
on-board processor[25]. The rainfall statistics, fade slope 
and duration characteristics for a typical UK station
operating to CERS at 12/14GHz are given in [26].
Since CERS is an experimental satellite it is assumed 
that the link performance be maintained for 99.9% of the 
average year. Thus fade attenuations exceeding 1dB on each 
link would be expected for 0.1% of the time, but deeper
fades may last for 15-20minutes.
The same experimental procedures discussed here are 
applicable to future operational systems which may operate 
at higher frequencies which are more susceptible to rain 
attenuation.
The CERS regenerative transponder configuration must 
therefore be capable of overcoming the effects of more 
severe fades by the use of the 4 available transmission bit 
rates and 4 levels of FEC coding rates.
The link budgets have been calculated without an
unexploitable fade margin to demonstrate the adaptability 
and flexibility of regenerative processing transponders to 
varying network performance requirements. Thus it is the 
system design philosophy to explore techniques that could be 
used adaptively to reduce the effects of fading.
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7.7.1 Identification of Faded Links:
Communications between the on-board processor and the 
network stations are maintained via the Reservation slots in 
the uplink, and the Allocation Table(AT) issued by the 
processor in the downlink - Figure(7.6). These sub-frames 
are therefore very important in- maintaining a properly 
operating network and should have a very low error rate. An 
acceptable requirement would be <10E-9.
To maintain an operational network, up and downlink 
fades must be monitored, and once detected, information must 
be exchanged directly between the earth stations* and 
on-board processors.
An indication of a fade, or interference, may be 
obtained by monitoring both the error count at the decoder 
of the received bursts and at the demodulator which monitors 
the received signal level.
Each station can independantly recognise whether it is 
suffering from rain attenuation by monitoring both the error 
rate and the power level of the received carrier from the 
satellite.
7.7.2 Adaptive Code/Transmission Rates:
CERS regenerative transponders operate at 1,2,4 and 
8Mbit/s thus allowing changes in link performance in 3dB 
steps each time the transmission rate is halved or doubled. 
The use of FEC code rates result in an overall 3-4dB gain in 
approximately 1dB steps for each code rate. Thus varying 
both the code and transmission rates, an adaptive link
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performance can be achieved over about 12dB in 1dB steps for 
each code/transmission rate combination. This is shown in 
Figure(7.8) for 3 bit error rate performances.
The adaptive use of coding/transmission rate gives a 
smooth reduction in channel capacity. Halving the 
transmission bit rate at the same time as increasing the
code rate from 1/2 to 3/4 results in a 25% capacity 
reduction. Code rate changes from 5/8 to 1/2 and 3/4 to 5/8 
result in 20% and 16% capacity reductions respectively.
The up and downlinks operating to a regenerative
transponder are decoupled. It is therefore the 
responsibility of the satellite to monitor each station*s
uplink performance, whilst each station monitors the 
downlink from the satellite in order to detect any fade 
conditions.
Two systems aspects are assumed as follows:
(1) The up and downlink frequencies are close enough 
such that fades may be assumed to be related by a simple 
algorithm. This algorithm may be derived from existing 
propagation statistics at these frequencies. This means 
that if a fade has been detected on either link by the
satellite or earth station, then its depth is known at both 
the up and down frequencies.
Thus code/transmission rate changes may be carried out 
automatically on the other half of the link without the need
to wait for an explicit request from the distant end to
initiate it.
Hence at any time, each station will have a unique
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operating point in the code/transmission rate table for its
up and down links for each specified link transmission 
quality.
(2) The nature of traffic in a business network has
been discussed in Chapter Three and a multi-service
characteristic was indicated. The services require various 
degrees of transmission quality ranging from 10E-9 to 10E-4.
To satisfy these requirements, three degrees of 
channel error rates are specified giving three service
classes:
(a) Class-1 10E-4 - for speech traffic
(b) Class-2 - 10E-6 - for facsimile and slow scan video
(c) Class-3 - 10E-9 - for computer and data communications
The on-board processor will thus keep three tables, 
one for each class of service. Entries to each of these
tables indicate for each station its current operating point 
in the code/transmission scale for both the up and down
links as shown in Figure(7.9). This serves as a pointer to 
the propagation conditions at each station. It is therefore 
necessary to update these tables continuously according to
all link conditions.
A faded station will suffer a temporary reduction in
information rate as its operating point in the 
code/transmission rate table changes. It is required to 
send a request to the on-board processor asking for an
increase in its channel allocation. It will be at least
300ms before the station can know whether or not its request 
is granted.
Station
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
Up Down U D U D
si C /T C/T C/T C/T C/T C/T
S2 * *
Sn ..
Figure(7.9): Network Code/Transmission Rates Tabl
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During this period the faded station will have to 
manage on its current share of the channel and transmit its 
higher priority traffic. Data traffic may be buffered, but 
not speech which can be transmitted with reduced samples on 
a temporary basis and thus providing a slightly degraded 
service during fading.
7.7.3 Systems Operation:
7.7.3.1 Uplink Frame Organisation:
The structure of the TDMA frame has been discussed in 
Chapter Four and is shown in Figure(7.10). In what follows 
we discuss its organisation and relate it to the system 
control procedures as executed by the on-board
processor[10].
(1) Reservation Sub-FrameCRSF):
The role of the RSF is to communicate signalling 
messages to the on-board processor regarding requests for 
increase or decrease of each station*s share of the channel 
capacity. It comprises a number of slots each capable of 
accomodating a * Reservation Burst*. The total length of
such a burst is 256 bits and is made up of:
(a) A Preamble(PA) of 64 bits which includes the 
carrier recovery, bit timing recovery and unique word bits. 
This will be transmitted at a constant transmission rate of 
8Mbit/s since the demodulator has considerably narrower 
noise bandwidths for the carrier and bit timing recovery
circuits than for the data bandwidth and can hence operate
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successfully even at low C/No. All PA's in the RSF and ISF
will be transmitted at 8Mbit/s.
(b) Signalling and Control field of 128 bits inclusive 
of coding overhead bits which carry the requests for channel 
allocations and release of circuits.
It is suggested that this field is transmitted at 
8Mbit/s with 1/2 rate coding to achieve an error rate of
better than 10E-9 in clear weather coditions.
A 6dB fade would increase the error rate to 2.5*10E-3. 
By simulation we have noted that up to 10% loss of 
reservation slots can be absorbed by the system as the 
processor ignores any corrupted slots which will have to be 
transmitted 140ms later.
(c) Postamble of 64 bits, as a tail to the burst, which 
is always transmitted at 8Mbit/s.
(2) Information Sub-Frame(ISF):
This carries the information messages in seperate 
bursts transmitted by the active stations. Each active 
station transmits a single burst per frame (except when 
Free-Slots-Contention is used) that contains all of its data 
blocks which can vary in number from frame to frame.
Each burst is made up of:
(a) A Preamble of 64 bits transmitted at 8Mbit/s as 
discussed earlier.
(b) Control Headers which carry explicit information 
regarding each data block that will be included in the 
station burst in the next frame (or possibly a few frames
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later). This allows the on-board processor approximately 
20ms in order to set up the demodulator and decoder to the 
appropriate transmission and coding rates that are used for 
the different data blocks of the burst in the next frame. 
The control headers field is treated as a Class(3) traffic 
and therefore the code/transmission rates used vary 
according to each station1s operating point.
A station that has been idle for some time needs to 
send the control header alone one frame prior to sending its 
related data blocks.
(c) The number of data blocks in a burst depends on the 
traffic generated by each station. The data block is of 
2048 bits long inclusive of any coding bits. The coding and 
transmission rates used to transmit any data block is 
variable according to the service class of the traffic and 
each station1s operating point.
(d) Postamble of 64 bits to end the burst.
7.7.3.2 On-Board Traffic Processing;
The processor sets up the demodulator and decoder 
according to its preknowledge of the characteristics of the 
uplink frame and of its allocations. The processor performs 
the following functions on the received frame:
(1) The RSF is stored and the allocation algorithm is 
run to. determine each station’s share of the channel 
according to their requests. The channel allocations for 
the next superframe is included in the Allocation Table(AT) 
that is transmitted in the downlink to all stations.
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(2) The control headers are received and used to set 
up the demodulator and decoder to the appropriate rates for 
the data blocks expected in the next frame.
(3) The data blocks after being received and decoded 
are buffered according to their destination address and 
service class. Depending on the latter, the processor now 
selects the appropriate code/transmission rate combination 
according to each destination station’s operating point and 
for each class of service. This code/transmission rate 
combination is passed to the encoder and modulator.
7.7.3.3 Downlink Frame Organisation:
The downlink TDM frame is formatted and arranged in 
the following order as shown in Figure(7.11):
(1) The Allocation Table: which defines the
allocations of channel capacity to requesting stations as a 
result of running the allocation algorithm on all requests 
received in the previous frame. The reception of the AT by 
all stations is important in maintaining transmission and 
scheduling synchronisation. It always starts with a unique 
word which acts as a frame start marker used by each station 
to synchronise its clock.
The code/transmission rate combination used for the AT 
must be known to all stations and should result in a high 
link quality (<10E~9). The choice of this rate combination 
can be:
(a) fixed and hence known by all stations. However in 
this case a fade margin must be maintained at all times.
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(b) variable by choosing the lowest code/transmission 
rate combination used by any station in the network to 
achieve the required error rate performance for that and all 
other stations. This necessitates that each station must 
know the operating points of all other stations in the 
network.
(c) variable under the processor control which 
broadcasts in the preceding frame*s AT the code/transmission 
rate combination that will be used in this frame*s AT.
The first option is simpler considering that the AT 
represents a very small percentage of the frame*s length. 
It is therefore suggested to transmit the AT at 4Mbit/s with 
1/2 rate coding at all times to give a 3dB margin for an 
error rate of 10E-9.
The AT ends with a control field specifying the length 
of the control headers that follow.
(2) Control Headers: similar to the uplink, these 
headers detail the information regarding the datablocks that 
follow. Each station*s traffic is grouped contiguously as 
are the relevant headers. This field is also transmitted at 
the same transmission/coding rate combination as used on the 
AT to ensure that each station picks out those control 
headers that carry its own address and ignores the rest.
(3) Information Blocks: each of 2048 bits inclusive 
of the coding bits, which when decoded can be passed to the 
appropriate interface ports in the earth station.
It is obvious that blocks addressed to the same 
station can have different coding/transmission rate
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combinations depending on the traffic service class. By 
grouping the control headers before the data blocks, the 
earth station*s controller will have enough time to set up 
its demodulator and decoder ahead of the arrival of the 
information blocks.
In the case of a very lightly loaded downlink it might 
be necessary to seperate the control headers and data blocks 
by a number of dummy blocks to allow enough time for the 
earth station*s processor to decode the header information.
The transmitted TDM frame on the downlink might have 
unoccupied times due to the transmissions on the uplink at 
the reduced bit rate. These will have to be filled up with 
dummy bits that are added prior to transmitting.
The dummy bits are transmitted at the highest 
operational bit rate to assist the station demodulator in 
achieving greater clock aquisition accuracy. Since the 
downlink is continuous, its carrier and clock are tracked by 
narrow band phased-locked-loops whose noise bandwidth is 
orders of magnitude less than the data bandwidth. These 
will not lose track during fades which only require a factor 
of 2,4 or 8 reduction in signalling rate.
7.8 Functional Description of the On-Board Processor:
The block diagram in Figure(7.12) shows a proposed 
processor configuration on one regenerative
transponder[27 - 291. The received uplink bursts after 
demodulation and decoding are passed to the processor 
system. The TDMA frame is preceded by the RSF which carries
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all the reservation requests from the network. This is 
stored in a reservations FIFO.
A 1 Frame Start1 signal at the begining of each frame 
indicates to the processor the start of the uplink frame. 
The processor then instructs the ULA chip to start receiving 
the ISF which is made up of a number of bursts of different 
lengths originating from the active stations in the network. 
Each burst is preceeded with a header defining the 
characteristics of that stations data blocks in the coming 
frame. This information is used by the processor to set up 
the demodulator and decoder to the appropriate rates. The 
rest of the burst is made up of a number of data blocks 
which are stored in the reformatting buffer.
The downlink TDM frame is formatted by reading from 
the buffered data blocks which are arranged according to 
their destination addresses. The appropriate
code/transmission rates are selected according to each 
destinations operating point for each service class.
In the meantime the processor runs the allocation 
algorithm and calculates each station’s share of data slots. 
The allocations are contained in the AT which is added to 
the reformatting buffer output to form the downlink frame 
header.
As the downlink does not require a PA for carrier or 
timing recovery bits as required on each uplink burst, the 
stripped bits would result in some unoccupied time on the 
TDM frame. Any unoccupied time slots would be filled with 
dummy bits to retain the station’s demodulator
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synchronisation at all times.
7.9 On-Board Buffering Requirements:
Two alternate buffers are required, one filling from 
the uplink frame whilst the other is emptying on the 
downlink. Assuming a maximum transmission rate of 8Mbit/s, 
then a total of 40Kbyte per transponder of buffer storage is 
required.
To secure against possible buffer overflow then the 
following must be considered:
(1) Traffic imbalance between the up and downlinks 
which may be due to the uplink being saturated with high 
rate transmissions whilst the downlink is operating at a 
reduced speed to a fading station for some time.
Two options to control the occurance of such a 
condition are:
(a) The processor having sensed such a condition 
would instruct all or certain stations to stop or reduce 
their transmissions to the faded station for some time.
(b) All stations would keep a record of all other 
stations’ operating points and once a reduced operating 
point was detected for a certain station, would then limit 
their own messages to that faded station.
(2) Since code rate changes are carried out on-board, 
the number of information bytes (inclusive of coding bytes) 
might be different for a block in the up and downlinks. 
Thus any extra bytes left after filling a block can either 
share the next block with dummy bits (inefficient but
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releases buffer space quickly) or can be gathered together 
with other bytes left over from other blocks addressed to 
the same station.
The latter option requires the processor to identify 
the data type in each block and keep a record of the source 
and destination paths to ensure that:
(i) speech samples are not excessively delayed; 
and (ii) correct sequencing of all traffic bytes, 
whether speech or data, is maitained.
7.10 Planned Experiments:
The design of the CERS payload is aimed to evaluate 
and experiment with new concepts in satellite systems 
configurations. The menu of experiments to be conducted must 
therefore represent true operational conditions and 
demonstrate the efficiency and flexibility of the payload 
design.
Simplification of the user station is the main 
objective of the Project. It is therefore important to 
evaluate experimentally the advantages of different 
operating techniques and their effect on the user station.
Both transparent and regenerative transponders would 
be used to conduct these experiments. One experiment, the 
FDMA uplink, would be conducted using the four regenerative 
transponders of the mobile system.
7.10.1 Systems Experiments:
Consist of a range of experiments aimed at optimising 
the utilization efficiency of systems operation. The
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advantages of having regenerative processing transponders 
will be tested against the transparent ones to justify their 
role in future satellite systems.
The experiments in this category include:
(1) Comparison of mixed services TDMA protocols, that 
are both simple and efficient, to be used in transparent 
transponders. Although operating with transparent 
transponders, simplifying the user station is still a major 
requirement. Different protocols in this category have been 
determined in Chapter Four.
(2) Comparison of control for transparent transponder 
protocols is an experiment to evaluate the performance and 
robustness of both the central and distributed control 
modes. The delay performance in each case will also be 
compared.
(3) Comparison of mixed services TDMA protocols for 
use with a regenerative processing transponder. Further 
optimised utilisation efficiencies are sought here due to 
the presence of the on-board processor. It’s different 
roles as a master station for protocol control,downlink 
reformatting, multiplexing and control over the operations 
of the regenerative transponder must all lead to a more 
efficient system. The implications of this on the user 
station will be established.
In all of these protocol experiments, different 
traffic mixes will be used to evaluate the protocol 
throughput performance with respect to the average message 
delays.
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The fairness of each protocol’s allocation algorithm 
and its dynamic assignment of channel resources will also be 
tested for different traffic distributions between the 
network stations. This tests whether any monopolization of 
the channel occurs by heavy traffic stations which would 
result in throughput loss and excess delay to be suffered by 
light traffic stations.
(4) Different on-board processor controlled 
synchronisation procedures are to be experimented as part of 
the system robustness and reliability factors. Both 
transmission and scheduling synchronisations will be 
considered.
(5) Adaptive coding and transmission bit rates will be 
used for each of the different and varying services (e.g. 
voice,data,video) in order to overcome a faded link 
condition. Different methods of systems control will be 
experimented and compared with both transparent and 
conventional satellite systems.
(6) A regenerative transponder has the capability to 
optimise each link seperately and accomodate different 
transmission rates and modulation formats. In CERS, four 
transmission rates are available at 1,2,4 and 8Mbit/s. 
These will be used in conjunction with other experiments to 
investigate enhancement in system performance.
(7) Similar to transmission rates, CERS offers 
adaptive FEC coding on each link seperately. These coding 
rates will be used in conjunction with other experiments to 
investigate improvements in link performance. The user
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requirements for different BER levels will also be 
evaluated.
(8) A regenerative SCPC/FDMA experiment is proposed 
which has applications in many business networks. The main 
drive here is to tailor the user station to its actual
traffic requirements. A large number of low bit stations 
could benefit from this system which reduces the uplink
complexity, makes advantages of on-board regeneration and 
multiplexes the downlink into a single carrier.
7.10.2 User Experiments:
These experiments are conducted by putting real
network traffic over the system and evaluating the
performance subjectively. It is the user acceptance of the 
system’s subjective performance that matters in the end. 
Therefore a number of stations would be required to carry 
various levels of mixed traffic that includes some or all of 
the following:
(a) Speech at different coding rates
e.g. 64, 32, 16Kbit/s and even less. Subjective evaluation 
of different coding techniques may be conducted in an 
operating system enviroment. It is also important to 
conduct experiments on packetised speech by interconnecting 
two or more LANs carrying packetised speech plus other 
services.
(b) Facsimile and electronic mail.
(c) Teletex and viewdata.
(d) Slow-scan video.
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(e) Data traffic which may include the interconnection 
of LANs, terminal to computer and vice versa. The delay 
performance will be evaluated subjectively.
(f) Moving picture videoconferencing tests and the user 
subjective tests which gives an indication of whether this 
service will have a real impact on future business networks.
(g) High speed facsimile and file transfers which are 
not delay sensitive but require wide bands to support the 
large amounts of data. The link quality is an important 
factor here.
The user-station requirements to conduct these 
experiments will be discussed in the next Chapter. The 
interfacing of the station to the subscriber loop is also 
considered. This interface could be made to a LAN highway 
via a gateway or directly to the user equipment via a 
Terrestrial Interface Module(TIM).
The development of the multiservice LAN gateway will
enable realistic office systems experimentation to be 
conducted in both user and systems oriented modes.
7.10.3 Degraded Satellite Experiments:
It is envisaged that, even with failures on-board 
CERS, the satellite could still offer experimenters
operational capacity to conduct several useful experiments.
The expected degredations that could still render the 
satellite to be useful are:
(1) Regenerative transponder failures which could
occur in the processor, modem or codec which are the major
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constituents of a regenerative transponder. A failure in
the first two is catastrophic and would result in the 
complete failure of the regenerative transponder. However, 
a codec failure could only mean that no code rate changes 
are possible on-board and the codec may be by-passed.
Thus there would be various levels of failures within 
the regenerative transponder which could still enable 
partial completion of the regenerative experiments. A 
complete failure of the regenerative transponder would mean 
that system and user tests would have to be conducted via 
transparent transponders. User tests would not be affected 
but protocols that could be tested would be limited although 
the general type of protocol would still be demonstrated.
(2) Reduced transmit power due to amplifier 
degredation could limit tests and experimental bit rates 
would need to be reduced to maintain the required link 
performances. However, experiments could still be 
conducted.
(3) Doppler correction failure on-board would make the
operation via the regenerative transponders not possible.
However, operations via the transparent transponder would 
still proceed provided that the doppler correction in the 
earth stations was designed to cope with such eventuality.
(4) Decaying orbit could mean that the earth stations 
would need to track on both axes and provisions would have 
to be made for this in the earth station design.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE BUSINESS SYSTEM SATELLITE EARTH STATION
8.1 Introduction:
Satellite earth stations vary in complexity and cost 
from the large 30m antenna international stations working 
via the INTELSAT system to small cheap receive-only 
terminals of about 1m antennas. The business systems 
stations have 3-7m antennas with varying degrees of 
complexity and sophistication depending on the satellite 
system they operate to[1 - 33.
The functional elements of the business earth station 
may be represented in block diagram as shown in Figure(8.1). 
These elements are grouped into:
(1) transmission elements
(2) network elements
In this Chapter the functional description of both 
elements is given. However the functional description of 
the network elements is detailed in relation to the 
protocols and systems operations described in earlier 
Chapters. This is seen as an area where possible future 
research work lies in the implementation of a TDMA 
controller and LAN bridge interface.
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8.2 Transmission Elements:
The transmission and receive functions of an earth 
station are conventional and consist of the RF and IF 
sections.
The RF section includes the antenna sub-system, high 
power amplifier(HPA) and low noise amplifier(LNA). The 
antenna/HPA combination depends on the uplink EIRP 
specification as dictated by the link budgets.
In the previous Chapter we have shown that for the
CERS satellite an antenna diameter of 3m and an HPA RF
output power of 2Watt satisfy the link requirements. This 
shows how regenerative transponders with low rate TDMA
channels can result in a reduced uplink EIRP requirement.
r
An HPA is an expensive element of an earth station 
thus reducing its output power requirements results in a
cheaper unit. This also allows the use of solid-state
transmitters which are expected to be highly reliable and 
less expensive[4][5].
GaAs FET low noise receivers are now available
commercially with noise temperatures and gain specifications 
comparable to other thermo-electric LNAs. They also have
the advantages of high reliablity, small size, simple
installation and easy transportation. Their cost is 
destined to fall sharply in the coming years[6].
The IF section includes the up and down-convertors,
the modem and codec. The modem and codec are closely 
interfaced to the TDMA controller which gives instructions 
on the applied rates in the TDMA data slots.
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A modem with the capablity of operating at different 
transmission rates, and possibly modulation formats, has 
been discussed in the previous Chapter. A continous mode 
demodulator was also proposed for the operation to a 
regenerative processing transponder. It is less complex, 
and hence cheaper, than a burst mode demodulator. The 
latter requires fast clock and phase acquisition circuits in 
order to synchronise to each incoming burst in the downlink.
8.3 Network Functions:
The network functions in an earth station can be 
divided into two layers:
(1) Satellite Access Control Layer: where the 
management of satellite capacity is controlled either in the 
frequency or time domain i.e. FDMA or TDMA respectively. 
The allocation of the available capacity can either be 
performed by a master control station and relayed to all 
network stations for execution, or performed by every 
station in synchronism in a distributed control mode.
This layer is the responsibility of the TDMA 
controller.
(2) Interface Layer: where the user terminals are
connected to the satellite earth station via a data 
assembly/distribution sub-system in order to communicate via 
the satellite link. The envisaged interface connections are 
either directly via a terrestrial interface module(TIM) or 
to a LAN via a bridge1.
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8.4 The TDMA Controller:
The functions of the TDMA controller are divided 
logically into a transmit control, receive control and 
common control functions. Each function is performed 
separately with a certain amount of intercommunications 
between the controllers in order to achieve a consistent and 
meaningful operation of the TDMA controller. Due to this 
task independance between the control functions, the 
implementation of the TDMA controller can use a dedicated 
processor for each control function[7 - 9].
The TDMA controller controls a number of facilities 
and devices associated with the operation of the TDMA system 
over the satellite link. These facilities are:
- Modulation/Demodulation
- FEC encoding/decoding,
- Encryption/Decryption
- Unique word detection
- Preamble generation
- Energy dispersal
The transmit and receive controllers will interface 
with the appropriate facilities for the up and downlinks 
respectively whilst the common controller provides the 
overall control instructions and time plans.
Figure(8.2) shows a block diagram of the TDMA 
controller and in following sections descriptions of control 
functions are given together with their interfaces.
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8.4.1 TDMA Common Controller:
The TDMA Common Controller is the main control 
sub-system and its functions allow its implementation by one 
or more microprocessors. It handles the operational control 
of the system on a frame-by-frame basis. Its functions are:
(1) To run the protocolfs reservation and allocation 
algorithms either in a distributed or central control mode. 
Information regarding new requests for the transmission of 
traffic is passed from, the data assembly/distribution 
sub-system in the interface layer so that the common 
controller can generate reservation requests for the 
equivalent number of data slots in the TDMA frame. The 
reservation requests are passed to the transmit controller 
for their transmission at the appropriate time in the RSF.
The common controller receives the requests on the 
downlink RSF from the receive controller in order to run the 
allocation algorithm in a distributed control network and 
hence be able to identify its own allocated data slots and 
their locations in the time frame. In a centralised control 
network this information is received readily from the master 
contro station. In either case the transmit controller is 
informed of the frame*s time plan in order to palce its own 
transmissions correctly.
(2) The TDMA protocol for acquistion and 
synchronisation resides with the common controller. A 
reference burst at the start of each frame defines the 
global frame timing. This burst is transmitted by either
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the master control station in a centrally controlled network 
or an elected station in a distributed control network. In 
case of an on-board processing transponder the reference 
burst is generated by the on-board processor and transmitted 
in the downlink.
The reference burst defines the timing for the TDMA 
controller and thus each station in the network must acquire 
and maintain synchronisation to this frame marker. A 
reference burst unique word(UW) detect/miss protocol allows 
for synchronisation to be declared if a certain consecutive 
number of UW detections are monitored and thereafter loss of 
synchronisation is declared if a certain number of 
consecutive UW misses is monitored.
Each station adjusts its transmission frame depending 
on its location so that its bursts arrive at the satellite 
at their correct slots. Open and closed-loop 
synchronisation techniques allow each station to maintain 
its transmission synchronisation!! 10] [11 ].
(3) The use of adaptive FEC coding, variable 
modulation formats and transmission rates require the common 
controller to keep tables of the rates on its uplink 
transmissions as well as on the transmissions destined to 
it.
The transmit and receive controllers interface to the 
modem and codec. The information regarding the FEC coding, 
modulation formats and transmission rates are passed from 
the common controller to the transmit and receive 
controllers so that the appropriate rates are applied to the
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traffic to and from the TDMA channel.
The same procedures apply if an encryption/decryption 
facility is used for the TDMA traffic.
(4) A desirable function of the common controller is 
an operator interface that allows manual control and changes 
of assignments of the frame formats as well as the 
interrogation of monitors and operational status of the TDMA 
system.
8.4.2 Transmit Control:
The TDMA transmit controller is responsible for the 
operation of the TDMA uplink channel. Its processor 
communicates with the common control processor regarding the 
uplink frame’s time plan and the assembly and preparation of 
the station’s traffic, reservation and control header 
bursts. The transmit controller is interfaced to the FEC 
encoder and the modulator. The appropriate rates to be 
applied by each device on the station’s data slots are 
gained from information provided by the common control.
The traffic ready for transmission is collected from 
the data assembly/distribution sub-system according to the 
information and addresses supplied by the common controller. 
The receive controller is kept informed of the port numbers 
in the data assembly/distribution sub-system associated with 
the connections currently in progress.
Each burst on the TDMA channel starts with a fixed 
preamble sequence which is read from its memory location and 
added at the begining of the burst before being modulated.
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An energy dispersal sub-system also interfaces to the 
transmit controller prior to modulation. A pseudo-random 
sequence is modulo-2 added to the input data sequence to
ensure the transparency of the transmitted data over the
satellite link. A replica random sequence at the receiver 
is used after demodulation to restore the data to its
original input sequence.
The transmit controller has an uplink FIFO memory 
prior to the modulator which acts as a data buffer where the 
uplink bursts are arranged and organised. This buffer
represents an interface between the asynchronous control 
functions associated with the encoding delay and the frame 
and burst management and the synchronous precisely timed 
high speed TDMA channel.
8.4.3 Receive Control:
The receive controller performs the complementry 
functions to the transmit controller. It interfaces to the 
demodulator, decoder, descrambler and possibly decryptor. 
Its downlink FIFO also acts as an interface between the 
synchronous TDMA and asynchronous data tarffic asynchronous 
rates.
The receive controller passes the received and decoded 
reservation messages in the RSF or allocation table(AT) from 
the master control station to the common controller in order 
that the allocation and time plans for the uplink frame is 
established.
It is the responsibility of the receive controller to
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perform UW detection in the reference burst for
synchronisation and timing purposes and in the data and
reservation bursts so that the start of the data slot is
«
correctly identified. A UW detector uses a window detection 
process which is enabled when a UW is expected.
An error rate detector associated with the receive 
controller is important for the operation of the adaptive 
FEC coding/transmission rates scheme to reduce the effects 
of fading as described in Chapter Seven. This error 
detector can be based on monitoring either the FEC error 
syndrome or UW error count. The former requires the 
normalisation of the error count since the transmission 
rate, and hence the number of symbols/slot, vary. Both 
methods require a long integration time before a measure of 
the channel error rate is declared. This time may be 
reduced if the error count is coupled with a measure of the 
received signal power level at the demodulator to detect any 
attenuation.
8.5 The Interface Laver:
The traffic sources feeding a business earth station 
provide the multi-service nature characterising business 
networks. These terminals can either be connected directly 
via terrestrial lines to a TIM or via a LAN highway which 
serves a number of nodes each having one or more terminals.
Speech is seen as a special type of traffic, and later 
we discuss the possibility of connecting speech circuits 
directly to the earth station whilst other data traffic is
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carried via a LAN. Thus an interface is required to serve 
both a LAN and dedicated speech circuits.
8.5.1 Terrestrial Interface Module (TIM):
The traffic arrives at the earth station via dedicated 
lines probably from a PABX. Each line has an associated 
buffer where traffic may be temporarily stored. A 
multiplex/demultiplex acts as a data assembly/distribution 
sub-system to extract the traffic from the data buffers on 
the transmit side and loads the traffic into the appropriate 
data buffer on the receive side. The transfer of data 
between the data assembly/distribution sub-system and the 
TDMA transmit and receive controllers is carried out by 
direct memory access(DMA) in order to match the TDMA 
transmission rate. This transfer of high bit rate (8Mbit/s) 
can be carried out in each direction by employing a 
dedicated I/O processor for each of the transmit and receive 
controllers. Such a processor (e.g. Intel 8089) is capable 
of transfering up to 1.25Mbyte/s of data[7][8].
8.5.2 Local Area Network Bridge:
The data transmission in a LAN differs from that in a 
satellite network by its short data packets, short 
transmission delays and the addressing schemes. The 
transmission rates on each network can also differ. In 
order to interconnect a LAN to a satellite network, a bridge 
is required. This bridge is seen by the LAN as a node on 
its data highway whilst from the satellite network side it 
is seen as an interface to the LAN.
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The design of the bridge can result in a transparent 
end-to-end connection where the user is unaware of being 
connected via a satellite link except may be for the long 
response time due to the satellite delay[12][13].
The functions of the LAN bridge are:
(1) to terminate the low level protocols on each 
network.
(2) to connect the networks via a transparent 
mechanism.
(3) to provide for address translation at both sides.
The first function considers the different protocol
levels and decides where they should be terminated, whether 
at the satellite controller, the bridge or the end terminal. 
This deals with flow control, congestion control, error 
control and routing problems.
The LAN interface must be capable of transfering the 
data blocks to other nodes connected to the LAN. It also 
receives data from these nodes destined for transmission 
over the satellite link to other nodes on other LANs. To 
maintain proper operation of the network the LAN interface 
communicates with the transmit and receive processors of the 
TDMA controller regarding the success and failure of data 
transfers.
Similar to the TIM, the bridge is connected to a data 
assembly/distribution sub-system which stores the transmit 
and receive traffic and pass it between the bridge and the 
transmit and receive controllers. DMA is used between the 
these controllers and the data assembly/distribution
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susb-system.
Speech and other circuit switched traffic may be 
handled between the satellite network and the local network 
either via the LAN or directly through a local circuit 
switched network which exists with the LAN that serves the 
data traffic only. In the latter case a circuit handler is 
required with the bridge interface unit in order to accept 
and pass circuit switched data slots between the appropriate 
port in the circuit switched network and the satellite 
transmit and receive controllers.
This circuit handler is an I/O processor which is 
capable of reading and writing the circuit switched data 
slots from and into a shared buffer with the bridge’s 
packetised data traffic.
Signalling between the end-to-end circuit switched 
terminals (e.g. PABX) is also transfered by the circuit 
handler in a similar way to the traffic.
8.6 Local Area Data Networks:
Local Area Networks(LAN) are developed to provide 
efficient means of communications between computers, 
intelligent terminals and work-statlons within a factory, a 
block of copmany offices, university campuses and other 
business institutions[14]. These networks have certain 
characteristics which make them different from circuit 
switched networks, namely :
(a) they provide guranteed access with buffering.
(b) there is no requirement for call set-up/clear time.
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(c) they have variable throughput and delay.
Data applications best suited to these networks are 
those which accept delays at the expense of high throughput.
On the other hand, speech traffic in general requires 
high throughput and low delay which are difficult to attain 
simultaneously in such networks. Hence speech traffic has 
always been associated with circuit switched networks. The 
characteristics of these networks which make them suitable 
for speech are:
(1) access with a certain designed blocking probability.
The grade of service depends on the network type whether
public, private or military.
(2) call set-up/clear time which is in general very much 
less than the call duration.
(3) fixed throughput and delay during the call period.
The LAN provides connection among its customers
regardless of the load being placed on it. However the
characteristics of the network varies with the overall 
traffic load. When the traffic load increases, messages 
tend to be delivered less frequently and with increased 
delay. This may sometimes exceed the limits of 
acceptability by the end user at certain overload 
conditions.
The interest in transmitting packetised speech 
together with data applications in LANs stems from the
expected gain in such networks of a guaranteed connection 
independant of the total traffic in the network[15 - 173*
Therefore the study of the effects of variable delay
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and throughput on packetised speech has to be considered and 
evaluated subjectively.
8.7 Characteristics of Digital Speech Streams:
Real time conversational speech experiences an 
activity ratio of about (0.4). This is a result of the long 
silent periods between talkspurts. The talker is either 
pausing to think or waiting for the other party in a 
connection to finish talking. This on-off characteristic of 
speech has been investigated and taken advantage of by 
interpolating speech talkspurts from other sources on a 
single circuit for transmission. Systems like TASI and DSI 
are examples of these applications!! 18] [ 191.
Digital speech can therefore be considered as a 
variable rate bit stream rather than a service requiring a 
constant data rate equal to its peak rate.
The redundancy in speech signals allows it to absorb 
transmission errors and speech sample loss to certain limits 
before their effects become noticeable. This is not the 
case with other sorts of data traffic which require much 
lower error rates in transmission. Error control is 
therefore important for data traffic.
The control of errors in speech depends on many 
factors:
(a) the required quality of service which is different 
for different applications in military, private and public 
networks.
(b) susceptability of speech encoding and processing
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techniques to errors[20].
(c) susceptability of network protocols to errors. This 
refers to the effects on the bit integrity, frame timing, 
packet, addressing and control information.
(d) the nature of the degradation which causes the 
errors and whether it is transient or steady, the frequency 
and duration of its occurance.
Properly designed channels which support speech 
traffic at an error rate of about 10E-4 do not require the 
use of error control techniques. However the packet headers 
which carry control and addressing information may need to 
be protected in order to increase its level of robustness to 
transmission errors.
Another degradation that may affect the speech signal 
is speech loss[21]. This, refers to the clipping of 
talkspurts at the front-end or in the middle which is caused 
by a variety of speech detecton systems. Examples of such 
systems are echo suppressors, voice activators, speech 
interpolators and speaker phones. These systems are in 
general designed to operate almost impairment free.
Speech interpolators operate by detecting active 
speech and utilising the silent periods in a conversation to 
send other speech samples or data packets. Speech loss, 
known here as freeze-out, is the main impairment associated 
with speech interpolation. Several techniques have been 
used to mitigate its effect. An example of such techniques 
is variable quality coding[22][231. In this technique a 
lower coding rate is used at transient overload conditions
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e.g. using 7bit/sample instead of 8.
Another technique used is to discard and dump speech 
samples to relieve overload situations and allow speech 
talkspurts to meet their constraint delay requirements. If 
the durations of the individual clips are short enough 
( ^100ms), then discarding about 10% of the speech samples 
has been shown to be possible and subjectively acceptable 
provided that the integrity of the speech signal is 
maintained at the receiver and no frame loss occurs.
8.8 The Delay Impairment:
The delay impairment can be subjectively noticeable 
and objectionable to the end-users since it requires them to 
change their conversational behavior patterns[24].
There are two kinds of delay:
(1) fixed : this is experienced in circuit switched 
links and is mainly due to propagation delay. The CCITT has 
recommended that the maximum tolerable end-to-end delay 
be ^400ms.
(2) variable : this is a new impairment introduced by 
the use of packet switched and LAN to send packetised 
speech.
Due to the psychological effects induced by delay, the 
end-to-end average network delay has to be minimised. Also 
the effects of variable delay between talkspurts has to be 
controlled.
It is therefore clear that not only the first moment 
(mean) of the delay needs to be controlled, but also its
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second moment (variance) as well.
8.8.1 Delay in a Ring Network:
A packet traversing a ring LAN experiences a delay on 
its route from source to its final destination. The delay 
depends on a number of parameters:
(1) the packet length: this has to be a short maximum 
in order to minimise the delay whilst maximising the 
transmission efficiency. The packet length includes the 
associated overhead which is a function of the network 
protocol.
(2) the digitisation rate of speech: lower bit rates 
achieve better delay performance for the same channel 
capacity or more average number of speech channels on the 
link.
(3) the channel capacity: higher channel capacities 
give better delay performance and/or more average number of 
speech channels.
(4) the number of hops between source and destination 
nodes.
The minimum network transit delay time may be 
expressed as:
n-1
Tmin = £ (L/Ci+ Pi+ Si+ R[i+1]) (8.1)
i=1
where:
n = number of nodes through which the message passes
L = packet length in bits including the overhead
Ci = communication channel capacity in bit/s
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Pi = propagation time between nodes (i) and (i+1)
Si,Ri = transmission and reception processing times at 
node(i) respectively.
The actual total transit time experienced by a message 
is usually greater than (Tmin). This is due to the waiting 
time at the nodes in the presence of other traffic and the 
time required to transfer the message between the network 
ports and the source and destination end users.
However, to minimise this delay certain techniques 
must be used. Packetized virtual circuits can be set up for 
a substantially fixed, call oriented routing scheme. 
Shorter packets can be used to minimise the packet assembly 
delay, although this implies inefficient resource 
utilization since the header becomes relatively larger. 
Shorter abbreviated headers may be used and when setting up 
the call certain control and addressing information may need 
to be stored at the transit nodes so that the packets to 
follow can cut-through[25].
Node to node error control can be dispensed with in 
the case of speech traffic using this type of packet 
transmission.
In this way packets can follow each other through the 
network and the minimum time to deliver (k) equal packets 
becomes:
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n-1
Tk = Tmin + (k-1) £ (L/Ci + Si) < k(Tmin) (8.2)
i = 1
since the first packet is assumed to experience a 
larger delay before setting up the virtual circuit.
8.8.2 Variable Delay;
The effects of variable end-to-end delay between 
speech packets can become more dominant if speech packets 
are handled in the same way as data packets in a ring 
network. The level at which the effect of these variable 
delays becomes perceptible and objectionable subjectively, 
has to be defined before deciding on the suitability of LAN 
for packetized speech.
Experimentally it has been shown that shorter 
talkspurts and silence periods are more sensitive to 
variations in delay[26]. To reduce this effect the length 
of the talkspurts should be adjusted by adding hangovers to 
create longer talkspurts thus bridging the short silent gaps 
between words and syllables. This is shown in Figure(8.3).
In effect the talkspurt rate falls as longer spurts 
are produced. At the same time only the long silent periods 
are preserved. Thus the overall activity ratio of speech 
rises, which reduces the benefits of interpolation of other 
speech samples or other traffic as shown in
Figures(8.4) and (8.5). The introduction of the hangovers 
is used to reduce the effects of variable delay on speech 
and preserve its continuity.
Subjectively, average variable delays of about 200ms
-  J U J  -
Talkspurts with no hangover
Talkspurts with hangover
Figure(8.3): Talkspurts and Hangover.
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Figure(8.M):
The Effect of Hangover on the Speech Talkspurt Rate
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Figure(8.5):
The Effect of Hangover on the Speech Activity Rate.
are found to require hangovers of around 200ms to make the 
effect of these variable delays just perceptible. At the 
same time, and under such conditions, the activity ratio of 
the speech signal increases to about 0.8 since the hangovers 
occupy the shorter silent periods.
8.Q Speech and LAN Scenario:
An evaluation of the prospects of local area networks 
giving satisfactory service for both voice and data requires 
a closer study of the economics and cost compromises.
Using a higher capacity communication network would 
give a better delay performance but would result in higher 
costs. Also the extra processing capability to be built 
into the nodes would add to the overall costs. However the 
advantages of using reduced bit encoding techniques for 
speech are higher total capacity, lower average delays and 
possibly reduced overall cost per call.
When considering speech packets being transmitted 
between two local area networks via satellite then, an 
extreme case connection of two nodes has to be considered. 
The effects of variable delays must then be controlled so as 
to be within the subjectively acceptable limits mentioned 
earlier.
The introduction of long hangovers on the speech 
signal to reduce the effects of the variable delay, results 
in an increased activity ratio of speech. This in effect 
reduces the effective interpolation advantage on the 
satellite link which should otherwise be efficiently
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utilized.
If speech arrives at the station on dedicated circuits 
from the local area, its on-off characteristic can be 
detected and efficiently utilized to interpolate other 
speech samples or data from the local area. This also 
avoids the variable delay disadvantage introduced by the 
LAN. However, a certain designed blocking probability must 
be tolerated.
A reasonable network interconnection scenario, 
therefore, consists of a number of data terminals connected 
to the LAN which is interfaced to the earth station through 
the bridge sub-system. Speech circuits on dedicated lines 
are serviced by the circuit handler in the bridge.
This Chapter represents a provisional study of the 
earth station*s TDMA controller and gateway and a precursor 
to a more detailed design and implementation study.
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CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
9.1 Conclusions:
The major conclusions to be drawn from the work 
described in this thesis are:
(1) There is a great potential for establishing 
business satellite networks. This is enhanced by the 
introduction of new services associated with the 
developments towards the electronic office. However the 
nature of the traffic is multiservice with speech being the 
dominant source of traffic representing >70% of the traffic 
mix. This however could change drastically if 
videoconferencing proves to be successful.
The attractiveness of business satellite networks is 
largely dependant on providing a service to the user at low 
cost and to match his requirements in transmission rates, 
service quality and interconnectivity. In order to achieve 
a simple and low cost user earth station a R-TDMA protocol 
and a regenerative processing transponder configuration have 
been developed.
(2) The R-TDMA protocol, which has been developed 
specifically for multiservice business satellite 
communications, has been shown to be both simple and
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efficient. It has been shown to satisfy the identified 
objectives as set out in section(4.5.1). It accomodates
both circuit and packet switched traffic. Its extension to
become R-TDMA/FSC for operation via an on-board processing 
transponder offers even better performance and smaller 
delays at low throughputs.
It has been shown that a frame length of 20ms offers 
accecptable delay tolerance to all services as well as 
achieving high frame efficiencies (>90%). The performance
of the protocol has been evaluated both analytically and via 
computer simulation under different network configurations 
and operating conditions.
A simulation package was produced based upon a 
numerical Petri-net model of the system and using the CSIM 
simulation system. It was thus possible to test the 
protocol throughput/delay characteristics and the 
performance of its allocation algorithm. The protocol was 
shown to offer a stable performance under different 
operating conditions. It has been tested with variable 
numbers of stations, with balanced and unbalanced traffic 
distributions and mixed speech and data traffic. Both 
fixed-TDMA and S-Aloha RSF operating modes were also tested. 
The performance of the R-TDMA/FSC mode was tested and shown 
to offer superior delay/throughput performance when operated 
via an on-board processor.
This protocol has been considered as the major 
operating protocol for the CERS business system and is now 
being used for the development of associated on-board
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processors.
(3) An important technology that needs to be tested 
and harnessed for implementation in future generations of 
business satellites (as well as other communications 
satellites) is on-board regenerative proccessing 
transponders. This has been emphasised in our work in the 
development of the CERS payload configuration and shown to 
offer many advantages to the user and the satellite system 
operator. It offers savings on EIRP per link, enhanced 
transmission configurations and optimised link performances. 
In particular for the CERS system the ideas of adaptive 
transmission and coding rates have been proposed.
On-board processing is closely associated with SS-TDMA 
and multi-beam coverages whilst the use of adaptive 
transmission and FEC rates reduces the fade margins required 
for operation in the 20/30GHz bands.
The major advantage is the resultant simplicity and 
low cost of the user earth-station which would enhance the 
potential market for business satellite networks.
(4) Computer simulation has been used to evaluate the 
performance of the R-TDMA protocols. The results have been 
validated by an analytical model which has shown close 
agreement with the computer simulation. Thus simulation is 
a powerful tool in evaluating and understanding protocol 
operation and performance under different conditions. The 
CSIM-simulation system is a simple and efficient system 
offering flexibility in designing simulation experiments.
The simulation system is now operating on the Prime
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and Bleasdale computers and is planned to be implemented on 
the new VAX-11/750 for the use by members of the satellite 
and telecommunications group for project and research work.
Q.2 Future Work;
Three areas are identified as possible extensions of 
the work described in this thesis:
(1) The development of an earth-station TDMA 
controller and its associated interface to a LAN. The 
functional description of the controller has been presented 
in Chapter Eight and should have the capability of operating 
to a transparent transponder in a network with distributed 
control. Thus it will be capable of running the allocation 
algorithm to identify its own station1 s transmission slots 
as well as recognise the traffic destined to it. Once this 
is achieved then its transformation for the operation to a 
processing transponder or a centrally ground controlled 
network is much easier.
The second part of this work involves the interface to 
a LAN which requires the interaction between the satellite 
and local network protocols offering a transparent link to 
the end user.
The possibility of transmitting packetised speech 
should also be considered.
(2) The extension of the work on CERS to include the 
use of multi-beam coverages which require traffic switching 
between beams thus forming a baseband SS-TDMA. The 
associated network control and synchronisation problems also
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need to be identified.
This work would include the development of on-board 
regenerative transponders and processors that might have a 
different configurations to that identified in the CERS 
project. Work still needs to be performed on on-board 
processor architecture and implementation technology. Both 
hardware and software aspects of the implementation need 
more study before a fully reliable on-board processor 
controlled transponder can be flown.
(3) Related to the above is an area where the 
application of satellite communications can be extended to 
mobile vehicles, aircrafts, boats and ships. This is an 
advanced form of the current INMARSAT network. The use of 
regenerative transponders, on-board processors, multi-beam 
coverages and multi-channel links are considered as means of 
producing simple and cheap user terminals. The
configuration of the network, satellite payload and access 
protocols need to be identified and developed taking into 
consideration the traffic nature and service quality.
In all of the above areas of research work it is 
advantageous to make use of computer simulation in order to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed protocols and 
systems.
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The paper discusses the nature and mix of traffic in business 
satellite systems and describes the limitations on the proto­
col imposed by the differing impairments of speech, video and 
data. A simple TIMA system protocol is presented which meets 
the requirements of mixed-service operation. Hie efficiency 
.of the protocol together with implications for allocation, 
scheduling and synchronisation are discussed. Future gener­
ation satellites will probably use on-board processing. We 
present some initial work on protocols that make use of on­
board processing and the implications for satellite and 
earth-station equipment.
SPECIALISED SERVICES TRAFFIC PREDICTIONS AND USER REQUIREMENTS
Introduction
• f
iness satellite networks are now emerging in the U.S. and Europe which provide 
users with an available integrated telecommunications network.
emergence of business satellite networks can be attributed to:
the demand and development of new specialised services together with an 
rease in demand for conventional ones: electronic mail, facsimile, teletex,
wdata, teleprinting and video conferencing, have all been developed. Speech 
still an important means for the exchange of information and this is expected 
be the case for many years in the future. —
*) satellite communication techniques have proved to be an effective means’ in 
ering wide-band transmission capacity, flexible interconnectivity and adapta- 
ity to carry mixed and variable services. Added to this is the rapidity with 
'ch a satellite network may be implemented or expanded.
European specialised services market
specialised services market and traffic growth in Europe has been presented 
references [1-2], from which we can estimate the exact mix of services and 
estigate its implications on the satellite protocol design.
the following subsections we briefly present results of our studies [3]:
Subscriber categorisation
e major subscriber groups have been defined depending on their potential 
’ice requirements. These groups are:
up 1: Large national and multi-national companies, banks, governmental
departments and service authorities.
up L\ rat-UUt ICO , GU1U UbtfAgii
up 3: Universities and research institutions
up 4: Newspapers and newsagencies
up 5: Small companies, branches of larger companies, libraries
Group
Scenario^.
1 2 3 4 5
Optimistic 4.506 2.266 0.234 0.346 0.250
Neutral 2.362 2.202 0.202 0.282 0.186
Pessimistic 2.329 2.170 0.170 0.250 0.154
ble 1: User Stations1 Traffic Estimates at the Peak Hour in 1990 in Mbit/s
is' clear from Table (1) that 2Mbit/s modems would suit all but the large users 
group 1 (in the optimistic scenario). It is estimated that the number of user 
ations of group 1 constitutes about 38$ of the total number of stations.
ii) Traffic Mix and Variations
e design of the satellite multiple access protocols must be tailored to suit 
he traffic characteristics. However, in a business network an integrated mix of 
ervices with different data rates, delay tolerance requirements, interconnectivity 
eeds and transmission quality limits are to be served. It is therefore important 
o find the percentage mix of such services.
ur findings [1-3] show that, although new services growth will be evident in the 
oming years, speech communications would still dominate the traffic mix during 
ie peak hour in 1990 (Table 2). Videoconferencing traffic if considered, will 
vershadow all other services [2]. Separate protocols controlling the video 
iannels are therefore envisaged.
Service Data Rate Kbit/s % age mix
Data communications 48-64 17.2
Facsimile, electronic mail 4.8-9.6 3.0
Teleprinting, file transfers 128-512-1024 6.7
Speech 32 73.1
Table 2: Traffic mix at the Peak Hour in 1990
ii) Nuniber of Small Business Stations
factor which affects the satellite protocol design is the number of user 
ations in a network. Our forecasts [3] estimate the total number of small 
siness stations (of 3-4.5m antenna diameters) in Western Europe by the early 
's to be around 1300. A business network may therefore be serving 50-100 
ations through a single transponder.
MIXED-SERVICE CONSTRAINTS ON PROTOCOLS
1 Packetised Speech and Delay Effects
e widespread development and applications of Local Area Networks (LAN) for 
mmunications between intelligent terminals in a small area has proved to be 
onomical and technically feasible. A variety of data terminals of different 
plications may be connected by such LAN1 s. Access to the LAN highway is 
ovided via buffering at each node. Therefore variable throughput and delay may 
experienced by a data packet from source to destination node.
the other hand, speech traffic has always been associated with circuit-switched 
tworks. This is because speech is highly susceptible to the effects of delay 
d can only tolerate small delays. In fact the CCITT has recommended that the 
:inium delay experienced by speech samples be <400 ms inclusive of the 
opagation delay.
e addition of long hangovers to create longer talkspurts and to bridge the short 
lence gaps between words and syllables has been suggested as a technique to 
duce the subjective effects of variable delays on speech packets [4]. But the 
e of hangovers results in an increase of the activity ratio of speech (e.g. from 
4 to 0.8 for hangovers of 200 ms long). This reduces the advantage gained if 
gital speech interpolation (DSI) is to be used to increase the utlisation 
ficiency of the satellite channels.
eech is therefore best served by dedicated circuits, assigned on-demand, allow- 
g an advantage to be gained of its low activity ratios by employing DSI 
chniques. Another option to improve the channel utilisation is by reducing the 
eech coding rates to 16 Kbit/s or even lower.
her data services have a variety of transmission data rates and can be served 
ther by circuit or packet switched modes. However, some applications are delay- 
nsitive (e.g. interactive computing) while others are less sensitive to delays 
.g. file transfers).
2 Protocol Objectives
) Cater for a wide range of data rates (from 4.8 Kbit/s - 2.048 Mbit/s) for the 
lti-services. Some services are better served if operated on a circuit basis 
ilst others may be best operated in a packet-switched mode.
) Recognise the varying intolerance to delay.
) Provide interconnectivity on a point-to-point or point-to-multipoint basis.
) Offer different transmission quality requirements according to the type of 
rvice. The expected bit-error-rate ranges between 10”4 (for speech) to 10~10 
or file transfers). Different coding rates may thus be used.
) Allow a large number of user earth-stations to be served and adopt a fair 
ans of allocating channel resources.
) Provide for higher utilisation of the satellite capacity by adaptive demand
signment.
) Be simple and easy to implement. This reduces the cost of the station 
uipment together with its operation and control costs.
order to implement such protocols the control of the decision making on alloca- 
ons and scheduling may either be on a distributed basis or by a central 
ntroller located at one station.
a distributed control scheme a minimum delay of one satellite hop (=*270 ms) is 
>erienced by a reservation before being heard and accepted by all other stations 
the network. In a centrally controlled network a minimum of two hops is 
[uired.
e protocol suggested below is based on a distributed control mode in order to 
duce the delay suffered by data packets. The reservation and allocation 
gorithms are therefore simple and easy to implement at each station.
A MIXED SERVICES Tim PROTOCOL
will first consider a protocol for use in a transparent transponder configura- 
on of the type currently used. This does not assume the use of advanced satel- 
te technologies which are addressed in the next section.
1 Reservation - TDMA
wide range of multiple access protocols have been suggested and their perform- 
ces outlined (e.g. [5-6]). Some have been designed mainly for networks serving 
gh traffic stations with the main traffic source being speech (e.g. INTELSAT- 
MA, TELESAT-TDMA). Many other protocols were designed for computer and data 
tworks (e.g. Aloha, Slotted-Aloha, Reservation-Aloha experimented in STELLA, 
TNET, etc.). The latter are much simpler but suffer from lower efficiencies 
d unstable operation under heavy load.
e protocol suggested is an Explicit-Reservation-TDMA which has the ability to 
spond to varying traffic demands.
TDMA, the channel is organised in time frames each of ’F1 seconds. The frame 
e is divided into a Reservation Sub-Frame (RSF) and an Information Sub-Frame 
SF).
Superframe (320ms)
Frame (20ms)
CISF)
Reservation Sub-Frame (RSF) time = gFsec. 0
Information Sub-Frame (ISF) time = (l-g)Fsec.
Figure (1) TDMA Frame and Superframe Structures
2 Frame Length
message accessing the satellite channel experiences different delay components: 
eueing, propagation and frame latency which is introduced whilst waiting to make 
reservation or scheduling a message for transmission.
e effect of the total frame time adds, on average, half of its total time to the 
ssage delay. To minimise these delays shorter frames may be used which also 
suits in reduced buffering requirements at the stations.
general, for Poisson distributed message arrivals of constant length at each 
ation, the average message delay ,DI 'may be expressed as:
D = F/2 + Q + P + x
ere:
F = frame time
Q = Queueing delay
P = Propagation delay
T = Packet burst time
20ms frame time has been chosen since it satisfies the maximum tolerable delay 
nit for speech. It also ensures that low speed data inputs of the X50 frame are 
rried in exact multiples of 8bit-bytes. 20ms is also a multiple of the standard 
\ frame and hence the number of bits in each frame will be a multiple of 8bit- 
:es.
superframe of 16 frames (320ms > propagation delay) is chosen in order to 
ganise reservation and frame management messages. This means that, depending 
the station location, a window of 2-4 frames is allowed for the station 
ocessor to act on a message after receipt.
3 Reservation Sub-Frame (RSF)
cess to the RSF can be achieved in either an Aloha, slotted-Aloha or Fixed-TDMA 
de.
e Aloha and slotted Aloha modes are best suited if the network station activity 
low and thus the probability of collision of reservation packets is also low. 
wever, when loaded more, their performance deteriorates and the further increase 
channel load caused by retransmissions leads to lower throughput and longer 
lays. This instability in the RSF effects the utilisation of channel resources 
the ISF.
e performance of slotted-Aloha may be controlled so that the channel always 
erates at optimal conditions. These control procedures implemented by each 
ation are required to monitor the channel status continuously and adjust the 
annel parameters according to observations.
ning for simplicity and fairness, a fixed-TDMA RSF is suggested where each 
ation is peimanently allocated a reservation slot for the transmission of 
servation requests and control information.
wever, one problem with such an arrangement is the reduction in the maximum 
.ievable channel throughput (1-g) with increase in the number of stations N. • 
is is not, however, a severe problem if the channel is properly designed and the 
ard times reduced to a minimum. Precise timing of burst transmission is 
erefore important.
.4 Throughput and Frame Efficiency Performance
ssume that the frame-time is slotted into 'k1 equal data slots, then:
RSF occupies !Rf data slots = gk 
f each data' slot is capable of accommodating ,vl reservation slots, then: 
N = vR = vgk 
id hence:
g = N/vk 
owever, note that:
k
here:
C
L
B
G
= FC/CL+B+G)
Channel data rate in bit/s
Number of information bits in a data slot
Number of bits in a preamble
Guard time expressed in equivalent number of bits.
(2)
(3)
*(4)
(5)
nd if the number of bits in a reservation slot = (M+B+G)
here M = number of bits required for signalling requests
The number of reservation slots = N = RCL+B+G)/(M+B+G)'
= gFC/(M+B+G)
g = N (M+B+G) /FC
gk(L+B+G)/(M+B+G) 
(6)
he information slot length 'L1 is chosen to be of 2048 bits, which is a multiple 
of 8bit-bytes, to ensure a minimum data rate of 4.8Kbit/s (with 3/4 rate encoding) 
Whilst achieving a- higher frame efficiency.
The preamble consists of carrier recovery bits (4 bytes), bit timing recovery 
(8 bytes) and a unique word (2 bytes).
A signalling field of 128 bits in the reservation slot provides a signalling rate 
of 3.2Kbit/s (with 1/2 rate encoding) for each station.
CR BTR UW
(a) Data Slof
CR BTR UW M
(b) Reservation S lot
G = Guard Time
CR = Carrier R e co ve ry  bits (32)
BTR = Bit Timing Recovery bits (64) 
UW = Unique Word bits (16)
L = Info mat ion Field (2048)
M = Signalling Field (128)
Figure (2) Data and Reservation Slots Fields
le most critical factor in deciding the maximum achievable throughput (1-g) and 
le overall frame efficiency is the guard time allowed to ensure non-overlapping 
f station bursts.
wo examples are given below to show this effect. Figure 3.gives the performance 
f: (a) a 24Mbit/s channel with 100 stations and (b) an 8Mbit/s channel shared
y 8 stations.
(a )  (b )
Guard
Time
(p S )
15-
10-
5-
1
I  Max.0/P Throughput ( 1 - g )
•  Frame Efficiency
(a )  2 4 M bits/s channel 
i (b ) 8M  b its /s  channel
0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 1-0 -Throughput
20 40 60 80 100 -  Frame Efficiency
Figure (3) Guard Time Effect on Channel Throughput and Frame Efficiency
t can be seen that with a guard time of 1ms frame efficiences of about 90% can be 
chieved, which is comparable with other TDMA. systems.
1ms guard time is also readily achievable with simple closed loop synchronisa- 
ion procedures.
.5 Reservation Protocols
Lch station forms a queue of its own locally arriving messages. An explicit 
eservation message is then sent by the station in its preallocated reservation 
lot requesting a number of data slots, sufficient to allow it to transmit its 
ueued messages.
nfonnation regarding the destination, type of message, coding rate and other 
ontrol information may be relayed:
a) together with the reservation request allowing the receiving station to 
pect the messages destined to it later. In this way each station will know 
eforehand what to expect, or
b) only the number of requested data slots or circuit bit rate are sent in the 
eservation slot. Control bytes indicating the destination, type of message and 
oding rate precede the information bits in a data slot (in the ISF). In this 
ay each station must check all data slots and only accept those addressed to it
id hence verify the other control information regarding the accepted received 
essage.
encryption facility may be required by the users for security and privacy 
sons. Information regarding the encryption keys may also form part of the 
trol information of any data packet [7].
every frame, when the reservations are received* an allocation algorithm runs 
lltaneously at all stations to calculate the number of data slots to be 
ited to each requesting station.
satisfy the delay requirements of some delay-critical services and at the same 
e to improve the utilisation of the channel resources, the TDMA can be operated 
both a packet and circuit switched mode.
Packet mode
n a data packet (or a number of packets) is queued, an explicit reservation 
sent requesting one (or more) data slots. The number of data slots requested 
a single reservation message may not all be granted depending on the overall 
mel loading.
dees that may operate in this mode are computer and interactive data traffic, 
the case of a heavily loaded channel, services like facsimile and electronic 
1 may be transmitted in this mode.
) Circuit mode
y one explicit reservation request is sent to set up the circuit. Depending 
the. service data rate, then the equivalent number of data slots in a super- 
le are reserved. The slots are automatically and continuously reserved as 
g as the circuit is required, without the need to repeat making a reservation 
every frame. A minimum end-to-end delay of only one satellite hop is thus 
ieved. At the end of the circuit connection another explicit termination 
sage is sent to release the data slots.
rices that are best suited to this mode of operation are:
Speech
File transfers and high speed facsimile 
High priority and leased circuits 
Synchronous low data traffic
le 3 gives the available bit rates in this single channel per burst TDMA. The 
ber of data slots in a superframe determines the bit rate.
Data slots/ 
super frame
Bit Rate 
Kbit/s Comments.
1 6.4 or 4.8 with 4/3 coding
2 12.8 or 9.6 with 4/3 coding
5 32.0 for speech
10 64 for speech
320 2048 for videoconferencing
Table 3: Data Bit Rates
.6 Allocation and Scheduling Algorithm
n this section an allocation algorithm is presented which may be run simultan- 
ously at each station thus allowing distributed control.
le allocation decisions are handled in a fair way by limiting the number of 
lots allocated to each station every frame. This limitation depends on the 
umber of stations requiring service and the number of slots to be allocated to 
hem every frame.
eservations in every frame are treated separately with a limited amount of 
spill over1 from one frame to the next being allowed. Each frame’s reservations 
re executed 16 frames after it was first transmitted.
-*•
Reservation 
Racket /
Data
Packet
Reservation Informationallocation and 
scheduling
queuing
Figure (4) Reservation and Transmission in a Superframe Structure
ote that:
i) each station has to continuously monitor the channel utilisation and notes
he times at which data messages are scheduled in the channel and relates them to 
eir previously heard reservations.
ii) the number of active stations in frame ’i1 is ’Ni*, which is the number of
tations that have placed a reservation in that frame or have a remaining reser-
ation request from the previous frame.
iii) the number of available data slots in frame 'i1 which can be allocated to 
ompeting stations in a packet switched mode is 'Qi1 where:
Qi = k - CSi (7)
d k = total number of data slots in each frame
Cs^  = number of data slots in frame !i' reserved for circuits.
sume that in frame !i', Ni stations have requested different numbers of data 
lots for transmission in frame (i+16).
f station ’J’ has put up a request for ’ data slots, then the total number
f data slots requested from all active stations in this frame is:
Ni
T4 = I CXy) (8)
J=1
k slots
Cs: Q :
Figure (5) Data Slots in Frame i
Ti Qi, then each station is granted all its requested slots and station 
rsts are scheduled according to their ordering in the RSF.
Ti > 9i* t*ien t^ie avera£e number of slots that can be allocated to each 
ation is calculated i.e. Qi/Ni = [A], where [A] indicates an integer value.
w if A<1, then each station is allocated one slot at a time in frame (i+16) and 
ose to follow in a round robin fashion. The value of TA* is checked each time 
til A^ l.
ence for those stations in which
a) Xjj < A - requests are granted in full and are allocated the number of data 
lots originally requested.
b) X^ j > A - requests are granted in part and are allocated ’A1 data slots for 
he moment.
onsider now the total number of granted requests so far to be 'At1, then: 
ie remaining unallocated slots = 1 = - A^ (9)
et:
Ti - Qi = V
ien the unscheduled requests = - A^ = Z + V
y adding (9) and (10).
(10)
(11)
Figure (6) Slots Allocation
Assuming that the excess (Z+V) unscheduled requests belong to only *Ngf stations 
(<Ni). Two cases to consider here:
either (1): Ng<Z, then each station is allocated at least an extra data slot
or more in a round robin (for Ng stations only) unitl Z is zero. Unscheduled 
requests of any station in frame ’if are then added to its new received reservation 
request in the next frame, i.e. (i+1).
(2): Ng>Z, then only the higher order stations are each allocated an’extra
a slot Before Z is zero.
nining ungranted requests are then added to the new reservations of each 
tion in frame (i+1).
it can be seen this algorithm is both simple and fair, and since it considers 
1 frame separately then it easily accommodates the variable and frequently ' 
iging number of active stations. It also allows the boundary between circuit 
packet reserved slots to vary according to the demand in either mode.
implementing this algorithm each-station must be synchronised before it can 
ticipate actively in the reservation, allocation and scheduling procedures.
tation joining the network initially has to listen and monitor the channel 
tus for at least two superframes. In the first superframe it can note other 
tions1 reservations, whilst in the second one it monitors the execution of 
se reservations. New reservations are also monitored in the second superframe 
are continuously monitored thereafter.
n the station has collected enough information about the channel utilisation 
other station activities, it can then perform allocation decisions and 
edule reservations without itself being able to send any reservation in the 
annel. It monitors the feed-back for consistent allocation decisions and 
eduling. If these are correct then the station may be considered fully 
chronised. It is then allowed to participate in requesting and reserving data 
ots.
ce a station discovers an error in its allocation and scheduling decisions, it 
en refrains from transmitting in the channel and rolls back to acquire synchron- 
ation again.
PROTOCOLS FOR FUTURE BUSINESS SATELLITE SYSTEMS
e previous discussion was concerned with a business satellite network operating 
TDMA through a transparent transponder which has no intelligence, timing 
ference, switching or regeneration capabilities. Advances in technology 
gether with the increased traffic demand in the next decade is envisaged to 
lance the deployment of more advanced and complex satellites in order to allow 
e use of simpler and hence cheaper earth stations. We investigate in the 
llowing the use of several advanced techniques and comment on possible 
otocols.
•1 Regenerative Transponder
conventional amplifying satellite transponders, the noise contributions in the 
link and downlink are added according to the following expression:
C y N 0) j = ( y N o) J in ratio terns
ere: E^  = energy per bit, Nq = noise density
d the subscripts U, D and T denote the uplink, downlink and total respectively.)
o maintain a certain required error rate performance, then:
V o 1! = B + Mo <12>
here: B = theoretical ( y N Q) for the given BER
M0 = operating margin which takes account of modem imperfection, fade and
rain attenuations.
ormally the uplink (E^ /Nq) is made high enough to compensate for the restricted 
erformance in the downlink (Eb/N0). If both up and downlink (Eb/No) are made 
qual then each must be at least 3dB greater than- (B+Mq) to achieve the required
4/No)T-
n a regenerative transponder each link can be optimised separately since the 
oise contributions do not add. Hence different modulation and coding formats may 
e used in each link.
tie-performance requirements are then:
(W u  = Bu + Mu* (W d = ^  +MD (13)
here Mu and Mp are the operating margins on each link separately.
It is therefore possible to relax the EIRP and G/T requirements on each link, 
his leads to smaller, simpler and hence cheaper stations.
HPA
Buffer
Encoder
Decoder
Demod-
M o d-
ulator
Micro­
proces­
sor
Figure (7) A Block Diagram of a Regenerative Processing Transponder
4.2 Transponder Bandwidth and Power
It has been shown earlier that a business user station would generate 100-400Kbit/s 
during the peak hour. Private networks for intra-company communications would 
therefore require satellite capacities of 2-10 Mbit/s (for 10-40 stations).
In the first generation business satellite systems, the stations share a'wideband 
transponder either in high burst TDMA. of 20-60 Mbit/s (e.g. SBS, Telecom 1) or in 
FDMA (e.g. ECS specialised services package).
Single carrier per transponder TDMA. is more efficient in the utilisation of trans­
ponder resources than FDMA. Hence to operate a business network at 2-10 Mbit/s 
with single carrier per transponder TDMA., both the transponder power and bandwidth 
may be reduced.
Reducing the transponder power can allow the use of solid state transmitters on­
board which has the following advantages over TWT tubes: lower power consumption, 
lower weight, higher reliability, longer life time, lower cost.
Reducing the transponder bandwidth (say to 5MHz) would require a multiplexer to 
combine the outputs of all transponders and pass them to the diplexer.
With such a transponder the earth stations HPA output power would be reduced
ossibly allowing the use of solid state transmitters as well) together with the 
T requirements. This would further reduce the cost of the earth-station.
3 On-Board Processor
satellite transponder with an on-board processor would allow many advanced 
mmunications techniques to be implemented. These include the control of 
generation, signal processing and protocol execution.
ay functions, in a regenerative repeater may be controlled by the on-board 
ocessor for the optimisation of the up and downlinks separately. This includes:
) Demodulation/remodulation of the uplink signal before being transmitted back 
the downlink. The modulation format can hence be different in each link 
.g. coherent, differential etc.) and the modulation levels may also be changed 
pending on the fade depths in each link (e.g. 2$, 4$, etc.). This is possible 
cause the up and downlinks are now uncoupled and the whole link is not 
ansparent.
*i) Decoding/Encoding of the received signal to reduce the effect of transmission 
rors. It is also possible to use different coding rates in each link. The 
ding rate used in each data block will have to be indicated in the header of 
e transmitted burst. Many other advantages may be gained by using the on- 
ard processor to perform some signal processing operations, reformatting, 
ffering and protocol implementation.
) TDMA/CW-TDM \  .
eformatting the uplink TIMA, bursts into one continuous TIM carrier in the down- 
ink. This is achieved by extracting the clock recovery bits and retiming of the 
MA bursts by the on-board clock. The downlink is then rearranged and transmit- 
ed in a continuous mode. This simplifies the earth station*s receiver which 
ould be continuously synchronised and maintaining the clock and phase coherence 
f the received signal. Thus the need for signal reacquisition by the demodulator 
or each burst is eliminated and a simpler modem is envisaged.
e on-board buffer requirements for such an implementation are not excessive, 
or example, in a lOMbit/s TIMA system of 20ms frame period the buffer requirement 
s estimated to be about 28 kbytes.
b) An On-Board Network Central Controller
e on-board processor may be assigned to perform the functions usually dedicated 
o a master control station (e.g. the transmission of a reference burst for 
ynchronisation purposes, allocation of data time slots to requesting stations 
d monitoring the overall network performance).
e allocation of data slots to requesting stations is of great interest. The 
rocessor needs to pick up the RSF, which contains the station1 s reservations, 
n the allocation algorithm, calculate each station*s share of data slots and 
en send the allocation table in the next frame.
is reduces the request/allocation and scheduling delay by at least one satellite 
op and results in an improved message delay characteristic. At the same time all 
he advantages of using a master station are maintained including the elimination 
f advanced protocol controllers at each station.
c) Full Regenerative Processing Transponder
ds is achieved when all the functions mentioned in this section are simultan-
usly performed on-boa'rd the satellite. It is clear that eventually powerful and 
omplex satellites together with simpler earth-stations are expected to dominate 
iture business satellite communications systems.
. CONCLUSIONS
e have reviewed the traffic forecasts of* future Business satellite systems in 
irope. The results show that typical traffic generated per station is 100 Kbit/s 
o around 2 Mbit/si For such low bit rate requirements, TIMA, proves expensive 
iless the protocols are simple, in which case a cheap controller can be used.
o meet the acceptable delay tolerance of services a mixed circuit and packet 
/itched mode is proposed in a new protocol to achieve cheap and simple 
ontrollers. * This is based on a Reservation-TDMA protocol using a distributed 
ontrol mode. Efficiencies of around 90% have been estimated which is as high as 
MA's in current use or under development. However, the proposed protocol has 
le advantage of being simple and cheap to implement. It may be concluded here 
lat such a simple protocol satisfies the multi-service requirements and hence 
iere is no point in looking for more complex protocols. It is more reasonable 
o consider within this protocol the use of reduced bit rate speech or DSI to 
reprove the channel utilisation.
le next step in the reduction of earth station cost and complexity is by intro- 
ucing more advanced and intelligent satellites i.e. the second generation 
usiness satellites. Such satellites are envisaged to have the capabilities of:
(i) signal regeneration and the decoupling of the up and down links to eliminate 
he addition of noise from one link into the other. This relaxes the transmitter 
id/or G/T requirements in the earth station.
(ii) an on-board processor to act as a master control station (which results in 
educing the message delays) and/or to buffer, retime and reformat the received 
pi ink bursts into a single continuous carrier (which results in a simpler earth 
tation receiver).
Such intelligent transponders allow the optimisation of each link separately and 
different modulation and coding formats may be used.
Reducing the required transmitter powers at the earth station and satellite 
transponder should allow the use of solid state devices, thereby substantially 
reducing the station cost and increasing the transponder reliability. In order 
to achieve this two techniques are envisaged, the first, which has been reviewed, 
calls for the reduction of the transponder bandwidth. Low bit rate TDMA trans­
missions of the order of 2-10 Mbit/s can be accommodated in narrow band 
transponders (of about 5 MHz bandwidth) as a single carrier per transponder TDMA.
The second technique, which is still under investigation, calls for the use of 
FDMA in the uplink whilst the downlink is received as one continuous carrier in 
'EM. This requires a regenerative processing transponder with a number of 
demodulators. Each is frequency locked to an uplink carrier. After each uplink 
signal is regenerated and retimed the processor then multiplexes these parallel 
inputs into a serial output in a TDM frame for remodulation and transmission in a 
single continuous carrier.
We envisage this technique to substantially reduce the station costs by allowing 
each station equipment and transmitter power to be tailored according to its 
traffic requirements.
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SMALL DISH BUSINESS SYSTEMS EXPERIMENTS
B. G. Evans and M. H. M. El Amin*
1. Aims of Business Systems Experiments
The main objective of the Business systems experiments on CERS is to 
demonstrate the techniques that could be employed in future generations 
of Business Satellite Systems, and to develop techniques whereby user 
earth-stations can be simplified and reduced in cost. This will be at 
the expense of a more sophisticated payload configuration. The techniques 
considered in the programme are:
(a) Regenerative transponders via which the up and down links may 
be separately optimised as the noise and interference contri­
butions do not add as in a transparent transponder. This 
results in a reduced e.i.r.p. requirement for each link.
(b) On-board processors, that act as master control station for 
protocol execution and effect overall system control. The 
processor also carries out the reformation of the downlink 
into a continuous TDM frame thus allowing a cheap CW earth- 
station demodulator to be used rather than an expensive and 
complex burst-mode device.
(c) Adaptive coding/transmission rates of 1,2,4 and 8 Mb/s together 
with 4 levels of FEC coding which allow the optimisation of 
each individual earth-station to satellite link adaptively 
according to the local propagation conditions and service
' quality requirements.
(d) Narrow band transponders matched to traffic requirements which 
in business systems is characterised by its multi-service 
nature and includes voice, data, facsimile, videoconferencing, 
etc. It is therefore important to tailor each user earth- 
station according to its requirements which may vary from a few 
Kb/s to around 8 - 1 0  Mb/s (1). Hence the choice of narrow 
band transponders operating at transmission rates of 1 - 8 Mb/s. 
Further reductions in transmission rates will also be 
experimented by employing 64 Kb/s SCPC/FDMA on the uplink
with the downlink transmitted in a continuous TDM frame after 
regeneration on-board.
All of the above techniques are aimed at achieving a cost-effective 
system by simplifying the user earth-station. It has been shown that 
such an overall system configuration results in 60 - 70% cost savings 
over a conventional satellite system (2).
♦Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, University of Surrey, 
Guildford, Surrey, U.K.
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2. Business Systems Payload and System Control
CERS is an experimental vehicle for demonstration of the above techniques and 
the J-band business systems payload (as shown in the previous paper) comprises 
the following experimental packages:
(i) Two processor-controlled regenerative transponders each of 5 MHz 
bandwidth to support transmission rates of 1,2,4 and 8 Mb/s. Each 
transponder comprises its own demodulator, decoder, processor, 
encoder and modulator. The uplink is accessed in TDMA whilst the 
downlink, after being regenerated, is reformatted and transmitted 
as a continuous wave TDM signal - Fig.(l).
(ii) Four processor-controlled regenerative transponders each supporting 
64 Kb/s which are shared with the mobile system experiments. Access 
to these transponders is achieved via SCPC/FDMA on the uplink, 
regenerated and multiplexed on-board and then transmitted as a 
CW-TDM signal on the downlink.
(iii) Two transparent transponders each of 5 MHz bandwidth.
In the regenerative transponders, adaptation of the operating transmission 
rates of 1,2,4 and 8 Mb/s allows changes in the link performance in approximately 
3 dB steps for the. transmission rates provided. The use of FEC coding rates of
7/8, 3/4, 5/8 and 1/2 results in an overall 3 - 4 dB gain in approximately 1 dB.
steps for each code rate. Thus varying both the code and transmission rates 
will provide a total range of link adaptation of around 12 dB in approximately 
1 dB steps for each code/transmission rate combination as shown in Figure (2) 
for two bit-error rate service requirements.
Each earth-station will have, at any time, a unique operating point in the 
code/transmission rate table for each specified link transmission quality.
This operating point serves as an indication of the local degraded link perform­
ance to and from that earth-station. Thus if a fade or interference occurs, the
station's operating point changes under processor-control so as to maintain the 
particular service bit-error rate requirement. This can result in a temporary 
reduction in the station's information rate prior to an increase in its channel 
allocation being granted by the on-board processor (at least 300 ms later).
In order to allow the processor sufficient time to set up the demodulator and 
decoder, each earth-station is required to send explicit information regarding 
a data packet in a header at least one frame in advance. This information 
includes the destination address, the message type and length, and the code/ 
transmission rate combination.
As the code/transmission rate combination is likely to be changed on-board, 
depending on the source/destination link conditions, information, similar to 
that on the uplink, regarding a data block in the downlink will need to be 
contained in a header prior to the transmission of the data block itself. A 
suggested arrangement is shown in Figure (1) . This allows the earth-station 
controller to select the data blocks addressed to it and to set up its demodu­
lator and decoder accordingly using inexpensive equipment.
3. Protocols for Business Systems
Market surveys have shown (1) that business traffic is a mixture of data, speech 
and video of various types with speech still the dominant component (= 70-75%). 
Due to the multi-service nature of the business network traffic, the Explicit- 
Reservation class of protocols has been chosen as it .allows a flexible sharing
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of the channel dependent on each station's varying demand whilst achieving high 
channel efficiencies (3). It is intended that various protocols in this 
generic class be tested using the CERS system. However overall framing needs to 
be defined in advance.
The TDMA channel is proposed to be organised in frames of 20 ms with a super­
frame of 320 ms. This choice of the frame length is a trade-off between 
reducing both the message delays and the station's buffering requirements whilst 
achieving a high frame efficiency. The frame time is divided into a Reservation- 
Sub-Frame (RSF) and an Information-Sub-Frame (ISF) as shown in Figure (3) . The 
former is a signalling channel where requests for capacity allocations are 
relayed to the master station. Various access methods to this sub-frame (e.g. 
FTDMA and S-Aloha) will form part of the experimentation.
The ISF is made up of fixed length data slot each of 2048 bits in order to 
achieve high frame efficiency and yield CCITT recommended bit rates in a super­
frame. Each station's burst will be made up of one or more data slots allocated 
contiguously in a frame so as to reduce the overall overheads. These overheads 
are the preamble (16 bytes) , the postamble (8 bytes) and the guard times which 
have been specified to ± 4 symbols.
The on-board processor allocates channel capacity to requesting earth-stations 
according to an allocation algorithm which accepts reservations for both packet 
and circuit allocations. In this way the protocol optimises the trade-off 
between packet switched data type services and circuit switched voice services. 
These allocations are transmitted in an Allocation Table (AT) in the downlink. 
Together with the allocations, the processor will include in the AT the number 
and location of any unallocated free slots in the ISF. These free-slots are 
available to all earth-stations for access on a S-Aloha contention basis for the 
transmission of any data packets without making prior reservation. A  proposed 
on-board processor configuration to enable this class of protocol to be m m  is 
shown in Figure (4). Processors with redundant back-up will be associated with 
each transponder.
This protocol is therefore able to adapt to the channel loading at any time.
For light traffic loads, the whole channel is available for access in S-Aloha 
resulting in minimum delays. As the channel loading increased, an optimum 
delay/throughput performance is achieved. The protocol finally reverts to a 
fully R-TDMA as the channel loading becomes high.
Computer simulations of these protocols have been carried out (2) and a sample 
of our results are shown in Figure (5) for 20 earth stations communicating with 
all data 8 Mb/s traffic. The advantages of the free-slots contention mode can
clearly be seen in the lower delays obtained. In addition it is seen that the
operation of the RSF in FTDMA gives superior delay performance to that in 
S-Aloha. Investigations of varying the number of earth-stations, the traffic
mixture (circuit/packet) and traffic unbalance has also been studied.
4. Types of Planned Experiments
Various experiments are planned in order to simulate true operational conditions 
and to demonstrate the efficiency and flexibility of the payload design and the 
system protocols. Two classes of experiments are suggested:
(1) Systems experiments: which consist of a range of activities aimed at 
optimising the utilization efficiency of systems operation. The 
advantages of regenerative processing transponders will be measured 
to justify their role in future satellite systems. The fairness and 
efficiency of the protocols described will be tested for different
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mixes of traffic and numbers of earth-stations, whilst the through­
put performance with respect to the average message delays is 
measured. The ability to adaptively optimise link performances 
through the variation of the code/transmission rate combinations 
will also be monitored as part of the system experiments.
Methods by which, and the flexibility with which business-to-mobile 
and mobile-to-business station interchange can be produced so as to 
enable fast and economic connection of a businessman to his office.
(2) User experiments: will be conducted with real traffic over the 
system being evaluated subjectively by the end user in a multi­
service operating conditions. The injected traffic should include 
different mixes of speech, facsimile, teletex, file transfers and 
videoconferencing. The delay performance and link quality are two 
of the parameters to be monitored. Such experiments can only be 
carried out in a live satellite traffic environment.
It is also expected that earth-stations architecture will form part 
of the experimentation. The production of low-cost controllers and 
either gateways to multiservice LAN's or other terrestrial inter­
faces will certainly be involved for the business user (4) .
The results of all experiments will be related to the main objective 
of the Business system package, that of simplifying and reducing the 
cost of the earth-stations.
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first generation of specialised-service 
ness satellite systems is already opera- 
al in the USA (e.g. SBS) and will soon 
me available in Europe (e.g. TELECOM 1 
ECS-SS). These systems operate in the 
usive 12/14 GHz bands and operate via 
-band transparent transponders of around 
0 MHz. The access modes used by these 
llites vary from very sophisticated high- 
rate (24-60 Mbit/s) TDMA to much less 
isticated 2 Mbit/s FDMA. The user earth- 
ions vary commensurately in complexity 
cost from TDMA to FDMA systems.
et surveys in Europe show that the 
nd for multi-service business systems 
grow steadily in the next 15-20 years, 
growth will be much accelerated if the 
owing are provided;
systems that are designed specifically 
to match user requirements in traffic 
size, throughput and connectivity (e.g. 
point-to-multipoint and multipoint-to- 
point).
simple and cheap earth-stations.
efficient utilisation of satellite 
space, time and frequency resources thus 
reducing overall systems cost.
availability of end-user terminals (e.g. 
video conferencing studio and equipment, 
high speed facsimile for remote printing 
of newspapers etc.) at reasonable cost, 
in the right time frame to meet the 
projected growth.
ble 1 we show some business traffic 
ctions for satellite services in Europe 
hree scenarios and various times in the 
s (1).
1 Total European business traffic
estimates at the peak hour in Mb/s - 
excluding videoconferencing
nario 1990 1996
Stic 165 340
1 106 188
istic 69 102
TABLE 2 Total videoconferencing traffic
predictions in Europe for 1990 in
Mbit/s
Source Pessimistic Optimistic
Ref (1) 294 3619
Ref(2) 27 166
The current use of high bit rate TDMA results, 
in user earth-station costs which are a det­
errent to widespread business use. The 
choice of FDMA for the ECS-SS system was an 
attempt to match the user-station to the 
anticipated demands. Although this does 
result in reduced earth-station costs it has 
the disadvantage of a less-efficient utili­
zation of the satellite transponder.
Experimental systems in Canada and USA have 
attempted to overcome these problems by 
employing FDMA/TDMA in the satellite trans­
ponder in blocks of 2-6 Mbit/s. These slim- 
TDMA systems (3) however still suffer from 
poor utilization of the satellite trans­
ponder due to back-off. A very efficient 
method of operation is via single burst per 
transponder TDMA but as yet this has only 
been applied to high bit rates and no 
attempt made to match to the sizes of traffic 
needed by typical business users.
Future Business Satellite Systems
Traffic forecasts clearly demonstrate that 
new techniques and/or technologies must be 
adopted if future generations of business 
satellite systems are to satisfy demands. 
Currently the exclusive business 12 GHz band 
for use in Europe provides only 250 MHz 
which will be rapidly exhausted. There are 
several options open to designers of future 
generations of business satellites:
(1) Move to allocations in higher frequency 
bands e.g. 20/30 GHz where 500 MHz of 
bandwidth is available. This would 
mean the use of new technologies which 
would mean expensive earth stations.
(2) Adopt polarisation frequency re-use in 
a wide coverage beam in the current 
bands. This would yield 500 MHz, but 
would require more expensive earth- 
stations .
conferencing traffic was specifically 
d from Table 1 and is much harder to 
st as is seen from Table 2 which shows 
dependent forecasts for this service
clear however, that on the basis of 
predictions video-conferencing alone 
overshadow all other services and 
in a rapid saturation of available 
ite resources.
(3) Adopt spacial frequency re-use as well 
as polarisation frequency re-use. This 
would increase total bandwidth greatly 
but would mean on-board switching 
between spot beams to retain connect­
ivity and expensive antennas.
(4) Provide on-board processing and regen­
eration .
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The latter option of on-board processing 
could be encorporated together with any of 
the other options to make them more effect­
ive. However taken alone it is the one 
option that enables the earth-stations to be 
simplified and made cheaper. Taken in con­
junction with traffic matching of smaller 
bandwidth satellite transponders it will 
also produce significant improvements in 
capacity and enable the 12 GHz band to meet 
demands.
The use of on-board processors will not only 
enable the functions of regeneration and 
adaptive coding to oe accomplished but will 
also allow sophisticated link control to be 
performed. Such link control may be crucial 
to the use of the 20/30 GHz bands where 
propagation conditions are much more severe. 
With on-board processors functions such as 
buffering, routing and switching between 
beams becomes much easier as it can be 
achieved at baseband rather than at r.f.
Thus on-board processing is the key technique 
to meeting the traffic demands in future 
generations of business satellite systems.
On-Board Processing Satellites
A regenerative transponder is one that is 
capable of regenerating a digital signal 
prior to transmitting it back to earth.
Figure 1 shows such a transponder where the 
signal after reception is demodulated and 
also decoded if FEC coding is being used.
The information is hence regenerated and may 
be buffered before being read into an 
encoder (if required) then modulated and 
passed to the transmitter.
Thus the up and downlinks are decoupled; 
noise and interference are not passed on 
from the up to the downlink. However, errors 
in both links do add. This results in 2-3 dB 
eirp reduction on each link when compared 
with a transparent transponder.
An on-board processor is required to control 
the activities of the transponder components 
e.g. modem and codec. It may also act as a 
master control station to execute the access 
protocols, perform channel allocations, 
monitor and control transmission and sche­
duling synchronisation and effect overall 
system control.
The up and downlinks can be individually 
optimised for each earth-station-to-satellite 
and satellite-to-earth-station link according 
to the local propagation conditions and the 
bit error rate for the service quality 
required. The modulation formats and trans­
mission rates can be varied together with 
the range of FEC coding rates employed. 
Combining variable modulation formats, trans­
mission rates and FEC coding rates an adapt­
ive link is achieved which matches each link 
condition by selecting appropriate link 
parameters.
As an example of adaptive code/transmission 
rates we might consider the adaption of 
transmission rates of 1,2,4 and 8 Mbit/s 
which will allow changes in link performance 
of approximately 3 dB steps. Then the use 
of FEC coding rates of 7/8, 3/4, 5/8 and 1/2 
results in an overall 3-4 dB gain in approx­
imately 1 dB steps for each code rate.
Thus varying both code and transmission rates 
adaptively will provide a total range of link 
adaption of around 12 dB in approximately
1 dB steps for each code/transmission rate 
combination as shown in Figure 2 for various 
classes of service. This level of adaptation 
would be adequate for propagation/interfer­
ence degredation in the 12 GHz band.
Each earth-station will have, at any time, a 
unique operating point in the code/transmis­
sion rate table for each specified link 
transmission quality. This operating point 
serves as an indication of the local degraded 
link performance to and from that earth 
station. Thus if a fade or interference 
occurs, the station's operating point changes 
under processor-control so as to maintain the 
particular service bit-error rate requirement. 
This can result in a temporary reduction in 
the station's information rate prior to an 
increase in its channel allocation being 
granted by the on-board processor (at least 
300 ms later).
The adaptation of the network links, control­
led by the on-board processor, accordingly 
achieves optimisation of transponder power 
and bandwidth. This reduces (or eliminates) 
the need for conventional techniques used in 
satellite systems which employ:
fixed and permanent fade margin
- site diversity
- up-path power control
These techniques are cost ineffective as they 
require the independent protection of all- 
links all of the time.
On-board buffering of the received data 
allows the reformation of the downlink 
whether it is in a global or spot beams 
coverage. In either case the downlink may be 
multiplexed in time-division with each desti­
nation's traffic continguously arranged to 
reduce the load on the earth-station's con­
troller. It is also advantageous to transmit 
the downlink in a continuous mode such that 
a simple inexpensive continuous mode demodu­
lator may be used at the earth-station. The 
need for carrier and bit timing reacquisition 
for each burst is eliminated as the demodu­
lator is continuously synchronised. This is 
an important step in reducing both earth- 
station cost and complexity.
With a continuous carrier being transmitted 
on the downlink, network synchronisation is 
easily achieved. The reference burst will be 
included in the reformatted TDM frame in the 
downlink and transmitted at regular intervals. 
Thus closed-loop synchronisation procedures 
under processor control are adopted. The 
acquisition is included as part of the 
operating protocol in which the station 
first attempts to transmit a short burst in 
a Reservation-Sub-Frame (see next section) 
which can either be operated in FTDMA (each 
station having a preassigned slot) or S-Aloha 
in which case collisions are expected. The 
processor then guides the station until 
synchronisation is achieved.
Protocols for On-Board Processing Transponders
In a business network the demand for channel 
capacity varies considerably depending on the 
time of day and the business of the end-user. 
The characteristics of the network are also 
different from those experienced in interna­
tional and domestic satellite networks where 
there are a few earth-stations with concen­
trated traffic. A business network is 
characterised by large numbers of low to
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ium traffic (9.6 Kbit/s-8 Mbit/s) earth- 
tions.
channel and protocol requirements must 
tisfy the following:
) the channel is tailored to support 
units of low to medium traffic.
) simple but efficient protocols that 
support the multi-service nature of 
the traffic i.e. both packet and 
circuits at different bit rates.
) demand assignment of the channel
resources according to each station's 
requirements.
th the on-board processor acting as a 
ster control station, communications 
tween an earth-station and the master 
ation experiences half the delay that 
uld be suffered in a conventional ground 
sed master station. Hence an improvement 
the message delay is achieved.
protocol based on Reservation-TDMA, which 
tisfies the above requirements, has been 
ggested in (4). This has been extended 
rther to take advantage of an on-board 
ster station.
'gure 3•shows the organisation of the 20 ms 
MA frame which comprises the following 
>-frames:
) - Reservation-sub-frame (RSF) which is a 
'gnalling channel between the network 
ations and the on-board master station. It 
rries requests for channel capacity 
llocations in the form of packet and circuit 
itched modes. The on-board master station 
ollects all the requests and runs an allo- 
ation algorithm to allocate data slots in 
he Information-sub-frame to requesting 
tations. An Allocation table (AT) will be 
ssued by the processor and broadcast in the 
ownlink.
he access to the RSF may be performed via a 
-TDMA or S-Aloha mode. Thus the number of 
eservation slots per frame vary according to 
he access mode.
b) - Information-sub-frame (ISF), which 
ccupies the remainder of the frame time, is 
ade up of fixed length data slots each of 
048 bits. This size is chosen as it yields 
high frame efficiency and CCITT recommended 
hannel rates.
he ISF may be considered as being made up of 
wo parts: Reserved and Free-Slots. The 
ormer has the higher priority and may 
xtend to occupy the whole ISF depending on 
he received requests that are being allo- 
ated time slots in a reserved mode. The 
ree-Slots are any extra unallocated data 
lots in the ISF. Their number and loca- 
ions will be broadcast in the downlink 
aking them available to all stations to ' 
ccess in a S-Aloha mode. Thus for light 
raffic, the whole channel would be made up 
f Free-Slots, and under S-Aloha this 
chieves minimum delay (s one propagation 
elay). As the traffic load increases, so 
oes the Reserved part of the ISF.
his class of protocol is both simple and 
fficient. Computer simulations have been 
arried out and Figure 4 shows clearly how 
he use of Free-Slots improves the average
delays with respect to the channel 
throughput.
An experiment to verify the on-board process­
ing techniques described above will be con­
ducted via the Communications Engineering 
Research Satellite (CERS) due for launch in 
the late 80’s. Full details of the mission 
are reported in Ref 5.
Demonstration Via CERS
CERS comprises both a business and a mobile 
systems payload. The business sytems payload 
includes the following experimental packages 
Figure 5.
(i) Two processor-controlled regenerative 
transponders each of 5 MHz bandwidth to 
support transmission rates of 1,2,4 and 8 
Mbit/s. Each transponder comprises its own 
demodulator, decoder, processor, encoder and 
modular.
(ii) Four processor-controlled regenerative 
transponders each supporting 64 Kbit/s (which- 
are shared with the mobile system experi­
ments) . Access to these transponders is 
achieved via SCPC/FDMA on the uplink, regen­
erated and multiplexed on-board and then 
transmitted as a CW-TDM signal on the down­
link.
(iii) Two transparent transponders each of 
5 MHz bandwidth.
The design of the payload will allow experi­
mentation of the following techniques:
a - Regenerative transponders 
b - on-board processing 
c - adaptive code/transmission rates 
d - narrow band transponders that are matched 
to the user traffic requirements.
Demonstration of these techniques that could 
be employed in future generations of 
business satellite system represents a major 
objective of the CERS programme. These 
techniques are aimed at producing a cost- 
effective system by simplifying the user- 
earth station.
Two classes of experiments are planned:
(1) Systems experiments; which are aimed at 
optimising the ultization efficiency of the 
systems operation. Various procedures that 
allow adaptive optimisation of each indivi­
dual link through the variation of the code/ 
transmission rate combinations will be con­
ducted. Various protocols will also be 
tested and their fairness, efficiency and 
delay characteristics monitored for different 
network conditions and traffic mixes.
(2) User experiments; which allow the end- 
user to evaluate subjectively the overall 
system performance. Multi-service traffic 
will be used that will include speech, fac­
simile, file transfers and videoconferencing. 
Subjective evaluation of services in this 
environment will be made.
Earth-Station architecture will also form 
part of the experiment in which simplicity 
and cheapness will be the major aims.
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We describe an advanced Communications Engineering Research 
Satellite to be launched in 1985 and which is a joint 
venture between UK universities and industry. Both 
business and mobile services are to be demonstrated to 
simple and cheap earth stations. The paper concentrates 
on the business system experiments and satellite package 
and deals with systems control, protocols and experimentation 
involving variable bit rate transmission, adaptive coding 
and on-board processor control.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Communications Engineering Research Satellite (C.E.R.S.) due for launch in the 
late 80' s, is an experimental programme including advanced communication 
techniques and on-board processing. The research'programme is being undertaken 
by a consortium of U.K. universities (Bradford, Chelsea College, Essex, 
Loughborough, Manchester, Surrey and Portsmouth Polytechnic) and U.K. industry 
coordinated by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.
Experiments will concentrate upon two potential expansion areas of business and 
mobile satellite communication systems. Both of these systems involve large 
numbers of small earth-stations, and the main aim of the project is to dem o n ­
strate that by transfering complexity to the satellite, simple and cheap user 
stations can be produced.
The CERS programme has the following major features:
(1) Experimental packages for business and mobile experiments together w ith a 
millimetre-wave beacon package (Figure 1).
(2) Use of on-board processors to effect total system control involving adaptive 
coding and transmission rates together with regenerative transponders.
(3) Utilisation of a 12 hour highly inclined elliptical orbit in order to yield 
near zenith visability for mobile vehicles in northern lattitudes.
The CERS satellite is a low-cost small experimental vehicle which is constrained 
in size and power. However, it will suffice to demonstrate the advanced 
■communication techniques that will form the basis of business satellite systems.
In this paper we concentrate on the Business systems package, operating on 
12/14 GHz and its associated experiments and protocols. For a full .mission 
report the reader is referred to Ref.Jl).
2. BUSINESS SYSTEM ON-BOARD PROCESSING SATELLITES
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Provisional CERS Payload Block Diagram
either high speed TDMA, 20-60 Mb/s (e.g. SBS, or TELECOM 1) or FDMA (e.g.
E C S - S S ) . Both of these methods of operation produce expensive and complex earth- 
stations which act as a deterrent to wide use by the business community. In 
addition, existing systems do not attempt to match traffic needs by the satellite 
systems design.
Traffic studies for the European market [2] have demonstrated the following:
(a) An average business user traffic of 100-500 kb/s during the busy hour for 
1990 timeframe.
(b) Business use is multi-service (e.g. voice, data, video) with voice still 
being dominant (e.g. 70-75% of t r a f f i c ) .
(c ) Typical business networks serving 5-50 stations would require satellite 
capacity of 1-10 Mb/s.
Although experimental systems in Canada and U.S.A. have attempted to match user 
traffic requirements by operating in low-bit rate slim-TDMA (TDMA/FDMA configur­
ation [3]), such systems still suffer from p oor space segment utilisation due to 
intermodulation and still use fairly expensive earth-stations. Low-bit rate 
single-carrier-per transponder TDMA is much more efficient and opens up the 
p rospect of using lower power and bandwidths. This also means that solid state 
devices can be used in the earth-station hence reducing its cost dramatically. In 
addition if we now place processors on-board the satellite, we can remove two 
further costly earth-station sub-systems - burst mode demodulators and network 
and access controllers. This is accomplished via:
(1) TDMA or FDMA uplink - TDM downlink operation
(2) Adaptive coding/transmission rates
The CERS satellite consists of two processor controlled 5 MHz regenerative 
transponders, supporting 1, 2, 4 and 8 Mb/s TDMA operations at four adaptive 
code rates of 1/2, 5/8, 3/4 and 7/8 and four narrow band processor controlled 
transponders, associated with the mobile experiment, which can be used to support 
64 Kb/s FDMA uplink experiments. Future operational satellite systems would of 
course involve larger numbers of narrow band transponders with miniaturized 
MUX/DMLJX subsystems possibly using SAW devices.
In CERS the functions of the on-board processor are
(a) To act as master control station
implement the TDMA access protocol
- allocate channel capacity to stations
- continuously adapt transmission and coding rates to each link so as to
maintain designed service quality 
perform synchronisation and timing for the system 
implement doppler shift correction to on-board oscillators
(b) Reformat uplink-to-downlink
- extract control from uplink bursts 
buffer uplink data
create an allocation table schedule for downlink 
update all link transmission/code rates
- assemble downlink in TDM frame
add allocation table, and header data to downlink data blocks
(c) Route base/mobile station messages
detect base-mobile bursts
- route to mobile package processor
accept data from mobile processor for base-stations
- integrate with business data
The use of a C.W. TDM frame on the down-link will considerably simplify the 
earth-station demodulator which will be continuously synchronised, as both clock 
and phase coherence are maintained. The use of regenerated SCPC/FDMA carriers 
has the advantage of simplifying the up-link and making it cheaper. The regen­
erated bit streams on-board are organised in TD M  by the on-board processor and 
transmitted at high bit rate modulated onto a single carrier, thus avoiding 
interraodulation.
In the following sections we describe the operation of the system and the 
protocols used and some details of the on-board processor architecture.
3. SYSTEMS CONTROL AND OPERATION
In digital satellite systems operating at frequencies above 10 GHz, the effects 
of rain result in a degredation of the link bit error rate. In order to maintain 
a certain error rate performance, techniques such as permanent fade margin, site 
diversity and up-path power control have been applied in conventional systems.
The first two options are cost ineffective since all links are independently 
protected for all time whilst the probability of simultaneous fades on all n e t ­
work links is very small. The last option is an adaptive technique w ith the 
transmitter power being kept in reserve for use during faded conditions.
However, the transmitter is one, if not the most, costly item in an earth 
station and so no saving results.
The link budgets in CERS have been calculated without a fade margin to demon­
strate the adaptability and flexibility of regenerative processing transponders 
to varying network performance requirements.
Communications between the on-board processor and the network stations are 
maintained via the Reservation slots in the uplink, and the Allocation T a b l e  (AT) 
issued by the processor in the downlink. These sub-frames are therefore v e r y  
important in maintaining a properly operating network and should have a  very low 
error rate. An acceptable requirement would be C10E-9.
The up and downlinks operating to a regenerative transponder are decoupled. Th e  
on-board processor therefore monitors each station's uplink performance,* w h ilst 
each station monitors the downlink from the satellite in order to detect any fade 
conditions. An indication of a fade, or interference, -is obtained by monitoring 
both the error count at the decoder and the received signal level at the 
demodulator.
3.1 Adaptive Code/Transmission Rates
CERS regenerative transponders operate at 1, 2, 4 and 8 Mbit/s thus 
allowing changes in link performance in 3 dB steps each time the transmission 
rate is halved or doubled. The use of FEC coding rates result in an overall 
3-4 dB gain in approximately 1 dB steps for each code rate. Thus vailing the 
code and transmission rates, an adaptive link performance can be. achieved over 
about 12 dB steps for each code/transmission rate combination.
The multi-service traffic in a business network requires various degrees .of 
transmission quality ranging from 10E-9 to 10E-4. To satisfy these requirements 
three degrees of channel error rates are specified giving three service classes:
- Class-1 - 10E-4 - for speech traffic
- Class-2 - 10E-6 - for facsimile and slow scan video
- Class-3 - 10E-9 - for computer and data communications
The code/transmission rate combinations for these service classes are shown in 
Figure 2.
The on-board processor will thus keep a table which indicates for each station 
its current operating point in the code/transmission scale for ..each class of 
se r v i c e . This serves as a pointer to the local propagation conditions at each 
station. It is therefore necessary to update these tables continuously 
according to each link condition.
A faded station will suffer a temporary reduction in information rate .as its 
operating point in the code/transmission rate table changes. It will ••have to 
manage on its current share of the channel until an increase in its -.allocation is 
granted (at least 300ms later). Data traffic m a y  be buffered, but not speech 
which can be transmitted with reduced samples on  a temporary basis.
4. CERS TDMA PROTOCOLS
Satellite multiple access protocols are classified into fixed, random and d emand 
assignment modes. Due to the multi-service nature of the business network 
traffic, the demand assignment class of protocols satisfies the network r e q u i r e ­
ments as it allows a flexible sharing of the channel.
Within this class, the Explicit Reservation protocols in particular result in 
high efficiencies and fair sharing of the channel. T o  implement such p r o t ocols 
it is necessary to consider the implementation of a Reservation Sub-Frame, the
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Link optimisation by  adaptive code/transmission rates
choice of a suitable allocation algorithm and whether to adopt central or 
distributed network control.
The following sections outline proposed protocols for CERS.
4.1 TDMA Channel Timing Structure
In TDMA, the channel is organised in frames of 20ms with a superframe of 320ms.
The choice of the frame length is a trade off between reducing botb* tfeA&»e&5a0ct 
delays and the station's buffering requirements-whilst achieving a high frsfte 
efficiency. The frame time is divided into a Reservation Sub-Frame (RSF) and an 
information Sub-Frame (ISF) - Figure 3.
T h e  RSF is a signalling channel where requests for capacity allocations are 
relayed to the network. Two modes of access to this channel are considered for 
experimentation: Fixed-TDMA a n d  Slotted-Aloha.
The length of a reservation slot 128 bits inclusive of coding overhead (which is 
taken as 1/2 rate).
The ISF occupies the remainder of the frame time and is made up of a number of 
fixed length data slots each o f  2048 bits. This, size yields a high frame 
efficiency and its multiples in a superfrarae give CCITT recommended channel rates.
Each data block is preceeded by a control header which gives information 
regarding the source/destination addresses, the code/transmission rate combination, 
the message type and length.
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4.2 Reservations
To satisfy the requirements of the multi-service nature of the business traffic, 
reservations are allowed for both circuit and packet switched allocations.
Each station generates a request for a number of data slots to accommodate its 
buffered data traffic which will then be transmitted in packets of 2048 bits 
each. Thus in each frame, a station can make new requests for new arrivals.
A single reservation message is transmitted to request a circuit allocation at 
the required bit rate. Once this has been granted it will remain reserved until 
an explicit termination message is received to release the circuit allocation.
The number of data slots in a superframe determines the circuit bit rate. 
Examples of the available bit rates and their equivalent data slots/superframe 
are:
Bit Rate (Kbit/s) Data Slots/superframe
32 5
64 10
2048 320
An allocation algorithm to run this protocol has been proposed which allocates 
both circuit and packet capacities according to the received requests 12). The 
algorithm considers each frame separately and can therefore accommodate variable 
network conditions. It handles the allocation decisions in a fair way amongst 
all stations.
The TDMA protocol described thus far could be implemented via a transparent 
transponder with distributed or central control. However, it can also be 
operated via a processing transponder with the central control station in this
instance being on-board. We propose here a further extension to'this algorithm 
for operation with the processing transponder.
4.3 On-Board Processor Controlled Protocols
With the network control statio., *.^ing on-board the protocols used can. optimise 
the channel utilisation a's centrally controlled networks are more robust than 
those with distributed control. Reservation and control messages would suffer 
140ms delay instead of the 280ms with central ground control. Therefore in 
addition a better delay performance can be expected.
The protocol described for transparent tran=pcr.dvrs can be equally implemented 
.through the on-board processor as it satisfies the requirements of a business 
network. To improve its efficiency, an exter.sicr. is proposed to make it a 
R-TDMA with Free Slot Contention protocol (R-TDMA/FSC).
The R-TDMA protocol is as previously described. The processor now runs the 
allocation a]aorithm to allocate channel capacities to requesting stations.
These alloca.. ons are broadcast in an Allocation Table (AT) in the downlink 
indicating each station*s share of the channel. The processor will also include 
in this AT the number and location of any unallocated data slots "Free Slots 
(FS)".
Each station that mig h t  have some data arrivals before the start ot t e frame may -
attempt to transmit a data packet in one of the Free Slots. Access to these FS 
is performed on a S-Aloha basis. A  user station attempting a transmission in 
any of the FS may also make a reservation- for the attempted transmission. Hence 
in case of a collision in the FS, no extra delay is e* ^erienced since the packet 
will n o w  be scheduled in a reserved slot. But if the transmission was successful 
two options are available:
(a) The successful station n o w  has a reserved slot in the n ext superframe in 
which any arrival or  buffered packet may be sent. However if no traffic is 
being generated during this time, the reserved slot will be wasted.
(b) The processor must check the transmission attempts on the FS and whenever * 
a successful transmission is noted from any station, that station's current 
requests are reduced by one. This ensures that no slots are reserved and 
then wasted.
This protocol allows the channel to be operated in an adaptive mode according to. 
its loading at any time. Thus at light loads, the protocol allows the whole 
channel to be accessed in S-Aloha resulting in minimum delays and at the same 
time accommodating reservations for circuit allocations.
As the channel loading increases, an optimum delay/throughput performance is 
achieved due to the utilisation of the FS. The protocol then slowly reverts to 
a fully R-TDMA as the channel loading increases.
4.5 Simulation of Mixed Services Protocols
Computer simulations of these protocols have been carried out and a sample of our 
results are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for a network of 20 stations communicating 
over an all data 8 Mbit/s channel via the processing transponder
The advantages of the Free-Slots contention mode can be clearly seen in the 
lower delays which approach a single propagation delay at low throughput. It is 
also evident that a F-TDMA RSF gives slightly better delay performance compared 
with a S-Aloha implementation.
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Simulations of Protocols Performances
Other investigations included varying the number of n e t work stations,'; traffic 
imbalance, traffic mixture (circuit/packet) and the effect of errors in the RSF.
4.6 Systems Operation
4.6.1 Uplink frame organisation .
The structure of the TDMA frame has been discussed above. In what follows we 
discuss its organisation and relate it to the system control procedures as 
executed by the on-board processor.
(i) Reservation Sub-Frame (RSF)
The role of the RSF is to communicate signalling messages to the on-board 
processor regarding requests for increase or decrease of each station's share 
of the channel capacity. It comprises a number of slots each capable of'a c c o m ­
modating a 'Reservation Burst' . The total length of such a burst is 256 bits and 
is made up o f :
(a) A Preamble (PA) of 64 bits which includes the carrier recovery, bit
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timing recovery and unique word bits.
(b) Signalling and Control field of 128 bits inclusive of coding overhead 
bits which carry the requests for channel allocations .and release of circuits.
(c) Postamble of 64 bits, as a tail to the burst.
(ii) Information Sub-Frame (ISF)
This carries the information messages in separate bursts
active stations. Each active station transmits a single
when Free-Slots-Contention is used) that contains all of 
can vary in number from frame to frame.
Each bur s t  is made up of:
(a) A  Preamble of 64 bits.
(b) Control Headers which carry explicit information regarding each data
block that will be included in the station's burst in the next frame. This
allows the on-board processor approximately 20 m s  in order to set up the 
demodulator and decoder to the appropriate transmission and coding rates.
(c) The number of data blocks in a burst depends on the traffic generated 
by each station. The coding and transmission rates used to transmit any
data block is variable according to the service class of the traffic and
each station's operating point.
transmitted b y  the 
burst per frame (except 
its data blocks which
(d) Postamble of 64 bits to end the burst.
4.6.2 Downlink frame organisation
The processor sets up the demodulator and decoder according to its preknowledge 
of the characteristics of the uplink frame and of its allocations. It then 
performs the following functions on the received frame:
(i) The RSF is stored and the allocation algorithm is run to determine each 
station's share of the channel according to the received requests. The channel 
allocations for the next superframe are included in the Allocation Table (AT) 
that is transmitted in the downlink to all stations.
(ii) The control headers are received and used to set up the demodulator and 
decoder to the appropriate rates for the data blocks expected in the next frame
(iii)The data blocks after being received and decoded are buffered according to 
their destination address and service class. Depending on the latter, the 
processor now selects the appropriate code/transmission rate combination 
according to each destination station's operating point and for each class of 
service. This code/transmission rate combination is passed to the encoder and 
modulator.
The downlink TDM frame is thus formatted and arranged in the following order as 
shown in Figure 6.
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(A) The Allocation Table: defines the allocations of channel capacity to 
requesting stations. It always starts with a unique word which acts as a frame 
start marker used by each station to synchronise its clock. The AT ends with a 
control field specifying the length of the control headers that follow.
(B) Control Headers: similar to the uplink, these headers detail the information 
regarding the data blocks that follow. Each station's traffic is grouped conti­
guously as are the relevant headers. Each station picks out those control 
headers that carry its own address and ignores the rest.
(C) Information Blocks: which after being decoded are passed to the appropriate 
interface ports in the earth station. Data blocks addressed to the same station 
can have different coding/transmission rate combinations depending on the traffic 
service class. By grouping the control" headers before the data blocks,*the earth 
station's controller will have enough time to set up its demodulator and decoder 
ahead of the arrival of the information blocks.
5. ON-BOARD PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE
In designing on-board processor architecture we have.three major constraints:
(i) Mass and volume
(ii) Power consumption
(iii) Reliability
For the CERS satellite the major problems are of pow e r  consumption w i t h  a very 
small experimental satellite and reliability with an orbit which takes the 
satellite through reasonably high radiation fields.
The processor subsystem is shown in block diagram f orm in Figure 7.- It consists 
of:
(a) CPU and support chips e.g. clock generators.
(b) I/O devices e.g. D M A  controllers, access logic to any intersystem bus.
(c) Program and p r o g r a m  variable memory.
(d)- Data buffer memory.
5.1 Power Requirements
With the CERS satellite we have a constraint on the processor subsystem pow e r  per 
transponder of around 20W. We propose to use CMOS R A M  for the bulk memory 
required for data buffers and currently 256 Kbyte R A M  chips consume 3W. There is
a compromise on the supply rail voltage between avoidance of radiation induced
damage causing increased leakage current and increased power consumption. Cosmic 
ray hits are not expected to produce excessive bit errors hence no error control
coding (ECC) is necessary for the data memories [4J.
The technology proposed for the program memory is E EPROM as this can be erased 
and reprogrammed on-board. Regular program changes will not be required and thus 
long programming times can be used to gain advantages of nonvolatility. Th e  rad­
iation tolerance of EEPROM appears good but ECC will be needed for these 
memories.
The choice for CPU technology lies between CMOS and Bipolar. Most current o n ­
board processors are based upon the 2901 CMOS/SOS bit-slice chip sets. These 
have good radiation tolerance but consume more pow e r  than. CMOS (5].^ The more 
recent 29116 bit-slice would appear more attractive in power terms.
Bit slice designs offer no increases in throughput when emulating a conventional
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p r o c essor design. However if certain common tasks are recognised and placed in 
microcode then they can offer considerable attractions. major problem is the 
lack of high level languages for such designs. The use of low level assembly 
code increases the program development time and reduces the reliability.
5.2 Radiation Damage
The r e  are two forms of radiation induced damage:
(a) transient errors due to individual ’hits' from protons or heavy ions which 
can cause misreading of data and in the worst case for CMOS cjrn provoke ’latchup* 
w h i c h  can lead to thermal destruction.
(b) Cumulative damage in which changes in the crystaline structure (bipolar) or 
surface changes (MOS) alter the working point of circuits. This tends to lead 
to increased power consumption and eventual nonoperation of gates.
All technologies will suffer from some form of transient damage. The problem of 
CMOS latchup can either be avoided by choosing latchup-free implementations (e.g. 
CMOS/SOS) or by using an auto-resetting fast action fuse within the power line to 
the circuits.
Cumul a t i v e  damage is a major consideration in the use of CMOS or NMOS. The 
experiments reported in the literature would indicate that it depends on the 
integrated radiation dose and is not affected by variation in this rate except 
that a degree of annealing can occur for certain devices.
In the case of the CERS satellite, some shielding will be used but. the problem is 
eased b y  the fact that the satellite passes through the maximum radiation fields 
in the non-active part of the orbit.
Work is continuing on the assessment of various processor architectures bas e d  
upon the above considerations.
6. PLANNED EXPERIMENTS
In the Business system, two sets of experiments are proposed to demonstrate the 
efficiency and flexibility of the payload configuration and to evaluate ho w  the 
simplification of the user station is achieved:
(1) Systems Experiments
(2) User Experiments
6.1 Systems Experiments
•
Consist of a range of experiments aimed at optimising the utilization efficiency 
of systems operation using adaptive FEC coding and transmission rates. C o m p a r i ­
sons of mixed-service TDMA protocols, that are both simple and efficient, to be 
used in transparent and regenerative processing transponders would be conducted. 
Different traffic mixes will be used to evaluate the protocol throughput p e r f o r ­
mance w i t h  respect to the average message delays together with monitoring the 
fairness of its allocation algorithm.
Different o n-board processor controlled synchronisation procedures are to be 
experimented as part of the system robustness and reliability factors.
6.2 User Experiments
These experiments are conducted by putting real network traffic over the s y stem 
and evaluating the performance subjectively. A  number of earth-stations w o u l d  be 
required to carry various levels of mixed traffic that includes speech, facsimile, 
electronic mail, slow-scan T.V., videoconferencing and data traffic-w h i c h  m a y  
include the interconnection of LANs.
7. CONCLUSION
A  feasibility study of CERS has already b een completed and we report here some 
of the details applicable to.the Business systems package and experiments. It is 
hoped that a design stage will commence in 1985 to produce an engineering m o d e l  
by 1987. Launch of the flight model will be in 1989 on a launcher whi c h  is still 
to be determined. It is considered that the ideas embodied in CERS w i l l  f orm the 
basis of future business/mobile operational satellites for the 1990*s.
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APPENDIX,.(A, 2)
The Listing of the Allocation Algorithm Software
Bv M. H. M. El Amin - University of Surrey
/**********************************************************/ 
/*This is the MAIN allocation algoritm program which */
/*allocates both circuit and packet capacities */
/«**«******************************************************/
£define N 20 /*Number of stations in network*/
£define DSPF 40 /*Number of dataslots per frame*/
int i,k,dataslots,FN,REL;
int CFN,rate,type;
int super[17][DSPF+1];
main()
{
register int sum =0;
register int RR =1; 
int new[N+1][10];
int resv[N+1][10];
int spill[N+13[10];
int grant[N+1][10];
CFN = 0;
for(i=0; i<=N; i++)
{for(k=0; k<=9; k++)
{new[i][k]=0; 
resv[i][k]=0; 
spillti][k]=0; 
grant[i][k]=0;
}
}
for(i=0; i< = 16; i++)
{for(k=0; k<=DSPF; k++)
{superti][k]=0;
}
}
/**********************************************************/
/*Find:Frame No.,dataslots availabilty and each station’s */ 
/*current reservations for each service */
/**********************************************************/
if (CFN <=15)
{CFN +=1;
}
else
{CFN =1;
4
2}
for(i=1; i<N; i++)
{if(new[i][0]> 0)
{REL = new[i][0]; 
new[i][0] =0;
DISC CFN,N,REL);
}
}
dataslots =0;
for(k = 1; k < 17; k++) /*Find the number of free slots*/ 
{
for(i=1; i<=DSPF; i++)
{if (super[k][i]==0)
{dataslots +=1;
}
}
}
for(i=1; i<=N; i-++) /*Find total requests*/
{for (k=1; k<=9; k++)
{resv[i][k] = spill[i][k] + new[i][k];
}
}
/*#**************************##*##********#****#***********/
/* Allocation of 32Kb/s circuits [Type 3] */
for(i=1; i<=N; i++)
{while(dataslots>=5)
{if Cresvti]C3]>0)
{grant[i][3l +=5; 
resv[i][3] -=1; 
dataslots -=5; 
mapping(CFN,3,N);
}
}
}
/#*********************#*****#****#***********************/
/* Allocation of 64Kb/s circuits [Type 4] */
for(i=1; i<=N; i++)
{while(dataslots>=10)
{if(resv[i][43 >0)
{grant[i][4] +=10; 
resv[i][4] -=1; 
dataslots -=10; 
mapping(CFN,4,N);
}
}
}
3/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
/* Allocation of 12.8Kb/s circuits [Type 2] */
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
for(i=1; i<=N; i++)
{while(dataslots>=2)
{if (resv[i][23>0)
{grant[i][2] +=2; 
resv[i][2] -=1; 
dataslots -=2; 
mapping(CFN,2,N);
}
}
}
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
/* Allocation of 6.4Kb/s circuits [Type 1] */
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
for(i=1; i<=N; i++)
{while(dataslots>r1)
{if(resv[i][1]>0)
{grant[i][1] +=1; 
resv[i][1] -=1; 
dataslots -=1; 
mapping(CFN,1,N);
}
}
}
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
/* Allocation of 2.048Mb/s circuits [Type 8] */
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
for(i=1; i<=N; i++)
{while( dataslots>=320)
{if(resv[i][8]>0)
{grant[i][8] +=320; 
resv[i][8] - = 1; 
dataslots -=320; 
mapping(CFN,8,N);
}
}
}
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
/* Allocation of 128Kb/s circuits [Type 5] */
/ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X /
for(i=1; i<=N; i++)
(while(dataslots>=20)
{if(resvt i][5]>0)
{grant[i][5l +=20; 
resv[i][5l -=1;
A.2
dataslots -=20; 
mapping(CFN,5,N);
}
}
/* Allocation of 256Kb/s circuits [Type 6] */
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
for(i=1; i<=N; i++)
{while(dataslots>=40)
(if(resvti][6]>0)
{grant[i][6] +=40; 
resv[i][6] -=1; 
dataslots -=40; 
mapping(CFN,6,N);
}
}
}
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/ 
/* Allocation of 512Kb/s circuits [Type 71 */
/*************#******************************************/
for(i=1; i<=N; i++)
(while(dataslots>=80)
[if(resv[i][7l>0)
{grant[i][73 +=80; 
resv[i][73 -=1; 
dataslots -=80; 
mapping(CFN,7,N);
}
}
}
/********************************************************/
/* Carry spill to next frame & arrange current frame */
for(i=1; i<=N; i++)
{for (k=1; k<=8; k++)
{spillti][k]=resv[i][k]; 
resv[i][k] =0;
}
}
sort(CFN); /* A function to sort out order of dataslot*/
/* ownership in this frame */
/* The Allocation of data slots in Packet mode */
/ft*********************************************«**»«*****/
for (i=1; i<=N; i++)
{sum += resv[i][91; /*Find sum of requests */
5}
if(sum <= dataslots) /*Test for light load condition*/ 
{for(i=1; i<=N; i++)
{grant[i][91= resv[i][9l; 
spillti][9]=0;
}
}
else
(while(dataslots>0)
(if(resv[RR][93>0)
{grant[RR][9] +=1; 
resv[RR][93 -=1; 
dataslots -=1;
RR +=1; 
if(RR>N)
{RR=1;
}
}
else (RR+=1; 
if(RR>N)
{RR=1;
}
}
}
}
for(i=1; i<=N; i++) /*Carry remaining reservations to */
/*next frame as spill */
{if(resv[i]C 91>0)
(spillti][93 =resv[i][9]; 
resv[i3L93 =0;
}
el se
{spillt i 319 3 =0;
}
}
}
/ft*#****#**************************************************/
/*The DISCONNECT function releases the equivalent number */ 
/*of data slots/superframe for the disconnected circuits */
DIS(X,Y,Z)
{
int SNR,FN,i,relse,super[173[413;
FN =X;
SNR=Y; 
relse=Z; 
do
{
for(i=1; i<rDSPF; i++)
{if(super[FN3[i3==SNR)
{
6super[FN][i]=0; 
relse -=1 ;
}
}
FN++; 
if(FN > 16)
FN = 1;
}
while(relse>0 && FN != X);
}
/*************«********************************************/
/*The MAPPING function reserves the equivalent number of */ 
/*dataslots/superframe for the accepted circuit allocation*/ 
/*********************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
mapping(V,W,X)
{
int SNR,FN,type,super[17]C41]; 
static int types[]={0,1,2,5,10,20,40,80,320};
FN =V; 
type=W;
SNR =X;
rate= types[type];
/*Find the circuit bit rate first*/ 
/*then make the equivalent number*/ 
/*of slots busy in the superframe*/
do
{
for(k=1; k<=DSPF; k++)
{if(super[FN][k]==0)
{
super[FN][k]=SNR; 
rate -=1;
}
}
FN++; 
if(FN > 16)
FN = 1;
}
while(rate>0 && FN != V);
}
/**********************************************************/
/*This is TABLE, a function to sort out stations’ */
/♦allocated data slots and arrange them to be contiguous */ 
/*in the frame time */
/ * * * # * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
sort(x)
{
int super[17][41],N,FN,temp[DSPF+1],i,j,k;
7FN = x;
j  = 1;  
for(i=1;
for(i=
}
i<N; i++)
{for(k=1; k<DSPF ; k++)
{if(super[FN][k]==i) 
{temp[j] =i;
j +=1 ;
}
}
}
1; i<DSPF; i++)
{super[FN][i] = tempti];
}
Appendix (A.3) 
Simulation Programs
This Appendix contains the listings of the simulation
programs used for the evaluation of the protocol
performance. The important aspects are included which are
used to generate other test conditions.
/******************************************************/ 
/**(A.3.1): R-TDMA Protocol Simulation with F-TDMA-RSF*/ 
/**and 20stations via 8Mbit/s Channel **/
/******************************************************/ 
£include !,csim.h,f 
£define SIMTIME 400000 
£define DEBUG 
int U1, U2, U3;
double COI,MXD,MND,P ,T ,no_tx[53 ,avrtime[53 ; 
double arivetime, meantime; 
double sum,passed,dataslots,G, total, ISF,spill; 
double sectime,thretime,fortime; 
int DUM,RR,k,i,FN,csa,acc,next; 
struct head *station[53; 
struct head *alloq[53[173; 
struct head *txq[53;
struct process_block *pro1 , *pro2, *pro3, *pro4; 
struct process_block *pro5, *pro6, *pro7; 
struct arrival_data 
{
double arivtime; 
double sectime; 
double thretime; 
double fortime;
}
/**Arrival process of 1st station **/ 
/***************************************/
process(arrival)
activate(new_process(arrival), time + negexpCG, & U1)); 
this->arivtime = time; 
wait(station[13);
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avrtime[1] = avrtime[1] + time - this->arivtime; 
end_process;
/*** Arrival Process of 2nd station **/ 
/a**####******#*#***********##*#*#***##*/
process(arr2)
activate(new_process(arr2), time + negexp(G, & U1)); 
this->sectime = time; 
wait(station[2]);
avrtime[2] = avrtime[2] + time - this->sectime; 
end_process;
/** Arrival process of 3rd station **/ 
/a##*#***##****###**#****#******#*#**###*/
process(arr3) 
activate(new_process(arr3), time + negexp(G, &U1)); 
this->thretime = time; 
wait(station[3]);
avrtime[3] = avrtime[3l + time - this-> thretime; 
end_process;
/** Arrival process of 4th stations *#/ 
/*****************************************/ 
process(arr4)
activate(new_process(arr4), time + negexp(G, &U1)); 
this->fortime = time; 
wait(station[43);
avrtime[4] = avrtime[4] + time - this->fortime; 
end_process;
/*** Reservation process ***/
/*************************************/
process(reservation) 
while(1)
{
for(i=1; i<=4; i++)
{while (station[i]->cardinal > 0)
{
into(station[i]->first, alloq[i][FN]);
}
}
temp();
activate(pro6,time); 
hold(T);
}
end_process;
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/#** Allocation process ftftft/
/*************«**««****««***********/
process(allocation) 
while(1)
{
for(i=1; i<=4; i++)
{if( alloqCi][acc]->cardinal>0)
{total +=alloq[i][acc]->cardinal;
}
}
if(total>dataslots)
{spill=total - dataslots; 
total = dataslots;
}
while(total>0)
{if(alloq[RR][acc]->cardinal>0)
(into(alloq[RR][acc]->first, txq[RR]); 
total -=1;
DUM +=1; /*dummy integer for dummy stations*/ 
if(DUM <=5)
{RR =RR;
}
else
{RR +=1;
DUM =0; 
if(RR>4)
{RR=1;
}
}
}
else
{RR +=1; 
if(RR>4)
{RR =1;
}
}
}
for(i=1; i<=4; i++)
{while(spill>0 && alloq[i][acc]->cardinal>0)
{into(alloq[i][acc]->first, alloq[i][next]); 
spill -=1;
}
}
activate(pro7,time); 
hold(T);
}
end_process;
/** transmission process ftft*/
/ftftftft*ftftftftftftftftftftft«««ftftftftftftft*ftftftftftftft/
process(transmission) 
while(1)
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{
for(i=1; i<=4; i++)
{while(txq[i]->cardinal > 0)
{
no_tx[i] +=1; 
activate(txq[i]->first,time); 
out(txq[i]->first); 
passed +=1;
}
}
hold(T);
}
end_process;
/** Frame and superframe counter **/
/ft***********************************/
temp()
{
if(FN>=1 6)
(FN=1;
}
else 
{FN+=1;
}
acc=FN+2;
if(acc>16)
{acc=FN-14;
}
if(acc==16)
{next=1;
}
else 
{next=acc+1;
}
csa=FN-1; 
if(csa==0)
{csa=16;
}
}
/*** simmain ***/
/*********************************/
simulation 
printf ("\n!l);
for (G = 0.0005; G <= 0.02; G+= 0.001) 
{
U1 =317;
U2 =4321;
U3 =12345;
C0I =0;
MXD =0;
MND =0;
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P =270;
FN =1; 
acc =0;
RR =1;
DUM =0; 
spill =0; 
passed =0; 
sum =0; 
csa =0; 
next =0;
T =20.0; 
dataslots=1; 
total =0;
ISF =(1*1.038961); 
for(i=0; i<5; i++)
(no_tx[i] =0; 
avrtime[i] =0; 
station[i] = new_head(); 
txq[i] = new_head();
}
meantime=0.0; 
for(k=0; k<5; k++)
{for(i=0; i<17; i++)
{alloq[k][i]=new_head();
}
}
prol =new_process(arrival);
activate(pro1,time);
pro2 =new_process(arr2);
activate(pro2,time);
pro3 =new_process(arr3);
activate(pro3,time);
pro4 =new_process(arr4);
activate(pro4,time);
pro5 =new_process(reservation);
activate(pro5,time);
pro6 =new_process(allocation);
activate(pro6,time);
pro7 =new_process(transmission);
activate(pro7,time);
hold((double)SIMTIME);
printf (”550 .3f\t”, (passed*T)/(ISF*SIMTIME)); 
for(i=1; i<5; i++)
(sum +=avrtime[i]; 
printf (” 5&0.3f\t”, ((avrtime[i]/no__tx[i] )+P)); 
}
printf (” 550.3f\t”, ((sum/passed)+(P)));
MND = avrtime[ 1 ]/no__tx[ 1 ]; 
for(i=1; i<5; i++)
(if(avrtime[i]/no_tx[i]>MXD)
{MXD = avrtime[i]/no_tx[i];
}
. if(avrtime[i]/no_tx[i]<MND)
{MND = avrtime[i]/no__tx[i];
}
printf("SO.3f\t",(0.5*(MXD+MND))+P) 
printf(" SO.3f\t",MXD+P); 
printf("S0.3f\t",MND+P); 
printf(" SO.1f\n",MXD - MHD); 
reset();
}
end_simulation;
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
'/** (A.3.2): Simulation of fixed-TDMA channel with*/ 
/** 20stations via an 8Mbit/s channel ##**/
/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
£include "csim.h"
£define SIMTIME 400000 
£define DEBUG 
int U1, U2, U3;
double C0I,MXD,MND,P ,T ,no_tx[5] ,avrtime[5]; 
double meantime , arivtime; 
double ones,zeros,sum,passed,dataslots,G,total,ISF; 
double sectime,thretime,fortime; 
int DUM,k,RR,i; 
struct head *station[5]; 
struct head *txq[5l;
struct process_block *pro1, *pro2, *pro3, *pro4; 
struct process_block *pro5, *pro6; 
struct arrival_data 
{
double arivtime; 
double sectime; 
double thretime; 
double fortime;
}
/** arrival process of 1st station ****/ 
/***************************************/ 
process(arrival)
activate(new_process(arrival), time + negexpCG, & U1) 
this->arivtime = time; 
wait(station[1]);
avrtime[1] = avrtime[1] + time - this->arivtime; 
end_process;
/*** arrival process of 2nd station ****/ 
process(arr2)
activate(new_process(arr2), time + negexp(G, & U1)); 
this->sectime = time; 
wait(station[2]);
avrtime[2] = avrtime[2] + time - this->sectime; 
end_process;
/*** arrival process of 3rd station **#*/
Z*******************************************/
process(arr3)
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activate(new_process(arr3), time + negexp(G, &U1)); 
this->thretime = time; 
wait(station[33);
avrtime[3] = avrtime[3] + time - this-> thretime; 
end_process;
/*** arrival process of 4th station *****/ 
/******************************************/
process(arr4)
activate(new_process(arr4), time + negexp(G, &U1)); 
this->fortime = time; 
wait(station[4]); -
avrtime[4] = avrtime[4] + time - this->fortime; 
end_process;
/*** fixed allocation process ***#/
/*********************************%*****/
process(allocation) 
while(1)
{
total =dataslots; 
while(total>0)
{if (station[RR]->cardinal>0)
{into(station[RR]->first, txq[RR]);
total -=1; 
ones +=1;
DUM +=1; /# dummy integer for dummy stations */
if(DUM<=5)
{RR =RR;
}
else
{RR +=1;
DUM =0; 
if(RR>4)
{RR=1;
}
}
}
else
{
total -=1; * ■ ■
zeros +=1;
DUM +=1; 
if(DUM<=5)
{RR = RR;
}
else 
{RR +=1;
DUM =0; 
if(RR>4)
{RR =1;
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}
}
}
}
activate(pro6,time); 
hold(T);
}
end_process;
/*** transmission process #**#/
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
process(transmission) 
while(l)
{for(i=1; i<=4; i++) 
(while(txq[i]->cardinal > 0)
{
no_tx[i] +=1; 
activate(txq[i]->first,time); 
out(txq[i]->first); 
passed +=1;
}
}
hold(T);
}
end_process;
/*********** simmain #***#***/
simulation 
printf("\n");
for (G = 0.0005 ; G <= 0.025 ; G+= 0.001) 
{
U1 =317;
U2 =4321;
U3 =12345;
MXD =0;
MND =0;
COI =0;
P =270;
RR =1;
DUM =0; 
passed =0; 
ones =0; 
zeros =0; 
sum =0;
T =20.0; 
dataslots=1; 
total =0;
ISF =(1*1.038961); 
for(i=0; i<5; i++)
{no__tx[i] =0;
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avrtime[i] =0; 
stationti] = new_head(); 
txq[i] = new_head();
}
meantime=0.0;
prol =new_process(arrival);
activate(pro1,time);
pro2 =new_process(arr2);
activate(pro2,time);
pro3 =new_process(arr3);
activate(pro3,time);
pro4 =new_process(arr4);
activate(pro4,time);
pro5 =new_process(allocation);
activate(pro5,time);
pro6 =new_process(transmission);
activate(pro6,time);
hold((double)SIMTIME);
printf (”3&0,3f\t!l, (passed*T)/(ISF*SIMTIME)); 
printf(n%0.3f\t!l, (ones)/(ones + zeros)); 
for(i=1; i<5; i++)
{sum +=avrtime[i]; 
printf (n 3&0.3f\t!l, ((avrtime[i]/no__tx[i] )+P)); 
}
printf(” 560.3f\t” , ((sum/passed)+(P)));
MND = avrtimet1]/no_tx[1]; 
for(i=1; i<5; i++)
{if(avrtimeti]/no_tx[i]>MXD) 
{MXD=avrtime[i]/no_tx[i];
}
if(avrtime[i]/no_tx[i]<MND)
{MND = avrtime[i]/no_tx[i];
}
}
printf (”^0.3f\t,!, (0.5*(MXD +MND)+P));
printf(" 360.3f\t!l,MXD+P);
printf (11350.3f\t1 ,MND+P);
printf (” 350.1 f\n” , MXD - MND);
reset();
}
end_simulation;
/****************************************************/ 
/**(A.3.3): simulation of the reservation process **/ 
/**with a slotted-Aloha RSF. Other processes remain**/ 
/** as in (A.3.1) **/
/****************************************************/ 
double PS,start,resvlt,success; 
int retx, lost,yes,NOS,URN,Fa[5],To[5],RR,k,i; 
int FN,csa,acc,next;
/*** resevation process ***#**#/
/***************************************/
process(reservation) 
whiled)
{yes=0; 
resvlt=2; 
temp();
for(i=1; i<=4; i++)
{if(stationti]->cardinal>0)
{yes +=1 ;
}
}
while(resvlt>0 && yes>0)
{if(yes>N0S/2)
{URN =1;
}
else {URN =NOS/yes;
}
PS=fct(yes,1)*fct(NOS-yes,URN-1)/fct(NOS,URN); 
if(draw(PS, & U3)>0)
{
if(station[RR]->cardinal>0)
{resvlt -=1; 
yes -=1;
while(station[RR]->cardinal>0)
{into(station[RR]->first,alloqtRR][FN]);
}
}
else {RR +=1; 
if(RR>4)
{R R=1 ;
}
}
}
else {resvlt -=1; 
yes -=2; 
lost =2; 
while(lost >0)
{
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if(station[RR]->cardinal >0)
{lost -=1;
while(station[RR]->cardinal>0)
{into(station[RR]->first,alloq[RR][retx]); 
}
}
else {RR +=1; 
if(RR>4)
{RR=1;
}
}
}
}
}
activate(pro6,time); 
hold(T);
}
end_process;
/***« frame and superframe counter *#*/ 
/***********************************««*«****/
temp()
{
if(FN>=16)
{FN=1;
}
else 
{FN+=1;
}
acc=FN+2;
if(acc>16)
{acc=FN-14;
}
if(acc==16)
{next=1;
}
else 
{next=acc+1;
}
csa=FN-1;
if(csa==0)
{csa=16;
}
retx =FN +1;
if(retx>16)
{retx =1;
}
}
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/**#* calculation of probability of success**/ 
/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
fct(X,Y) 
int X,Y;
{int Fa[5l, To[5l, start; 
double ansr;
Fa[0]=0;
Fa[1]=X;
Fa[23=Y;
Fa[3l=X-Y;
Fa[4]=0;
To[0]= To[1] =To[2] =To [33 =To[4]=0; 
for(i=1; i<4; i++)
{if(Fa[i]==0)
{start =1;
To[i] =start;
}
else {start =1;
for(k=0;k<=(Fa[i]-1); k++)
{start = start*(Fa[i]-k);
}
}
To[i] = start;
}
ansr = (To[1]/(To[2]*ToC31))5 
return(ansr);
}
/**(A.3.4): Simulation of mixed speech circuits **/
/**and data packets traffic handling of the **/
/** protocol via an 8Mbit/s channel **/
/**************************************************/ 
£include !,csim.h,f 
£define SIMTIME 1000000 
£define DEBUG 
int U1 , U2;
double T,calestb,connectime,avrtime ,meantime ,arivtime 
double repeat,finish,P, no_tx, ISF; 
double output, avail,dataslots,G, H,total; 
int i, mht, j, k,FN; 
double ccts,cont, passed; 
int frameno,htime[17][2]; 
struct head #buffq; 
struct head *alloq; 
struct head #callbfq; 
struct head *signq; 
struct head *txq ; 
struct process_block #pro1,*pro2,*pro3,*pro4,*pro5,*pro6 
struct arrival_data 
{
double arivtime; 
double calestb;
}
/** packet traffic arrival process ****/ 
process(parival)
activate(new_process(parival), time + negexpCG, & U2));
this->arivtime = time;
wait(buffq);
avrtime = avrtime + time - this->arivtime; 
end_process;
/**« speech traffic arrival process ****#/ 
/********«******************************«****/
process(ciarival)
activate(new_process(ciarival), time + negexp(H, & U1)) 
this->calestb = time; 
wait(callbfq);
connectime = connectime + time - this->calestb; 
end_process;
/*** packets reservation process *#**/
/a*****************************************/
process(pakres)
while(1)
{
if (buffq->cardinal > 0)
{
into(buffq->first, alloq);
}
else
{
hold(T);
}
}
end_process;
/*** speech reservation process #***/ 
/***************************************/
process(spres) 
while(1)
{
if (callbfq->cardinal >0)
{
into(callbfq->first, signq);
}
else
{
hold(T);
}
}
end_process;
/*** allocation process ##*/
process(allocation) 
while(1)
{
if( frameno >=16)
{
frameno =1;
}
else
{
frameno +=1;
}
if(occup(frameno,signq->cardinal)>0)
{if( alloq->cardinal>0)
{
if(alloq->cardinal <= dataslots)
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{total = alloq->cardinal;
}
else
{ total=dataslots;
}
}
while(total>0)
{
into(alloq->first, txq); 
total - = 1;
}
while(eont>0)
{
activate(signq->first,time); 
out(signq->first); 
cont -=1; 
finish +=1;
}
}
else
{while(passed>0)
{
activate(signq->first,time); 
out(signq->first); 
passed -=1; 
finish +=1;
■ }
}
activate(pro6,time); 
hold(T);
}
end_process;
/** transmission process ****/
/*#******##***#***#************#***/
process(transmit) 
while(1)
{if(txq->cardinal > 0)
{
no_tx +=1; 
activated txq->first,time); 
out(txq->first);
}
else hold(T);
}
end_process;
/** occupancy table «***/
/*************************************/
occup(X,Y)
{
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avail =0; 
passed=0; 
output = 0;
FN =X; 
ccts =Y; 
mht =600 ; 
for(i=1; i<=1; i++)
{
if( htime[FN][i]>=mht) 
htime[FN][i] = 0;
}
for(i=1; i<=1; i++)
{
if( htime[FN][i] >0)
{
htime[FN][i] +=1; 
repeat +=1;
}
else 
{ avail +=1;
}
}
if ( avail> ccts)
{
outputs avail - ccts; 
dataslots= (5*output); 
cont = ccts; 
for (i=1; i<=1; i++)
{if(ccts>0)
{if ( htime[FN][i] ==0) 
{
htime[FN][i] =1; 
ccts -=1;
}
}
}
avail=0; 
returnd);
}
else
{
passed = avail;
dataslots=0;
for (i=1; i<=1; i++)
{if ( avail>0)
{if( htime[FN][i]==0)
{
htime[FN][i] =1; 
avail -=1;
}
}
}
return(0);
}
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}
/xxxxxxxxxxxxx simmain ************/
********************/
simulation
for (G = 0.0000125 ; G <= 0.50 ; G+= 0.0000125)
{
U1 =317;
U2 =4321;
buffq = new_head(); 
alloq =new_head(); 
txq =new_head(); 
callbfq =new_head(); 
signq =new__head();
P =270;
H = 0,6*G; 
frameno = 0; 
cont =0; 
passed =0; 
finish =0; 
repeat =0;
T =20.00; 
connectime= 0.0; 
dataslots=5; 
total =0;
ISF =(5*1.038961); 
ccts =0.0;
FN =0;
avrtime =0.00;
no_tx =0;
meantime=0.0;
for(j = 0; j < 17; j++)
{
for(k=0; k<2; k++)
{ htime[j][k] = 0;
}
}
prol =new_process(parival);
activate(pro1,time);
pro2 =new__process(ciarival);
activate(pro2,time);
pro3 =new_process(pakres);
activate(pro3,time);
pro4 =new_process(spres);
activate(pro4,time);
pro5 =new_process(allocation);
activate(pro5,time);
pro6 =new_process(transmit);
activate(pro6,time);
hold((double)SIMTIME);
printf("$0.3f\t",(((repeat*5)+no_tx)*T)/(ISF*SIMTIME)); 
printf (n5t0.3f\tn, (avrtime/no_tx)+(2*P));
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printf(” % 0.3f\nn,(connectime/finish)+(2*P)); 
reset();
}
end_simulation;
/ X X X X X X X * X X X X f t * X X X X * X « X X X X * X X X X £ X X X * X X X X X X X X X X X X /
/**(A.3.5): Simulation of S-Aloha RSF with a **/ 
/^reservations and FSC ISF. 20stations are **/
/** assumed **/
/****«******************************************/ 
£include "csim.h1’
£define SIMTIME 400000 
£define DEBUG 
int U1, U2, U3;
double MXD,MND,STD,P ,T ,no_tx[53 ,avrtime[53 ; 
double meantime, arivtime;
double sum,passed,dataslots,G, total, ISF,spill; 
int lost, resvlt,yes,NOS,URN;
double ones,zeros,PS,start,saloha,destroy,success;
double sectime,thretime,fortime;
int retx,RR,k,i,FN,csa,acc,next,Fa[5]9 To[53;
struct head *station[53;
struct head *alloq[53[173;
struct head *txq[53;
struct process__block #pro1, *pro2, *pro3, *pro4; 
struct process_block *pro5, *pro6, *pro7; 
struct arrival_data 
{
double arivtime; 
double sectime; 
double thretime; 
double fortime;
}
process(arrival)
activate(new_process(arrival), time + negexp(G, & U1) 
this->arivtime = time; 
wait(station[13);
avrtime[l3 = avrtime[l3 + time - this->arivtime; 
end_process;
process(arr2)
activate(new_process(arr2), time + negexp(G, & U1)); 
this->sectime = time; 
wait(station[23);
avrtime[23 = avrtime[23 + time - this->sectime; 
end_process;
process(arr3) 
activate(new_process(arr3), time + negexp(G, &U1));
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this->thretime = time; 
wait(station[3]);
avrtime[3] = avrtime[3] + time - this-> thretime; 
end_process;
process(arr4)
activate(new_process(arr4), time + negexpCG, &U1)); 
this->fortime = time; 
wait(station[4]);
avrtime[4] = avrtime[43 + time - this->fortime; 
end_process;
/** reservation process with S-Aloha RSF **/ 
/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
process(reservation) 
while(1)
{yes=0; 
resvlt=2; 
temp();
for(i=1; i<=4; i++)
(if(stationti]->cardinal>0)
{yes+=1;
}
}
while(resvlt>0 && yes>0)
{if(yes>N0S/2)
{URN =1;
}
else {URN =NOS/yes;
}
PS = fctCyes,1)*fct(NOS-yes,URN-1)/fct(NOS,URN); 
if(draw(PS, & U3)>0)
{if(station[RR]->cardinal>0)
{resvlt - = 1; 
yes -=1;
while (station[RR]->cardinal > 0)
{into(station[RR]->first,alloq[RR][FN]);
}
}
else{RR +=1; 
if(RR>4)
{RR =1;
}
}
}
else {resvlt -=1; 
yes -=2; 
lost =2; 
while(lost>0)
{if(station[RR]->cardinal>0)
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{lost - = 1;
while(station[RR]->cardinal>0) 
{into(station[RR]->first,alloq[RR][retx]); 
}
}
else {RR +=1; 
if(RR>4)
{RR=1;
}
}
}
}
}
activate(pro6,time); 
hold(T);
}
end_process;
/** allocation process and FSC on ISF **/ 
/ a * # * * # # # * * * * # # * # * * * # # * * * * # * * * * * # * # # * # # * * # /
process(allocation) 
while(1)
{
for(i=1; i<=4; i++)
{if( alloqti][acc]->cardinal>0)
{total +=alloq[i][acc]->cardinal;
}
}
if(total>dataslots)
{spill=total - dataslots; 
total = dataslots;
}
else
{saloha = dataslots -total; 
yes =0;
for(i=1; i<=4; i++)
{if( alloq[i][csa]->cardinal>0)
{yes +=1;
}
}
while(saloha>0 && yes>0)
{
if(yes> NOS/2)
{URN =1;
}
else {URN =N0S/yes;
}
PS=fct(yes,1)*fct(NOS-yes,URN-1)/fct(N0S,URN); 
if(draw(PS,& U3)>0)
{success =1; 
while(success>0)
{if(alloq[RR][csa]->cardinal>0)
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{into(alloq[RR][csa]->first,txq[RR]);
success -=1;
ones +=1;
saloha -=1;
yes -=1;
RR +=1; 
if(RR>4)
{RR =1;
}
}
else 
{RR +=1; 
if(RR>4)
{R R=1;
}
}
}
}
else
{
saloha -=1; 
yes -=2; 
zeros +=1;
}
}
}
while(total>0)
{if(alloq[RR][acc]->cardinal>0)
{into(alloq[RR][acc]->first, txqCRR]); 
total -=1;
RR +=1; 
if(RR>4)
{RR=1;
}
}
else
{RR +=1; 
if(RR>4)
{RR =1;
}
}
}
for(i=1; i<=4; i++)
{while(spill>0 && alloq[i][acc]->cardinal>0) 
{into(alloq[i][acc]->first, alloq[i][next]); 
spill -=1;
}
}
activate(pro7,time);
hold(T);
}
end_process;
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/** transmission process ***#*/ 
/a*#****##*****#*##*#**#*###**#**#/
process(transmission) 
while(1)
{for(i=1; i<=4; i++)
{while(txq[i]->cardinal > 0)
{
no_tx[i] +=1; 
activate(txq[i]->first,time); 
out(txq[i]->first); 
passed +=1;
}
}
hold(T);
}
end_process;
temp()
{
if(FN>=16)
(FN=1;
}
else 
{FN+=1;
}
acc=FN+2; 
if(acc>l6)
{acc=FN-14;
}
if(acc==16)
(next=1;
}
else 
{next=acc+1;
}
csa=FN-1; 
if(csa==0)
(csa=16;
}
retx =FN+1; 
if(retx>16)
(retx =1;
}
}
fct(x,y) 
int X,Y;
(int Fa[5], To[5l, start; 
double ansr;
Fa[0]=0;
Fa[1]=X;
Fa[2]=Y;
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Fa[3]=X-Y;
Fa[4]=0 
To[0]=0 
To[1]=0 
To[2]=0 
To[3l=0 
To[4]=0_ 
for(i=1; i<4; i++)
{if(Fa[i]==0)
{start r1;
To[i]=start;
}
else 
{start =1;
for(k=0; k<=(Fa[i]-1); k++) 
{start = start*(Fa[i]-k);
}
}
To[i] = start;
}
ansr=(To[1]/(To[2]*To[3])); 
return(ansr);
}
/**#**####### simmain #**#**#*****#*/ 
/a**####*##
simulation 
printf(»\n«);
for (G = 0.0005 ; G <= 0.02 ; G+= 0.0005) 
{
U1 =317;
U2 =4321;
U3 =12345; 
yes =0;
NOS =4;
URN =0;
PS =0; 
start =0;
MND =0;
MXD =0;
STD =0; 
success =0;
P =270;
FN =1; 
acc =0; 
retx =0; 
lost =0; 
resvlt =0;
RR =1; 
spill =0; 
passed =0; 
ones =0;
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zeros =0; 
destroy =0; 
saloha =0; 
sum =0; 
csa =0; 
next =0;
T =20.0; 
dataslots=1; 
total =0;
ISF =(1*1.012658); 
for(i=0; i<5; i++)
(no_tx[i] =0; 
avrtime[i] =0; 
stationti] = new_head();
To[i] =0;
Fa[i] =0;
txqti] = new_head();
}
meantime=0.0; 
for(k=0; k<5; k++)
{for(i=0; i<1T; i++)
{alloqtk][i]=new_head();
}
}
prol =new_process(arrival);
activate(pro1,time);
pro2 =new_process(arr2);
activate(pro2,time);
pro3 =new_process(arr3);
activate(pro3,time);
pro4 =new_process(arr4);
activate(pro4,time);
pro5 =new_process(reservation);
activate(pro5,time);
pro6 =new_process(allocation);
activate(pro6,time);
pro7 =new_process(transmission);
activate(pro7,time);
hold((double)SIMTIME);
printf ("*0.3f\t", (passed#T)/(ISF*SIMTIME)); 
for(i=1; i<5; i++)
{sum +=avrtime[i]; 
printf(" $0.3f\tn, ((avrtime[i]/no_tx[i] )+P)); 
}
printf (” /&0.3f\tn, ((sum/passed)+(P)));
MND = avrtimet1]/no_tx[1]; 
for(i=1; i<5; i++)
{if (avrtime [i ]/no__tx[i ]>MXD)
{MXD = avrtime[i]/no_tx[i];
}
if(avrtime[i]/no_tx[i]<MND)
{MND = avrtime[i]/no_tx[i];
}
}
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printf(” 550 .3f\t”,(0.5*(MXD+MND))+P);
printf (”550 .3f\t”,MXD+P);
printf (” 550 ,3f\t” , MND+P);
printf (” 550 . 1 f\n” , MXD-MND);
reset();
}
end_simulation;
